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Abstract 

We analyse the perturbative expansion of knot invariants related with 

infinite dimensional representations of 51(2, JR) and the Lorentz group taking 

as a starting point the Kontsevich Integral and the notion of central characters 

of infinite dimensional unitary representations of Lie Groups. The prime aim 

is to define C-valued knot invariants. This yields a family ofC([h]]-valued knot 

invariants contained in the Melvin-Morton expansion of the Coloured Jones 

Polynomial. It is verified that for some knots, namely torus knots, the power 

series obtained have a zero radius of convergence, and therefore we analyse 

the possibility of obtaining analytic functions of which these power series 

are asymptotic expansions by means of Borel re-summation. This process is 

complete for torus knots, and a partial answer is presented in the general case, 

which gives an upper bound on the growth of the coefficients of the Melvin

Morton expansion of the Coloured Jones Polynomial. In the Lorentz group 

case, this perturbative approach is proved to coincide with the algebraic and 

combinatorial approach for knot invariants defined out of the formal R-matrix 

and formal ribbon elements in the Quantum Lorentz Group, and its infinite 

dimensional unitary representations. 
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Introduction 

Since the advent of quantum groups, and in particular of the notion of a quantised 

universal enveloping algebra of a semisimple Lie algebra in the end of the eighties, 

their theory has been applied to the construction of link invariants. The main idea 

behind all approaches comes from the observation that, in the current terminology, 

they are ribbon Hopf algebras [RT] , which implies that their category of finite di

mensional representations is a ribbon category, with trivial associativity constraints. 

In the pioneering work of Freyd and Yetter, cf. [FYj, it was observed that the (rib

bon) tangles form a ribbon category which is universal in the class of all strict ribbon 

categories. This framework gives us a knot invariant for any ribbon Hopf algebra 

and any finite dimensional representation of it, as observed in the construction of 

Reshetikin and Turaev's functor defined in [RT]. 

A limitation of the constructions above is that they are not directly applicable to the 

case of infinite dimensional representations of ribbon Hopf algebras. This is because 
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they involve taking traces or the use of coevaluation maps, which are difficult to 

define in the infinite dimensional context. However, one is forced to deal with knot 

invariants associated with infinite dimensional representations when considering in

variants associated with unitary representations of non-compact Lie groups. This 

kind of representation appears in the context of (2 + I)-quantum gravity and Chern

Simons theory with non-compact groups. See for example [W],[BC],[BNR], [GI] , 

[NRJ or [GJ. It would thus be important to define C-valued knot invariants associ

ated with representations of this kind, natural observables for (2 + I)-dimensional 

quantum gravity and Lorentzian Chern-Simons theory. The aim of the thesis, is to 

describe a possible path for doing this. We shall be mostly interested in the 8L(2, R) 

and 8L(2, C) cases. 

The h-adic quantised universal enveloping algebras of semisimple Lie algebras are 

usually easier to deal with in the context of infinite dimensional representations. In 

this case there are various different variants of the construction of quantum Knot 

invariants. Some of them can be used in the infinite dimensional case, for exam

ple, Lawrence's Universal Uh(g) knot invariant or the Kontsevich Universal knot 

invariant. Roughly speaking, given a (complex semisimple) Lie algebra and an 

ad-invariant non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on it, they will yield a knot 

invariant which takes values in the algebra of formal power series over the centre 

of U(g), the universal enveloping algebra of g. It is called the universal U(g)-knot 

invariant. These power series define an analytic function from C to a completion of 

the universal enveloping algebra of g when it is given the topology of convergence in 

its finite dimensional representations. One of the aims of this thesis is to consider 

also infinite dimensional representations of g. 

The main idea behind the construction of non-compact group knot invariants is the 
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following. Suppose we have a representation p of the Lie algebra 9 in some vector 

space V, which we do not assume to be finite dimensional. We can always lift it 

to a representation, also denoted by p, of the enveloping algebra of g. In some 

cases it can happen that any element of the centre of U(g) acts in Vasa multiple 

of the identity. Such representations thus define an algebra morphism from the 

centre of U(g) to C, in other words: a central character of U(g). They are usually 

called representations which admit a central character. This type of g-module arises 

naturally in Lie algebra theory. Some examples would be the cyclic highest weight 

representations of a semisimple Lie algebra. Notice they are infinite dimensional if 

the weight is not integral dominant. It is a well established fact that the central 

characters of them exhaust all central characters of U(g) if 9 is complex semisimple. 

Another context where representations which admit a central character appears is 

the context of unitary irreducible representations R of real Lie Groups G with Lie 

algebra 9 in complex Hilbert spaces V. More precisely, it is possible to prove that the 

induced representation ROO of U(g ®lR C) in the space of smooth vectors of V under 

the action of R admits a central character. It is called the infinitesimal character of 

R. 

Any central character of U(g) can be used to evaluate the universal U(g) knot in

variant. This will then yield a knot invariant with values in the algebra of formal 

power series over C. For example if we use the central character of the highest 

weight representations of 5[(2, C), we obtain exactly the Melvin-Morton expansion 

of the Coloured Jones Polynomial, expansion which we called z-coloured Jones Poly

nomial. Obviously, one price we have to pay when we consider infinite dimensional 

representation of 9 will then be, in general, the need to stick to representations of 

9 that admit a central character and to links with one component (knots). In this 
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thesis, we propose to consider this kind of knot invariant for infinite dimensional ir

reducible unitary representations of SL(2, JR) and SL(2, C), and to analyse precisely 

its algebraic and convergence properties. Let us agree to call them non-compact 

knot invariants. 

As mentioned before, in the semisimple Lie algebras context the central charac

ters of the highest weight representations exhaust all central characters of U(g). 

Moreover the value of these central characters in a central element of U(g) depends 

polynomially on the weight and it is determined by its values on the weights that 

define finite dimensional representations. Therefore, in the power series level these 

non-compact invariants are analytic continuation of the usual quantum groups knot 

invariants. For example in the 8L(2, JR) and 8£(2, C) case these knot invariants 

are thus obviously contained in the Melvin-Morton expansion of the Coloured Jones 

Polynomial. This exact relation is calculated in theorems 26 and 16. In particular 

the knot invariants obtained by admitting infinite dimensional representations are 

not more powerful than the already known ones. Therefore the main motivation 

for this thesis concerns the applications of these knot invariants to mathematical 

physics and geometric topology. It is unclear what happens in the non-semisimple 

Lie algebras context. 

As we referred to before, the definition of ((>valued, that is numerical, knot invariants 

would be the most important for applications. So we want to say something about 

about the kind of power series that we obtain. This will be one of the main subjects 

of this thesis. A main result will be that for a large class of interesting unitary infinite 

dimensional representations of 8£(2, R) the associated series has a zero radius of 

convergence, at least in the case oftorus knots. The same is true in the 8L(2, C) case. 

Notice that this does not happen in the case of finite dimensional representations, 
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in which case there is no problem in defining numerical knot invariants. However, 

in the context of torus knots, they define Borel re-summable series. This means 

there is a natural way to find analytic functions of which these power series are 

asymptotic expansions; and also, that the uncertainty in the process of re-summation 

is reduced to a numerable, in this case finite, set of functions, differing by rapidly 

decreasing terms. It would be interesting to analyse what this uncertainty means 

geometrically. This re-summation realises an analytic extension of the coloured 

Jones polynomial of torus knots to complex spins, in the context of numerical knot 

invariants rather than only termwise in the power series, that is, of the actual values 

of the coloured Jones polynomial. In the general case of an arbitrary knot and a 

unitary representation of 8£(2, JR) or 8£(2, C), the main result obtained (theorem 

34) is that the series obtained are of Gevrey type 1. This ensures there is an upper 

bound for the divergence of the power series. This is a necessary condition for 

Borel summability and permits us to define a weaker process of re-summation up 

to exponentially decreasing functions. It is an open problem whether the process of 

Borel re-summation of the z-coloured Jones polynomial works for any knot. 

In the Lorentz Group case, the program described until now relates with the work of 

Buffenoir and Roche, [BRI] and [BR2] on the representation theory of the quantum 

Lorentz group. We use the quantum Lorentz group defined by Woronowicz and 

Poddles in [PWJ. This thesis contains a full description of the knot theory related 

to it in the representative example of balanced (simple) representations, as well as 

the precise relation with the previous perturbative framework. Let us be a bit more 

explicit. Suppose A is a Hopf algebra, its category of finite dimensional represen

tations is therefore a compact monoidal category. Let q be a complex number not 

equal to 1 or -1. Suppose A = Uq(g) is the Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra attached to 
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the semisimple Lie algebra g. Even though A is not a ribbon Hopf algebra, it pos

sesses a formal R-matrix and a formal ribbon element. These elements make sense 

when applied to finite dimensional representations of A, and thus its category of 

finite dimensional representations is a ribbon category. This means we have a knot 

invariant attached to any finite dimensional representation of A. This kind of knot 

invariant takes values in C. 

A similar situation happens in the case of the Quantum Lorentz Group V, also 

denoted by Uq(.5((2, C)lR). Despite the fact V is not a Drinfeld Jimbo algebra, its 

structure of a quantum double, namely V = V(Uq(.su(2)), Pol(SUq(2)) with q E 

(0,1), makes possible the definition of a formal R-matrix on it. Also, it is possible 

to define a heuristic ribbon element. A fact observed in [BRI] is that we can describe 

the action of the formal R-matrix of the Quantum Lorentz Group in a class of infinite 

dimensional representations of it. For this reason, it is natural to ask whether 

there exists a knot theory attached to the infinite representations of V. This would 

generalise the work of Barrett and Crane in [BC], extending their spin foam model 

to the quantum case in which the evaluation of (infinite dimensional) Lorentzian 

spin networks would be sensitive to knotting ( This extension has been done in 

[NR]). We shall see the answer is affirmative at least in the perturbative level. As 

we mentioned before, since we are working with infinite dimensional representations 

the general formulation of Reshetikin and Turaev for constructing knot invariants 

cannot be directly applied. We use now a slightly different way of thinking to get 

around this problem. It is possible, given a knot diagram, or to be more precise a 

connected (1, I)-tangle diagram, to make a heuristic evaluation of the Reshetikin

Turaev functor on it. This yields an infinite series for any knot diagram. This 

method was also elucidated in [NR]. Unfortunately, at least for unitary infinite 
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dimensional representations, this infinite series do not seem to be convergent , which 

tells us that the process of Borel re-summation is perhaps more powerful. However, 

they converge h-adically for q = exp(h/2) , since the expansions of their terms as 

power series in h starts in increasing degree of hn. Therefore these evaluations do 

define C[[h]]-valued knot invariants. A main result of this thesis is that it is possible 

to choose an ad-invariant inner product in the Lie algebra of the Lorentz group such 

that the knot invariants coming out of the infinite dimensional representations of 

the Lorentz Group in the framework of the Kontsevich Integral are exactly these 

ones. This bilinear form is first conjectured in chapter 2 and then proved to be the 

good one in chapter 7 (Theorem 136). 

A resume of this thesis for the expert 

First of all a note about proofs. I included a large amount of background material in 

this thesis, insisting in a pedagogical, simple and self-contained exposition. I decided 

to provide proofs of known results when they include some important ideas which are 

used afterwards, for example Theorem 5; if the result will have a major important 

for the sequel, for example the relation between framed and unframed Kontsevich 

Integral in 6.1.3; and it is difficult to find a proof of it in the literature, for example 

for theorem 2; or the proof is too complicated for the reader to understand it without 

reading the rest of the article for example in 7.3.3, or it is not clear that it is correct 

in the way it is proved. 
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Chapter one 

This contains mainly background material, explaining the main results needed and 

especially the philosophy of this thesis. It is tells the reader mainly about the way 

we can define knot invariants from the Kontsevich Integral and weight systems, 

together with their relation with the Coloured Jones Polynomial and the Melvin 

Morton Expansion of it. 

Chapter Two 

It uses the framework of the previous chapter to define knot invariants from the 

infinite dimensional representations of the Lorentz Group. The main result of this 

chapter concerns the way we can obtain them out of the Coloured Jones PolynomiaL 

Chapter Three 

This is one of the main chapters of this thesis. It presents the general framework for 

dealing with knot invariants defined from infinite dimensional representations of Lie 

Groups, and the way they can always be obtained from the usual quantum groups 

knot invariants in the semisimple case. 

Chapter Four 

This is, definitely, the most important chapter of this thesis. It contains a proof that 

the Melvin Morton expansion of the Coloured Jones Polynomial defines power series 

with a zero radius of convergence for torus knots. It contains background material 

on Borel re-summations and a proof that the SL(2, JR) and SL(2, C) invariants are 
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Borel re-summable for torus knots. A weaker result of re-summability is stated in 

the general case (Theorem 34). It contains a list of open problems. 

Chapter Five 

It is a mixture of background material and some technical proofs of theorems stated 

in chapters 3 and 4, as well as a condensed proof of Theorem 34, and a simple proof 

of it for the Figure of Eight Knot 

Chapter Six 

It is a very technical and heavy chapter. It presents the Kontsevich Integral, and 

gives bounds for its coefficients as well as bounds for the evaluation of chord di

agrams, probably interesting by themselves. The main result is a full proof of 

Theorem 34, an upper bound in the growth of the coefficients of the Melvin-Morton 

Expansion of the Coloured Jones Polynomial. 

Chapter Seven 

The subject is slightly different to the rest of this thesis. The main aim is to 

prove the exact relation between the previous perturbative framework and the knot 

invariants defined from the unitary representation of the quantum Lorentz Group. 

It contains background material on the Quantum Lorentz Group, and a study of its 

representation theory, made as parallel as possible with the classical case described 

in Chapter The main result of this chapter is a precise proof that we can define C[[hJ]

knot invariants from infinite dimensional representations of the Lorentz group and 
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how they relate with the previous perturbative approach. Some attempts to analyse 

the convergence or divergence of the associated series of complex numbers are made. 

Important References 

Out out the very big list of references included, I would like to select some very 

important ones, necessary to follow this thesis. These are: [BR2],[C],[CD], [CV] , 

[LMIJ, [M] and [K]. This thesis is an expanded version of [FMl] and [FM2]. 
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1 Preliminaries 

1.1 Chord diagrams 

We recall the definition of the algebra of chord diagrams, which is the target space 

for the Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant. For more details see for example [BN] 

or [K]. A chord diagram is a finite set W = {Cl' ... , en} of cardinality 2 nonintersecting 

subsets of the oriented circle, modulo orientation preserving homeomorphisms. The 

subsets Ck are called chords and are supposed to be pairwise disjoint. We usually 

specify a chord diagram by drawing it as in figure 1. In all the pictures we assume 

the circle oriented counterclockwise. 

For each n 2:: 2, let Vn be the free C vector space on the set of all chord diagrams with 

n chords. That is the set of formal finite linear combinations W = Li AiWi, where 

.-\ E C and Wi is a chord diagram with i chords for any i. Consider the sub vector 

space 4Tn of Vn which is the subspace generated by all linear combinations of chord 

diagrams of the form displayed in figure 2. The 3 intervals considered in the circle 

can appear in an arbitrary order in 8 1. Define for each n E No = {O, 1,2, .. },the 

vector space An = Vn /4Tn. We consider Ao = Va and Al = Vi· 

For any pair m, n E No, there exists a bilinear map # : An®Am ~ Am+n, called the 

connected sum product. As its name says, it is performed by doing the connected 

sum of chord diagrams as in figure 3. 

Obviously the product is not well defined in Vm ® Vn since it depends on the points 

in which we break the circles. However, the connected sum product makes sense in 

A.n®An, for we are considering the 4-term relations. We explain why it is so in 5.1. 

It is an associative and commutative product, and it has a unit: the chord diagram 
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Figure 1: A chord diagram with 4 chords 

Figure 2: 4 Term relations 

# 

Figure 3: Connected sum product 
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Figure 4: Coproduct maps 

without any chord. For more details see [BN}. 

The vector space Am ® Am is mapped via the connected sum product to Am+n' 

Therefore the direct sum A fin = EBnENo An has a commutative and associative graded 

algebra structure, where the grading coefficient of a chord diagram is given by its 

number of chords. This permits us to conclude that the vector space 

A= II An 
nEJlio 

has a structure of abelian algebra over the field of complex numbers. It is the graded 

completion of A fin • Call it the algebra of chord diagrams. The algebra A is the target 

space for the Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant. There exist also coproduct maps 

~ : Am -+ Eek+I=m Ak ® Al which have the form of figure 4 on chord diagrams. 

They extend to a linear map D. : A -+ A®A. Here A®A is the vector space 

IT E9 Ak®AI. 
mEJlio k+l=m 

Notice that A ® A is a proper sub vector space of A0A. 
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An element W E A is called group like if ~(w) = w®w. That is, if writing w = 

LnENo Wn with n E An, Vn E No we have 

~(wn)= L WkQ9 WI· 

l+k=n 

For example, exp(e) is a group like element. Here e is the unique chord diagram 

with only one chord. This is a trivial consequence of the fact ~ (e) = e ® 1 + 1 ® e. 
We have put 1 for the chord diagram without chords. 

1.2 The Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant 

We skip for a moment the definition of the (framed) Kontsevich Universal Knot 

invariant Z, for which we refer for example to [KJ, [LMl], [Will and 6.1. For the 

unframed version see [CD] and [BN], the classical reference. The sources [LM2] and 

[Will unify the two theories in a nice way, as we describe in 6.1.3. We take the 

normalisation of the Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant for which the value of the 

unknot is the wheels element n of [LNT]. That is Z(O) = Z(oo), cf [BN] pp 447, 

or 6.1. This is a different normalisation of the one used in [BN]. We now gather the 

properties of the Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant which we are going to use in 

the sequel. Notice that the product we consider in A, the algebra of chord diagrams, 

is the connected sum product #. 

Theorem 1 There exists a (oriented and framed) knot invariant K ~ Z(K), where 

Z (K) is in the algebra A of chord diagrams. Given a framed knot K, Z (K) satisfies: 

1. Z(K) is grouplike, cf [BN] 
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2. If Kf is obtained from K by changing its framing by a factor of1 then Z(Kf) = 

Z(K) exp( -9), cf [LM1}. 

3. If K* is the mirror image of K, and writing Z(K) = L:nENo Wn with Wn E 

An, 'v'n E No we have Z(K*) = L:nENo( _l)nwn, cf [CD]. 

4. If K- is the knot obtained from K by reversing the orientation of it then 

Z(K-) = L:nENo Sewn)' Here S : An -+ An is the map that reverses the 

orientation of each chord diagram, cf [CD]. 

5. Z(K#L) = Z(K)Z(L)Z(O)-l, where K#L denotes the connected sum of the 

knots K and Land 0 is the unknot. 

Suppose we are given a family of linear maps (weights) Wn : An -+ C, n E No. A 

knot invariant whose value on each knot is a formal power series with coefficients in 

C is called canonical if it has the form 

K ~ L Wn(wn)hn. 
nENo 

As usual we write Z(K) = L:nENo Wn with Wn E An, 'Vn E No. 

1.3 Infinitesimal R-matrices 

Let 9 be a Lie algebra and U(g) its universal enveloping algebra. Notice U(g) is 

generated as an algebra by 1 and g. It has a unique Hopf algebra structure for 

which: 

1. Ll(X)=X®l+lI8lX,'v'XEg 
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2. c(X) = 0, "IX E 9 

3. SeX) = -X, "IX E 9 

Let 9 be a Lie algebra over the field C1. An infinitesimal R-matrix of 9 is a symmetric 

tensor t E 9 ® 9 such that [~(X), tJ = 0, "IX E 9. The commutator is taken in 

U(g) ® U(g). 

Suppose we are given an infinitesimal R-matrix t. Write t = 2:i ai ® bi. We have 

2:j[~(aj), t] ® bj = 0, thus: 

L ajai ® bi ® bj - aiaj ® bi ® bj + aj ® ajbi ® bj - ai ® biaj ® bj = 0, (1) 
i,j 

which resembles the 4T relations considered previously. Given a chord diagram w 

and an infinitesimal R-matrix t = 2:i ai ®bi it is natural thus to construct an element 

1>t(w) of U(g) in the following fashion: Start in an arbitrary point of the circle and 

go around it in the direction of its orientation. Order the chords of w by the order 

with which you pass them as in figure 5. Each chord has thus an initial and an end 

point. Then go around the circle again and write (from the right to the left) ai,. or 

bi,. depending on whether you got to the initial or final point of the kth chord. Then 

sum over all the ik'S. For example for the chord diagram of figure 5 the element 

1>t( w) is: 

L bhbi3bil ai3ai2ai!· 
il,i2,ia 

lWe could obviously consider any field, however it needs to be a subfield of C so that the 

evaluation of chord diagrams make sense. Notice the the Kontsevich Universal knot invariant has 

values in the algebra of chord diagrams with coefficients in Q 
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3 

2 

Figure 5: Enumerating the Chords of a Chord Diagram 

See [K] or [CV] for more details. It is possible to prove (we are going to do it in 5.1) 

that <Pt(w) is well defined as an element of U(g), that is it does not depend on the 

starting point in the circle. Moreover: 

Theorem 2 Let 9 be a Lie algebra and t E 9 ® 9 be an infinitesimal R-matrix. The 

linear map cPt : Vn --+ U(g) satisfies the 4T relations, therefore it descends to a linear 

map <Pt : An --+ U(g). Moreover: 

1. The image of 4>t is contained in C(U(g)), the centre of U(g). 

2. The degree of <Pt( w) in U(g) with respect to the natural filtration of U(g) is not 

bigger than twice the number of chords of w. 

3. Given wE Am and Wi E An we have ¢t{w#w') = ¢t(w)¢t(w') 

4. Consider the map ¢t,h : A --+ C(U(g))[[hJ] such that if W = 2:nENo Wn with 

Wn E An for each n E No we have 

¢t,h = L ¢t(wn)hn
. 

nENo 

Then </>t,h is a C-algebra morphism. 
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Usually we put cPt instead of cPt,h to simplify the notation. This is a well known 

result. However I could not find a complete proof of it in the literature. A large 

part of this thesis depends on it, therefore we will give a proof of the difficult part 

of it in 5.1. 

Obviously, depending on the Lie algebra and the infinitesimal R-matrix we choose, 

the evaluation of cPt will satisfy some additional relations to the 4-term relations. 

We will give a description of this for the .5((2, C) case in 5.2, following [CV]. As we 

will see in the next section, apart from scaling, there exists only one infinitesimal 

R-matrix in .5((2, C), and in general in any simple Lie algebra. 

1.3.1 Constructing infinitesimal R-matrices 

There exists a standard way to construct infinitesimal R-matrices in a Lie algebra 

g. Suppose we are given a g-invariant, non degenerate, symmetric bilinear form 

<, > in g. Here g-invariance means that we have < [X, YJ, Z > + < Y, [X, Z] >= 

0, \;/ X, Y, Z E g. If g is semisimple the Cartan-Killing form verifies the properties 

above. Take a basis {Xi} of g and let {Xi} be the dual basis of g* . Then it is easy 

to show that for any .x E C the tensor t = .x L:i Xi ® Xi is an infinitesimal R-matrix 

of g. We are identifying g* with g using the nondegenerate bilinear form <, >. 

Suppose 9 is a semisimple Lie algebra and let t = ~i at ® bi be an infinitesimal 

R-matrix in g. Let also <, > denote the Cartan-Killing form on g. Then the map 

g --+ g such that X 1-+ ~i < X, ai > bi is an intertwiner of g with respect to its 

adjoint representation. Therefore if g is simple it is a multiple .x of the identity. 

This permits us to conclude that t = .xXi ® Xi. 

Let us now look at the case when 9 is semisimple. Then g has a unique decomposition 
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of the form g ~ gl $ ... $ gn, where each gi is a simple Lie algebra. The Cartan

Killing form in each gi will yield an infinitesimal R-matrix ti in each gi' Obviously 

each linear combination t = .Altl + ... + .Antn is an infinitesimal R-matrix for g. An 

argument similar to the one before proves that any infinitesimal R-matrix in g needs 

to be of this form. 

It should be said that in the case in which an infinitesimal R-matrix in a Lie algebra 

g comes from a non-degenerate, symmetric and g-invariant bilinear form then our 

construction of central elements yields the same result as [EN], cf [CV]. 

1.3.2 Universal U(g)-knot invariants 

Recall that the Kontsevich integral is a sum of the form Z (K) = L:nENo Wn with 

Wn E An, "In E No. Let g be a Lie algebra and t an infinitesimal R-matrix of g. We 

can consider the composition <l>t 0 Z. This will yield a knot invariant with values in 

the algebra of formal power series over the centre C(U(g)) of U(g). Therefore: 

Theorem 3 Let g be Lie algebra and t an infinitesimal R-matrix in g There exists 

a framed knot invariant Zt = (<I>t 0 Z). It has the form: 

+00 
Zt = (<I>t 0 Z) : K 1-+ L:(<I>t 0 Zn)(K)hn, (2) 

n=O 

where (CPt 0 Zn)(K) E C(U(g)), n = 0, 1... 

If g is simple then according to the results of 1.3.1 there exists essentially only one 

infinitesimal R-matrix t. In this case (CPt 0 Z) is called the universal U(g) knot 

invariant. 
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If 9 is complex semisimple and t is the infinitesimal R-matrix coming from the 

Cartan-Killing form in g, then (¢t 0 Z)(K) defines an analytic function from C to 

the completion of U(g), where U(g) is given the topology of convergence in its finite 

dimensional representations, cf. [PS]. In other words, for any finite dimensional 

representation p of 9 in V, the power series p( c/Jt 0 Z) (K) converges to a linear 

operator V -+ V, in fact to a multiple of the identity if V is irreducible. The usual 

quantum group knot invariants are obtained by taking the trace of these operators. 

We will go back to these issues later in 3.3 for the 5£(2, C) case. This thesis aims 

mostly to consider the case in which we admit infinite dimensional representations. 

1.3.3 C[[h]]-valued knot invariants 

Let 9 be a Lie algebra and t be an infinitesimal R-matrix in g. Suppose are given 

a morphism f : C(U(g)) -+ C. Morphisms f like this are usually called central 

characters of g. Composing f with Zt = (<pt 0 Z) yields a canonical knot invariant 

(see the end of 1.2) f 0 <Pt 0 Z. 

Obviously any map f : C(U(g)) -+ C will define a knot invariant in the same fashion. 

However, if f is a morphism then f 0 <Pt : A t-t q[h]] is also a morphism of algebras 

thus the properties 2 and 5 of theorem 1 will translate in the obvious way to f 0 ¢t 0 Z. 

It is not difficult to examine the conditions whereby this kind of knot invariants are 

unframed. Let t = Ei ai ® bi be an infinitesimal R matrix in a Lie algebra. Define 

Ot = 2:i aibi = ¢t (e). It is a central element of the universal enveloping algebra of g. 

Call it the quadratic central element associated with t. The infinitesimal R-matrix 

t can be recovered from Ct by the formula 
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A morphism f : C(U(g)) -+ C is said to be t-unframed if f(Ct ) = O. From theorem 

1, 2 and theorem 2, 3 it is straightforward to conclude that: 

Theorem 4 Let g be a Lie algebra with an infinitesimal R-matrix t. Consider also 

a morphism f from the centre of U(g) to C. Then the knot invariant f 0 Zt zs 

unframed if and only if the morphism f is t-unframed. 

Notice the Kontsevich integral of each knot is invertible in A. This is because the 

term Wo E Ao is the unit of A. We need this fact to prove the last theorem. 

1.3.4 A factorisation theorem 

Suppose the Lie algebra g ~ gl EB g2 is the direct sum of two Lie algebras. If tl and 

t2 are infinitesimal R-matrices in gl and Q2 then t = tl + t2 is also an infinitesimal 

R-matrix in g. Moreover given a chord diagram w we have the following identity: 

cf [BN] 

It is trivial to conclude this from the definition of A. We are obviously considering 

the standard isomorphism U(g) ~ U(gl) ® U(g2) such that (X, Y) I-t X ® 1 + 1 ® Y 

for (X, Y) E g. 

If we are given two algebra morphisms fi : C(U(gi)) -+ C, i = 1,2, then f = II ® II 
is an algebra morphism C(U(g)) ~ C(U(gi)) ® C(U(gi) -+ C. We can thus consider 

the knot invariant f 0 Zt. It expresses in a simple form in terms of fi 0 Zt;, i = 1,2. 

In fact: 
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Theorem 5 Given any (oriented and framed) knot K we have: 

as formal power series 

Proof. 

Let K be a knot, write Z(K) = LnENo Wn with Wn E An, Vn E No. We have: 

nENo 

nENo 

nENo k+l=n 

= L L [(II 0 ¢>tJ(Wk)] [(12 0 ¢>t2) (WI)] hk+1 

nENo k+l=n 

• 
This result and proof appears in [GN] 

1.4 The Coloured Jones Polynomial 

1.4.1 The algebra Uh (5l(2, C)) 

The coloured Jones Polynomial is constructed out of the finite dimensional represen

tations of the h-adic Hopf algebra Uh(5l(2, C)), the quantised universal enveloping 

algebra of 5[(2, C). We will follow the convention of [HJ. The algebra Uh(.6l(2, C)) is 
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the complete q[h]]-algebra topologically generated by H , E and F and relations: 

sinh (hH/2) 
HE = E(H +2),HF = F(H - 2), (EF - FE) = sinh(h/2) . 

Let q = exp(h), v = exp{h/2) and K = exp(hHj2). Set [n] = [n]h = u::uu_-; and 

[nJh! = [1][2] ... [nJ. The algebra Uh(5((2, C» can be given a structure of ribbon quasi 

Hopf algebra with R-matrix 

+00 ,,(,,+1) 

R = v!H®H ~ V 2 (v _ v-1tl?' ® Fn 
L.J [nJ! ' 
n=O 

and group like element G = K. Therefore, the ribbon element e is 

() = K- 1 L(ti)Si, 
s 

where R = Li Si ® k See [RTJ, for example for the definition of ribbon Hopf 

algebras. 

The theory of finite dimensional representations of Uh (5((2, C» is similar to the 

representation theory of 5((2, C). A complete set of indecomposable representations 

of Uh (5((2, C» made out of the representations of spin a E ~No. These are repre

sentations in the free q[h]]-module with basis {vo, ... , V2a} and actions: 

Cl< 
Alternatively, we can see it as a representation in V, the free C[[h]] module with 

basis {~-Cl<' ..• , va}, considering this actions of generators of Uh (5((2, C): 
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The possibility of writing the representations in this way will be important later. 

Notice that the terms under the square roots always define holomorphic functions in 

a neighbourhood of zero, thus elements of C[[h]]. These are all the indecomposable 

finite dimensional representations of Uh (s((2, C)). See [KS] or [CPl· 

1.4.2 Ribbon Hopf Algebras, knot invariants and the Coloured Jones 

Polynomial 

Recall that any finite dimensional representation V of a ribbon Hopf algebra A 

always define a framed knot invariant I. Let us say what our conventions are. See 

[K],[RT] or [CP] for more details. Let R = L:i Sj ® tj be the R-matrix of A and 

() its ribbon element. Recall the group like element G of A is G = U(}-l where 

u = L:i S(ti)Si 

Let A be a ribbon Ropf algebra with an R-matrix R = L:i Si ® t i , and group like 

element C. Let V be a finite dimensional representation of A. Choose a basis {Vi} 

of V and let {Vi} be its dual basis of V*. Notice V* is also a representation of A 

under the rule af(v) = f(S(a)v), V E V,f E V*, a EA. If K is a framed knot then 

J(K) is calculated from a regular projection of K under the rules: 

F(u) = 1 t--t l: Vi ® Vi, 
i 

F(u) = 1 t--t LVi ® G-1Vi, 
i 

Fen) = f ® V t--t f(v), 

Fe:)) = V ® f t--t f(Gv), 

F(X+) = v ® w t--t L tiW ® SiV , 

i 
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Figure 6: Knot Generators U, u, n, n, X + and X_ 

Figure 7: I-framed unknot 

:F(X_)=w®VI--"'"t LSiW®tiv, 
i 

For example the evaluation for the 1-framed unknot in figure 7 is: 

i,j i,j 

L vi(S(Sj)GtjG-IVi) = tr{ v I--"'"t L Vi(S(Sj)GtjC-Iv} = tr{ v I--"'"t Ou-Iv} 
o j 

= tr{ v I--"'"t BG-Iv}. 

Definition 6 The coloured Jones polynomial JO, where a E ~No is, by definition 

the framed knot invariant made out of the the ribbon Hopf algebra Uh (.5C(2, C)) and 

the representation of spin a of it 

Therefore the coloured Jones polynomial is a knot invariant with values in C[[hJJ. 

In fact if we look at 1.4.1 it is trivial to conclude that JO(K) is always a Laurent 
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polynomial in exp(h/4) = v~. 

1.4.3 The coloured Jones polynomial and central characters 

Let 9 be a simple Lie algebra and p a representation of 9 in the vector space V. 

Then p is said to admit a central character if every element of C(U(g)) acts on 

V as a multiple of the identity. In this case there exists an algebra morphism 

>"p : C(U(g)) - C such that p(a)(v) = >"p(a)v, Va E C(U(g)), v E V. The algebra 

morphism >"p is called the central character of the representation p. In particular, if 

9 is a Lie algebra with an infinitesimal R-matrix t then given any representation p 

of 9 with a central character, we can construct the knot invariant (>..p 0 ¢t 0 Z), as 

in 1.3.3. It has values in the algebra C[[h]] of formal power series over C. 

Recall that the coloured Jones polynomial JOI, where a E !No is, by definition the 

framed knot invariant made out of the the ribbon Hopf algebra Uh (.6[(2, C)) and the 

representation of spin a of it. It is therefore a framed knot invariant with values 

in C[[h]]. However, apart from normalisation, the coloured Jones polynomial is 

a particular example of this construction. Let t be the infinitesimal R-matrix of 

.5£(2, C) corresponding to the bilinear form in it which is minus the Cartan-Killing 

form. Notice a nice form for t: 

where (Jx, (Jy, (Jz are the Pauli Matrices. See 2.1. Another expression for t appears 

in 1.4.6. Consider for any a E ~No the representation p of .6[(2, C) with spin a, thus 

p admits a central character which we denote by >"01· Given a framed knot K Let 

JOI(K) denote the framed Coloured Jones Function of it. Notice we "colour" the 
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Jones polynomial with the spin of the representation, rather than with the dimension 

of it. The last one is the usual convention. 

Theorem 7 We have: 

(3) 

This is well known, though non trivial. A path for proving it relies upon the frame

work of quasi Hopf algebras and the notion of gauge transformations on them. This 

is described by Drinfeld in [D1] and [D2]. The context in which we need to apply 

it is the quantised universal enveloping algebras one. In this case some rigidity re

sults ensure the above theorem is true. All this is described in detail in the same 

references. For a complete discussion, see [LM!] or[K]. 

1.4.4 Melvin-Morton Theorem and z-Coloured Jones Polynomial 

Let K be a framed knot write 

It is a well known result that given a knot K then J~(K) is a polynomial in a with 

degree at most 2n, cf [MMJ, [C]. This is known as Melvin-Morton theorem. The 

fact it is a polynomial is consequence of the fact that the centre of U(.s[(2, C)) is 

generated by the Casimir element of it, together with part 1 of Theorem 2. Notice 

the Casimir element act as a(a + 1)/2 in the representation of spin a. The fact it 

is of degree 2n is clear from our discussion in 1.4.6. Alternatively we can prove it 
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from part 2 of theorem 2 2. We will go back to this in 3.3. Therefore we can write: 

P~(K) = ~ ~ J (K)o.khn 
20.+1 ~ ~ n,k , 

nENo k=O 

(4) 

where the constants In,k(K) are uniquely determined, therefore defining a framed 

knot invariant. For any complex number z it thus makes sense to consider the 

z-coloured Jones polynomial: 

JZ(K) = ~ P'(K)(z)hn. 
2z+ 1 ~ n 

nE"o 

This yields thus a knot invariant whose value in a knot is a formal power series in 

two variables: 

m,nENo 

with In,k(K) = 0 for k > 2n. A major part of this thesis aims to investigate 

whether or not this kind of series defines an analytic function in two variables. As 

we mentioned in the introduction, and are going to prove in 4.1, they can have a 

zero radius of convergence, thus this can only be made precise in a perturbation 

theory point of view, as we will see in 4.2. This relates to the question of whether 

it is possible to define numerical knot invariants out of the infinite dimensional 

representations of 8L(2, lR), see theorem 26, and of the Lorentz Group after Theorem 

16. It is known that if a is a half integer then 

;~~; = m~' (~J ... (K)a') h" 

2The part of the centre of U(sl(2, C) of degree smaller than 2n is generated by polynomials in 

the Casimir element of 5(2, C) having degree n, see [VARl for example 
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defines an analytic function in h. See the comments at the end of 1.3.2 and 3.3. 

1.4.5 First example: The Unknot 

For the unknot 0 the series JZ(0)j(2z + 1) has a non zero radius of convergence 

at any point z E C. The proof is not very difficult for we can have an explicit 

expression for it. Define, for each z E C the meromorphic function: 

F (h) = _1_sinh((2z+ 1)h/2) 
z 2z + 1 sinh(h/2) . 

Thus for each a E ~No we have 

Consider the expansion: 

F,(h) = L: C(z)nhn. 
nE/lio 

It is not difficult to conclude that each c( z)n is a polynomial in z for fixed n. 

Moreover c(a)n = J;:(O) , Va E ~No. This implies 

JZ(O) = F (h) 
2z + 1 z , 

as power series in h. In particular the power series for the unknot are convergent. 

This means it makes sense to speak about the quantum dimension of the represen

tations of spin z, which are going to be defined later. To be more precise we made 

sense of the quantum dimension of them divided by their dimension as vector spaces. 
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But notice the dimension of a representation of spin z with z fj ~No is infinite. For 

some more explicit examples see 3.3. 

1.4.6 A representation interpretation of the z-Coloured 

J ones Polynomial 

We can give an interpretation of the z-coloured Jones polynomial in the framework 

of central characters. To this end, define the following elements of 5((2, q: 

H= E= H= (1 0) (0 1) (0 0) 
o -1' 0 0' 1 0 . 

Then the infinitesimal R-matrix which we are considering in 5((2, C) expresses in 

the form: 

1 ( H® H) t=-4 E®F+F®E+ 2 . 

Notice that t is defined out of the inner product in .5[(2, q which is minus the 

Cartan-Killing form. In particular, the Casimir element G of 5((2, C) is equal to 

-Gt , where Gt is the quadratic central element associated with t. Recall subsection 

1.3. The exact value of the Casimir element of U(.5((2, C)) in this basis is: 

Q 

Given a half integer tl', the representation space Vof the representation of spin a has 

a basis of the form {va, ... , V2a} The action of the elements E, F and H of .5[(2, C) 
Q 

in Vis: 
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For a complex number Z ~ ~No, it makes sense also to speak about the representation 
z 

p of spin z. Consider Vas being the infinite dimensional vector space which has the 

basis {V2z, V2z-1, V2z-2, ... }. Then the representation p of spin z is defined in the 

form: 

HVk = (k - Z)Vk; k = 2z, 2z - 1, ... , 

EVk = (2z - k)Vk+l; k = 2z, 2z - 1, ... , 

FVk = kVk-l; k = 2z, 2z - 1, .... 

The representations of spin z ~ ~No have a central character Az , since it is easily 
z z 

proved that each intertwiner V -. V must be a multiple of the identity. But see 

[VARJ, 4.10.2. and 3.3, namely they are the unique cyclic highest weight represen

tations with maximal weight z, this relative to the usual Borel decomposition of 

.5£(2, IC). Consider, given z E ee, the framed knot invariant (.Az 0 Zt). Where, if a is 

half integer, Ao is the central character of the usual representation of spin a. See 

1.3.3. Given a framed knot K it has the form: 

(AZ 0 Zt)(K) = L: R~(K)hn, 
nENo 

where, by definition: 

R~(K) = (.A z 0 ¢t)(wn) = L Az(¢t(wn))hn, 
nENo 
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for 

Also 

Z(K) = I: Wn,Wn E An, Vn E No. 
nENo 

Ja(K) = ~ Ra(K)hn Va E ~N 
2z+ 1 4: n , 2 

nE .. o 

Suppose W is a chord diagram with n chords. Let us have a look at the dependence 

of Az(<pt(W» in z. It is not difficult to conclude that it is a polynomial in this 

variable of degree at most 2n. This is a trivial consequence of the definition of the 

central element <Pt(w) as well as the kind of action of the terms appearing in the 
% 

infinitesimal R-matrix t in V. For more details see 6.2.1 and 3.3. In particular if K 

is a framed knot then R~(K) is a polynomial in z. Since by theorem 7 we also have 

R~(K) = J::(K) , Va E ~No, we can conclude: 

JZ(K) = (A 0 Z)(K) 
2z + 1 % , 

which gives us an equivalent definition of the z-coloured Jones Polynomial. 

The central characters of the representations of imaginary spin are actually the 

infinitesimal characters, cf [Kir] and 3.1, of the unitary representations of 8L(2, JR) 

in the principal series, cf [L], with the same parameter. See 5.3 for the proof of this. 

Notice however that the derived representation of them in .5((2, R) 0lR C ~ .5[(2, C) 

is not any of the representation of imaginary spin just defined. We will consider this 

point of view later in 3.3. 
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2 The Lorentz Group and knot invariants 

Let 9 be a semisimple Lie Algebra. As proved by Drinfeld in [D 1], there is a one to 

one correspondence between gauge equivalence classes of quasitriangular quantised 

universal enveloping algebras 'H of 9 over C[[h]], cf [KJ, and infinitesimal R-matrices 

in g. Let us be more explicit about this. It is implicit in the definition of a quantised 

universal enveloping algebra ?t that there exists a C-algebra morphism f ; 'HI h?t ~ 

U(g). Having chosen such morphism, the canonical 2-tensor of A is defined as 

t = f((R21 R - l)/h). It is an infinitesimal R-matrix of A. See [DI]. Here R 

denotes the universal R-matrix of?t. In the case of Uh (.5[(2, C)) this tensor t is the 

infinitesimal R-matrix in .51(2, q coming from the Cart an Killing form. The same 

happens for the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantisation of any semisimple Lie algebra. See [KJ. 

Actually, if?t quantises the pair (£I, r) where r is a classical r-matrix in g, see [CP], 

then t is the symmetrisation of r. 

In general, each quantised universal enveloping algebra can be given a structure of 

a ribbon quasi Hopf algebra (as defined in [AC] for example), and therefore there is 

a knot invariant attached each finite dimensional representation of it, or what is the 

same, of g. These knot invariants take their values in the ring of formal power series 

over C. If the representation used is finite dimensional and irreducible then it has a 

central character. In particular the framework of last section can be applied, using 

the infinitesimal R matrix t which is the canonical 2 tensor of?t. It is a deep result 

that with these choices the two approaches for knot invariants are the same, up to 

division by the dimension of the representation considered. This is a generalisation 

of theorem 37 to arbitrary semisimple Lie algebras. To be more precise we need also 

to change the sign of the infinitesimal R-matrix t, cf [KJ. 
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In the case in which we consider a q-deformation of the universal enveloping algebra 

of a Lie algebra g, then no such classification of gauge equivalence classes of quantised 

universal enveloping algebras exists. But sometimes it is possible to make sense 

of the formula for t. This is because we have a q-parametrised family of braided 

Hopf algebras that tends to the universal enveloping algebra of g as q goes to 1. 

Alternatively they can be seen as particularisations of the C[[h]]-algebras Uh(g) to 

complex q. 

As we mentioned in the introduction, despite the fact that the q-deformed Drinfeld

Jimbo quantised universal enveloping algebras Uq(g) of semisimple Lie algebras are 

not honest ribbon Hopf algebras, their category of finite dimensional representations 

is a ribbon category. That is they have formal R-matrices and ribbon elements, 

which make sense when acting in their finite dimensional representations. We will 

see this in chapter 7. The target space for the knot invariants in this context is 

the complex plane. These numerical knot invariants can be obtained, apart from 

rescaling, by summing the powers series which appear in context of h-adic Drinfeld

Jimbo algebras; in other words by summing the power series that come out of the 

approach making use the Kontsevich Integral and using the infinitesimal R-matrix 

which is the heuristic canonical 2-tensor t of Uq(g). 

Let us pass now to the quantum Lorentz Group V = Uq(s((2, C)lR.) as defined in 

[BR1] and [BR2]. It is a quantum group depending on a parameter q E (0, 1). 

We will make a complete study of it in chapter 7. As said in the introduction, we 

wish to analyse the question of whether or not there exists a knot theory attached 

to the infinite dimensional representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group. The 

situation is more or less the same of the case of q-Drinfeld-Jimbo algebras. Namely 

we have a formal R-matrix which comes from its structure of a quantum double 
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as well as a formal ribbon element. It is possible to describe how they act in 

the unitary representations of V. The situation is simpler if the minimal spin of 

the representation is equal to zero, in which case the representation is said to be 

balanced. Representations of this kind are called simple in [NR]. In this context, 

the ribbon element acts as the identity and therefore the knot invariants obtained 

are unframed. Since we have a formal R-matrix and a formal ribbon element, given 

a knot diagram it is thus possible to make a formal Reshetikhin-Thraev evaluation 

of a knot invariant. This will yield an infinite sum for any of those. We will give a 

description of this construction in Chapter 7. 

One natural thing to do would be analysing whether the "derivatives" of these 

sums in zero define or not Vassiliev invariants, or whether is possible to make sense 

of them, in the framework of Kontsevich Universal Invariant. It is not difficult 

to find an expression for an heuristic canonical 2-tensor of the quantum Lorentz 

group. Also the unitary representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group in the 

principal and complementary series have a classical counterpart. They are infinite 

dimensional representations of the Lie algebra of the Lorentz group which admit a 

central character, and therefore the framework of the last section can be used. This 

is the program we wish to consider now. We will prove that the knot invariants that 

we obtain are the ones defined out the infinite dimensional representations of the 

Quantum Lorentz Group3 later in Chapter 7. 

30r more precisely the asymptotic expansion of these 
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2.1 The Lorentz Algebra 

Consider the complex Lie group 8L(2, C). Its Lie algebra 5((2, C) is a complex Lie 

algebra of dimension 3. A basis of 5[(2, C) is {ux, Uy, uz} where 

_l(i 0) 1(0 i) 1(0 -1) az - 2 ' Ux = 2 ,ay = 2 . 
o -i i ° 1 0 

The commutation relations are: 

[ax, ayj = az, ray, az] = ax, [az, ax] = ay. 

We can also consider a different basis {H+, H_, H3 }, where 

The new commutation relations being: 

Restricting the ground field with which we are working to JR., we obtain the 6 di

mensional real Lie algebra 5((2, C)lR, the realification of 5((2, C). 

Definition 8 The Lorentz Lie algebra L is defined as being the complex Lie algebra 

which is the complexification of 5[(2, Cht. In other words L = 5[(2, C)lR ®lR C. It is 

therefore a complex Lie algebra of dimension 6. The Lorentz algebra is the complex 

algebra U(L) which is the universal enveloping algebra of the complex Lie algebra L. 

The set {ax, Bx = -iax, ay, By = -iay, az, Bz = -iaz} is a real basis of 
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5((2, C)]R, and thus a complex basis of L. The commutation relations are: 

lux, Uy] = Uz [uy, Uz] = Ux [uz, ux] = Uy 

(Uz, Bx] = By [Uy, Bx] = -Bz [<Tx, Bx] = 0 

[uz, By] = -Bx [Uy, By] = 0 lux, By] = Bz 

[uz, Bz ] = 0 [uy,Bzl = Bx lux, BzJ = -By 

[Bx, By] = -Uz [By, Bz] = -ux [Bz, BxJ = -Uy. 

We can also consider the basis {H+, H_, Ha, F+, F_, Fa} of L, where: 

H+ = iux - <Ty, H_ = iux + Uy, Ha = iuz, 

F+ = iBx - By, F_ = iBx + By, Fa = iBz . 

The new commutation relations being: 

[H+, Hal = -H+, [H_, Hal = -H_, [H+, H-J = 2Ha, 

[F+, H+l = [H_, F_] = [Ha, Fa] = 0, 

[H+, Fa] = -F+, [H_, Fa] = F_, 

[H+, F-l = -[H_, F+l = 2F3 , 

[Fa, Hal = -F+, [F-, H3l = F_, 

[F+, Fal = H+, [F-, F3l = H_, [F+, F-l = - 2H3. 

The following simple theorem will be one of the most important in our discussion. 
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Theorem 9 There exists one (only) isomorphism of complex Lie algebras 7; 51(2, C)$ 

5[(2, C) ~ L ~ 5((2, C)lR Q9lR C such that: 

O 
Ux - iux ® i Ux + iBx 

Ux $ f-t = 
2 2 

o Ux + iux ® i Ux - iBx 
$ Ux f-t -

2 2 

Uy $ 0 f-t 
Uy - iuy Q9 i Uy + iBy 

2 
-

2 
o Uy + i(ly ® i (ly - iBy 

$ (ly f-t = 
2 2 

o (lz - i(lz ® i (lz + iBz Uz ED f-t = 
2 2 

0$ (lz f-t 
(lz + iuz ® i (lz - iBz 

= 
2 2 

And thus we have also a Hopf algebra isomorphism 

7; U(51(2, C)) ® U(51(2, C)) ~ U(£). 

Proof. Easy calculations. 

Given X E 5((2, C), define Xl = 7(X $ 0), xr = 7(0 ED X). And analogously for 

X E U(.s[(2, C)). We have: 

HI = H3 + iF3 
+ 2' 

Consider also CI = 7(C ® 1) and ar = 7(1 ® C), where C is the Casimir element of 

51(2, C) defined in 1.4.6. The elements at and ar are called Left and Right Casimirs 
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and their explicit expression is: 

and 

We can also consider the left and right image under T ® T of the infinitesimal R

matrix of U(.5C(2, C)). We take now t E .5((2, C) ® .5((2, C) as being the infinitesimal 

R-matrix coming from the Cartan-Killing form. That is minus the one considered 

in 37. These left and right infinitesimal R-matrices are: 

and 
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Any linear combination atl + btr of the left and right infinitesimal R-matrices is an 

infinitesimal R-matrix for L. In fact all them are of this form as proved in 1.3.1. 

We wish to consider the combination t L = tl - tr. That is 

Notice another expression of it: 

The quadratic central element of U(L) associated with tL is: 

The reason why we consider this particular combination of the left and right infinites

imal R-matrices is because it corresponds to the heuristic canonical two tensor of 

the Quantum Lorentz group Uq(.sr(2, C)J]~J considered in [BR2J. Notice it is the sym

metrisation of the classical r-matrix of .s((2, C)lR, see [BNR] page 19. The knot theory 

obtained from tL and the unitary representations of the Lorentz Group ought to be 

related to any knot invariants that can be defined from the unitary representations 
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of Uq(.s((2, C)lR) for q E (0,1). We shall see in the last chapter (Theorem 136) that 

this is the case, at least for balanced representations. 

The general case in which we admit other infinitesimal R-matrices is not more diffi

cult, however the relations with the knot theory coming from the Quantum Lorentz 

Group is not as transparent. This is because we are changing the quantum group 

with which we are working. See the introduction to this chapter. Another interesting 

combination of the Left and Right infinitesimal R-matrices is the following: 

It corresponds to working with Uq (5u(2)) ® Uq (5u(2)), with q in the unit circle. 

Both t Land t L are identified with the obvious invariant non-degenerate bilinear 

forms in the Lie algebra of the Lorentz group 4. In fact, it is possible to prove that 

the Chern-Simons functional 

CS(A) = exp (i 4~ L tr ( A 1\ dA + ~A 1\ A 1\ A) ) (6) 

is gauge invariant if and only if tr is defined out of the non-degenerate, invariant, 

bilinear form in L associated with ntL + StL, with n E Z and sEC, see [W]. Here 

A denotes an L-valued I-form in a 3 manifold M. 

4The first is the imaginary part of the Cartan Killing form in sl(2, C) whereas the second is the 

real part of it 
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2.1.1 The irreducible Balanced Representations of the Lorentz Group 

Let us be given a complex number p = IpleiO , 0 S () < 271" different from zero. We 

define once for a1l5 the square root .;p of p as being Vlpleii:l = JiPk~. For m E Z 

define the set Wm = {p E <C : Ipl rt N1ml+d, where, in general, Nm = {m, m + 1, ... }, 

for any m E No Consider the set P = {(m,p) : m E Z,p E Wm }. Define, for any 

0: E Nand (p,m) E P: 

i 
CQ(p,m) =-

0: 

(a2 - p2)(a2 - m 2) 
4a2 -1 

ipm 
BQ(p, m) = a(a + 1)' 

Thus CQ(p, m) =f 0, a = Iml + 1, Iml + 2 ... , 'i/p E Wm 

Consider the complex vector space 

a 

Vern) = EB V, 
QEN/m/ 

Q 

where V denotes the representation space of the representation of 5(2, <C) of spin 

a. The set {~i' i = -a, -a + 1, ... , a; a E Nlml} is a basis of V(m). Consider the 

inner product in V(m) that has the basis above as an orthonormal basis. Define 

also V(m) as being the Hilbert space which is the completion of V(m). 

Given (p, m) E P, consider the following linear operators acting on V(m): 

H-~k = J(a + k)(a - k + l)~k-ll k = -0:, -a + 1, ... , a 

5We will see in a second that this choice is totally irrelevant 
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H+~k = v'(a + k + 1)(a - k)~k+l' k = -a, -a + 1, ... , a, 

F+~k = Ca(m,p)v'(a - k)(a - k -1) av-Ik+l 

- Ba(m,p)v'(a + k + 1)(a - k)~k+l 

+ Ca+1(m,p)v'(a + k + 1)(a + k + 2) 'lJ+1k+1' 

k = -a, -a + 1, ... ,a, a E N/m /, 

F-~k = -Ca(m,p)v'(a + k)(a + k - 1) 't-\-l 

- Ba(m,p)v'(a - k + 1)(a + k)~k+l 

- Ca+1(m,p)v'(a + 1)2 - k2 't+1k' 

k = -a, -a + 1, ... ,a,a E N1ml , 

F3~k = Ca(m,p)Va2 - k2 't-\ - Ba(m,p)k~k 

- CO:+1(m,p)v'(a + 1)2 - k 2 

k = -a,-a+ 1, ... ,a,a E N/m /. 

Obviously we are considering ~k = 0 if k > a or k < -G. We have the following 

theorem, whose proof can be found in [GMS] 

Theorem 10 If (p, m) E P, the operators H_, H+, H3, F_, F+, F3 define an infinite 

dimensional representation of the Lorentz algebra. 

Notice that the representations (m, p) and (-m, -p) are equivalent. This has a 

trivial proof. 
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In fact, the operators displayed before define a representation of the Lorentz algebra 

if and only if: 

( 

(BoJa + 1) - (a - 1)Bo:-1) Co: = 0, 

(Bo:+1(a + 2) - aBa) Co:+1 = 0, 

(20: - l)C~ - (20: + 3)C~+1 - B~ = l. 

(7) 

The quantum case will be very similar. We have put Ba(m,p) = Bo: and Co:(m,p) = 

Co: to simplify. See [GMSj. In particular the square root we choose in the definition 

of Co:(m,p) is not important if we want to define a representation. In addition, 

making the transformation ~i I---t (-l)c"~i where Co: E {O, I} tells us the choice of 

the square root does not affect the representation apart from isomorphism, therefore 

being totally irrelevant. 

Denote the representations above by {p(m,p) : (m,p) E Pl. One can prove with 

no difficulty that they have a central character, for any intertwiner V (m) -l' V (m) 
0: 

needs to send each space V to itself and act on it has a multiple of the identity. 

Considering the action of F+, for example, we conclude that the multiples are the 
0: 

same in each space V. See [BR2] , proof of irreducibility in theorem 3. Therefore 

Theorem 11 For any (m, p) E P the representation p( m, p) of L admits a central 

character Am,p. 

For any (m, p) E P the representation p( m, p) of L can always be integrated to a 

representation R(m,p) of the Lorentz group in the completion V(m) of V(m), or 

to be more precise of its connected component of the identity, see [GMSJ IIA.7. 

The resulting representation is unitary if and only if p is purely imaginary, for 

any m E No, in which case the representation is said to belong to the principal 

series, or if m = 0 and p E [0, 1) in which case the representation is said to belong 
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to the complementary series. In other words, for these last cases, there exist a 

representation R(m,p) of the Lorentz group in V(m) such that V(m) is contained 

in the space Voo(m,p) of smooth vectors of R(m,p), and, moreover, such that the 

derived representation ROO(m,p) of U(L) in Voo(m,p) when restricted to V(m) is 

p(m,p). see [Kir] or 3.1 for nomenclature and notation. See 3.3.3 for a description of 

the representations in the principal series described as representations of 8L(2, C), 

the universal covering of the unit component of the Lorentz group. Since the vector 

space V(m) is contained in the space of smooth vectors R(m,p), it is trivial to 

conclude that .Am,p is the infinitesimal character of R( m, p). This unifies the approach 

here with the approach in 3.3.3. 

The parameter m is called the minimal spin of the representation. A representation 

is called balanced6 if the minimal spin of it is O. Balanced representations depend 

therefore on a parameter p E Woo Denote them by {pp,p E Wo}. Two balanced 

representations Pp and pq of L are equivalent if and only if p = q or p = -q. These 

representations were used in [Be] for the construction of a spin foam model for 

Quantum Gravity. The extension of that work for their quantised counterpart was 

dealt with in [NR]. 

Observation 12 Since the representations {p(m,p) : (m,p) E P} have a central 

character, the left and right Casimirs defined in 2.1 act on V (m) as multiples of the 

identity. This multiples are, as a function of m and p the following; p2+2m~+m2_1 

for C l and p2-2m~+m2_1 for cr. 

Therefore: 

6This nomenclature is due to John Barrett and Louis Crane. See [Be] 
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Proposition 13 If the infinitesimal R-matrix on U(L) is the tensor tL defined in 

2.1 then the central characters of the balanced representations {Ap, p E Wo} are 

tL-unframed. Recall the nomenclature introduced before theorem 4· 

This can obviously be proved without using the explicit expression of the action of 

the Casimir elements. 

Notice also that we can consider the minimal spin of the representations considered 

to be also to be an half integer, making the obvious change in the form of the repre

sentation. These kind of representations cannot be integrated to representations of 

the Lorentz group, even though they define representations of 8L(2, C). They are 

called two-valued representations of the Lorentz group in [GMS) . 

2.2 The Lorentz Knot Invariant 

Consider again the infinitesimal R-matrix tL = tl_tr ofthe Lorentz Lie algebra. We 

consider for each (m,p) E P the representation p(m,p) of L. It has a central charac

ter >'m,p' We propose to consider the framed knot invariants {X(m,p) : (m,p) E P}, 

such that for any knot: 

K ~ X(m, p, K) = (>'m,p 0 Ztl)(K) = (>'m,p 0 ¢>tL 0 Z)(K). 

Recall the notation of 1.3. Notice X(m,p) = X( -m, -p) for the representations 

Pm,p and P-m,-p are equivalent. 

The value of X (m, p) in a framed knot K is therefore a formal power series with 

coefficients in C. It is a difficult task to analyse the analytic properties of such 

power series. We expect they will be perturbation series for some numerical knot 
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invariants that can be defined. This is the main subject of chapter 4. 

As we have seen, if m = 0, that is in the case of balanced representations, the 

central character Ap is tL-unframed. This is also the case for p = O. Notice we have 

an explicit expression for the action of the left and right Casimir elements of L. 

Therefore 

Theorem 14 The knot invariant X(m,p) with (m,p) E P is unframed if and only 

if m = 0 or p = o. 

Obviously, for different combinations of the left and right infinitesimal R-matrices, 

the representations which have unframed central characters with respect to it are 

different. This gives us a way to define an unframed knot invariant out of any 

(m,p) E P. But notice this can be done without changing the infinitesimal R

matrix tL of L, since we know how the invariants behave with respect to framing, 

cf theorem 1. 

2.2.1 Finite Dimensional Representations 

Let us now analyse the knot invariants that come out of the finite dimensional 

representations of the Lorentz group. We are mainly interested in the representations 

which are irreducible. 

Since we have the isomorphism U(L) ~ U(.5[(2, C» ® U(.5[(2, C», the finite dimen

sional irreducible representation of U(L), or what is the same of L, are classified by a 

pair (a, f3) of half integers. That is each finite dimensional irreducible representation 

of L is of the form p ® $ as a representation of U(L) ~ U(.5[(2, C)) ® U(.5((2, C)). 

There is an alternative way to construct these finite dimensional representations 
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that shows their close relation with the infinite dimensional representations, [GMS). 

Let us explain how the process goes. It is very similar to the 51(2, C) case. 

Considerm = a-/3 andp = a+/3+1. Notice that nowCa(m,p) =f Oif a E Iml, Iml+ 

1, ... ,p, and Cp(m,p) = o. The underlying vector space for the representation with 

spins (a,/3) is V(m,p) = I~I ® Imt+1 ® ... ®Pv1, and the form of it is given exactly 

by the same formulae of the infinite dimensional representations. The equivalence 

of the representations is a trivial consequence of the Clebsch-Gordan formula and 

Observation 12 (which still holds) and the know action of the Casimir element of 

s((2, C) (see page 36); since these representations are irreducible. This construction 

gives us a finite dimensional representation p( m, p) for each pair (m, p) with m, p E 

1./2 and p-Iml E N1. It makes also sense for Ipl-Iml E Z, making the appropriate 

changes. As before we have the equivalence p( m, p) ~ p( -m, -p). 

Since we completed the sets W m defined at the beginning of 2.1.1, we have a represen

tation p(m,p) of the Lorentz algebra for each pair (m,p) with m E Z/2 and p E C

All of them have a central character Am,p, since the new representations considered 

are finite dimensional and irreducible. The finite dimensional representations give 

us framed knot invariant Xfin(m,p) for each pair m,p E Z/2 with Ipl- Iml E N1• 

This invariant is independent of the framing if and only if m = 0, that is if a = /3. 

Consider now the algebra morphisms Am,p 0 (Pt
L 

; A -+ C, where m E Z and p E C. 

The argument is now similar to the one in 1.4.6. If we look at the expression of 

the representations Pm,p, it is easy to conclude that given any chord diagram w 

with n chords, the evaluation of Am,p 0 ¢JtL (w) is for a fixed m a polynomial in p 

of degree at most 2n. Notice that any factor of the form Ca(m,p) appears in the 

expression for Am,p 0 <PtL (w) an even number of times. For those who want more 
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details, all this can be proved from Observation 12 and the fact the centre of U(L) 

is the polynomial algebra in the left and right casimirs Cl and cr. For the case of 

balanced representations, that is m = 0, we can also prove that it is a polynomial 

in p2. Also the value of the polynomials in p = 1 is zero if n > 0 for the pair with 

m = 0 and p = 1 yields the trivial one dimensional representation of L. 

We have proved: 

Theorem 15 Consider the framed knot invariants {X(m,p),m E No,p E C}. If 

we fix m E No then the term of order n in the expansion of X(m,p, K), where K 

is any framed knot, as a power series is polynomial of degree at most 2n in p . If 

m = 0 then only the even terms of it are non zero. Moreover the polynomials attain 

zero at p = 1 for n > O. 

Therefore, if we know the value of X(m,p, K) for the finite dimensional representa

tions, that is if Ipi - Iml E N we can determine it for any value of the parameter p. 
This is similar to the sl(2, C) case. 

2.2.2 Relation with the Coloured Jones Polynomial 

The relation between the Lorentz Knot invariants that come out from finite dimen

sional and infinite dimensional representations remarked after theorem 23 gives us 

a way to relate the coloured Jones Polynomial with the Lorentz group invariants. 

In fact: 

Theorem 16 Let K be some oriented framed knot, K" its mirror image. Then for 

any z, w E C with z - w E Z we have: 
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JZ(K*) JW(K) 
2z + 1 x 2w + 1 = X (z - w, z + w + 1, K), 

as formal power series over C. 

Proof. For any m E Z/2 and x E C, let z(x, m) = m + x and w(x, m) = -m + x. 

Thus each pair (z, w) E C2 with z-w E Z is of the form (z(x, m), w(x, m)) for some 

m and x. Fix m E Z/2. We want to prove: 

J(m+x)(K*) J(-m+x)(K) 
2 +2 1 x 2 2 1 =X(m,2x+l,K),VxEC. m x+ - m+ x+ 

Each term of the formal power series at both sides of the equality is a polynomial 

in x, thus we only need to prove that the equality is true if both x - m and x + m 

are half integers. That is if x - m, x + m E ~No. 

Let t be the infinitesimal R matrix in 5((2, C) coming out of the Cart an-Killing form. 

Notice it is minus the one considered in 1.4.3. Let a be a half integer. Recall that 

for a framed knot K we have: 

JO(K) 
--'---'- = (Ao 0 Z_t)(K). 
2a+ 1 

Therefore by part 3 of Theorem 1: 

since 4>t( w) = (-l)n4>_t( w) if w is a chord diagram with n chords. 
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Let K be a framed knot and x be such that a = x - m and {3 = x + m are half 

integers. We have by theorem 5: 

JCZ(K*) Jf3(K) 
2a + 1 x 2(3 + 1 = (>'cz 0 Zt){K) x (>'f3 0 Z_t)(K) 

= (>'czoZtl)(K) x (>'/3oZ_tr )(K) 

= ((>'0 ® >'/3) 0 ZtJ (K). 

Now, >'0 ® >'/3 is the central character of the representation POI. ® P!3 of U (L) f:t 

U(s((2, C» ® U(s((2, C». As we have seen before, this representation is equivalent 

to pea - {3, a + {3 + 1) = p(m, 2x + 1). Thus their central characters are the same. 

This proves 

if both x - m and x + m are half integers, and the proof is finished. -

We have the following simple consequences. 

Corollary 17 Given a framed knot K, then the term of order n in the power series 

of X(m, z, K) is a polynomial in m and z 

Corollary 18 If 0 is the unknot, then X(m,p, 0) is a convergent power series. 

Corollary 19 For balanced representations, that is ifm = 0, the invariant X(O,p) 

does not distinguish a knot from its mirror image. 

Corollary 20 The framed knot invariants X(m,p) are unoriented. 

Obviously Theorem 14 also follows from Theorem 16. 
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3 General non compact group knot invariants 

We now give a general framework for defining knot invariants from unitary repre

sentations of Lie Groups, not assumed to be finite dimensional. As we will see the 

setting is going to be algebraic at the end. 

3.1 Unitary representations and infinitesimal characters 

Let G be a Lie group, always assumed to be real, and g be its Lie algebra. Let also 

ge = 9®lR C denote the complexification of g. Consider a unitary representation R of 

G in the complex Hilbert space V. Notice V is not assumed to be finite dimensional. 

We recall that unitarity means that the operator R(g) : V ~ V is a unitary for any 

9 E G. Also we suppose a continuity condition, namely that for any v E V the map 

9 E G H R(g)v E V is continuous. 

The main reference for what follows is [Kir]. Let Voo denote the vector space of 

smooth vectors of R. That is 

Voo = {v E V : 9 E G H R(g)(v) E Coo(G, V)}. (8) 

It is well known that Voo is dense in V. Differentiating R at the identity of G defines 

a map ROO : g ® V 00 ~ V. It is possible to show that V 00 is invariant under 9 and 

that ROO is a honest representation of g. It extends therefore to a representation, 

which we also call ROO, of U(gc) in Voo. Recall that V is a complex vector space. 

Suppose R is a irreducible representation. In our context this means that V has no 

closed invariant subspaces under the action of G. The following (non trivial) result 

can be found in [Kir): 
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Theorem 21 If V is irreducible then any element of C(U(gc) acts on Voo under 

Roo as a multiple of the identity operator. 

Recall C(U(gc) denotes the centre of the universal enveloping algebra of ge· 

Obviously if V is a finite dimensional complex vector space then the theorem just 

stated is a consequence of Schur's lemma and the unitarity condition is not needed. 

Also it is in general possible to show directly that the above property is true for a 

large class of infinite dimensional representations, not necessarily unitary. Amongst 

them are the representations of 8L(2, JR) and 8L(2, C) which we are going to con

sider. However the last theorem tells us that our construction is general. 

Another way to state Theorem 21 is to say that R has an infinitesimal character. 

In other words there exists a (unique) central character x7t of U(gc), that is a 

morphism of complex algebras C(U(gc)) ~ C, with the property: 

ROO(a)(v) = XR(a)v, Vv E Voo , Va E C(U(gc». (9) 

Therefore we have the following obvious conclusion (Of 1.3.3): 

Theorem 22 Let G be a real Lie group and R an irreducible unitary representation 

of G in some complex Hilbert space V. Let also t be an infinitesimal R-matrix in 

the complexification ge of the Lie algebra 9 of G. There exists a knot invariant with 

values in C[[hJJ: 

I(G, t, R) = xC; 0 ¢t 0 Z. (10) 

It has the form 
+00 

K f-> L xC;(¢t 0 Zn(K»hn. (ll) 
n=O 
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As an example, consider G = SU(2), thus {I = 5u(2) and ge = 5((2, C). Take t to be 

the infinitesimal R-matrix coming from minus the Cartan-Killing form in 5((2, C), 

that is < X, Y >= -tr(ad(X) 0 ad(Y). The tensor t has the form: 

(12) 

where 

1 (i 0 ) 1 (0 i) 1 (0 -1) CYx = 2" ,Oy = 2" ,Oz = 2" . 
o -i i 0 1 0 

(13) 

The following is a restatement of Theorem 7: 

Theorem 23 Let JOt denote the framed coloured Jones polynomial associated with 

the representation ROt of SU(2) with spin a E {O, 1/2, 1, 3/2 ... }. We take the normal

isation of the coloured Jones polynomial that evaluates at the unknot to the quantum 

dimension of the Uh(s((2, C» spin a representation. Given any framed knot K we 

have: 
JOt 

--(K) = I(SU(2), t, ROt)(K), a = 0, 1/2, 1,3/2.... (14) 
2a+ 1 

as formal power series. 

3.2 Some examples in the SL(2, R) case 

Let us now describe some infinite dimensional examples. Consider the Lie group G = 

SL(2, R). It is a non-compact semisimple group. As before we have {Ie = .6((2, C). 

Take again t to be the infinitesimal R-matrix coming from minus the Cartan-Killing 

form in {Ie. We can also write it as 

1 ( H®H) 
t = -4 E ® F + F ® E + 2 ' (15) 
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where: 

H~ (~ ~JE ~ (~ ~).F~ (~ ~), (16) 

We start by defining the representations of 8£(2, JR) in the principal series. They 

depend on an imaginary parameter s E ilR and an c E {O, I}, the parity of the rep

resentation. In general vs,. is the space £2(JR) of complex-valued square integrable 

functions in R The action of 8£(2, JR) has the form: 

R'" ( (: :)) (I)(x) ~ sgn'(bx + d)lbx + dl,-l! (:: ~) , (17) 

See [GI] for an alternative description of these representations, as well as the defi

nition of their associated spin network theory. It applies to the construction of spin 

foam models for (2 + I)-Quantum Gravity. 

The positive discrete series depends on a parameter m E Z-. The representations 

of this type are denoted by Rm,+. The representation space for the representation 

JRm,+ is the space of holomorphic functions J in the upper half plane such that: 

i r l/(zW(Im(z))-m-1dzdz < +00. (18) 
2r( -m) Jlm(z»O 

The inner product in this Hilbert space has an expression similar to the formula 

above. The group 8£(2, R) acts in the fashion: 

R'" ( (: :)) (f)(x) ~ (bx + d),-'! (::: ~) , (19) 

The representations in the negative series are denoted by Rm,-. They depend on a 

parameter m E Z-. The representation space for them is the space of holomorphic 

functions J in the lower half plane such that: 

(
1 

) r IJ(zWIIm(z)l-m-1dzdz < +00. 
2r -m Jrm(z»o 

(20) 
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The action of 8L(2, JR) in V is similar to the case of the positive discrete series. 

The Lie group 8L(2, JR) still has one more series of unitary representation, namely 

the complementary series of representations, and actually some more representations 

in the complementary series, now for m > O. These last are defined as before but 

quotienting out invariant spaces of homogeneous polynomials out of them. Details 

can be found in [L] or [GGV]. Excluding the representation RO.l, all the repre

sentations considered are unitary and irreducible. Therefore there is attached to 

them a knot invariant with values in te[[h]]. In the next section we relate these knot 

invariants to the coloured Jones polynomial. 

3.3 The z-Coloured Jones Polynomial as a universal invari

ant 

Let G be a real Lie group, 9 its Lie algebra and ge the complexification of g. We 

suppose ge is equipped with a infinitesimal R-matrix t E 9c ® ge· Let also R be a 

irreducible unitary representation of G in complex Hilbert space V. A closer look at 

the definition of the knot invariant J(G, t, R), cf Theorem 22, tells us that the only 

information which we took from the representation R was its infinitesimal character 

x'R. It is a morphism of algebras from the centre C(U(gc)) of U(gc) to te, that is 

a central character of U(gc). In the case gc is semisimple, we know the form of all 

such morphisms. Let us say what the situation is in the case 9c = 5£(2, te). We refer 

to [VAR], or to any classical reference on Lie algebras for further details. 

The description we are going to give now generalises to any semisimple Lie algebra. 

In particular any similar construction of knot invariants out of infinite dimensional 

representations of semisimple Lie groups will have the same kind of properties. 
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Consider any Cartan decomposition of .5[(2, C) and choose a Borel subalgebra rel

ative to it. Given a complex number a there exists a unique irreducible, cyclic, 

highest weight representation p~ of maximal weight a. This representation is finite 

dimensional if, and only if, a = 0,1,2, .... In this case it integrates to the repre

sentation of 8L(2, C) of spin ~. If a is an arbitrary complex number, any element 

of the centre of U(.s[(2, C)) acts in the representation space of p~ as a multiple of 

the identity. Denote by \~ the central character of p~. That is if x is a cen

tral element of U(.sl(2, C)) then \~ (x) is the unique complex number such that 

\,(x)v = p~(x)(v) for all v in the representation space of p~. We will then have 

Ap~ = X~" a E {O, 1,2, .. }. Recall RD: denotes the representation of SU(2) of spin 

a = 0,1/2,1,3/2 .... If we consider the usual Cartan decomposition of 5[(2, C) then 

the irreducible cyclic highest weight representation with highest weight 2z is exactly 

the representation p of spin z defined in 1.4.6. 

All the pieces of the following theorem can be found in [VAR] , and almost all the 

classical references on Lie algebras. 

Theorem 24 Let J: C(U(.5[(2,C))) _ C be a central character oJU(.sl(2, C)). We 

have: 

1. There exists an a E C such that f = \,. 

2. A, =A b ifandonlyif(a+l)2=(b+l)2. 
p p'J 

3. Given x E C(U(.sl(2, C))) the map a E C 1-+ \' (x) is a polynomial in a 

of degree smaller or equal to the degree of x in U(.sC(2, C)). In fact it is a 

polynomial in (a + 1)2 
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This theorem admits an obvious generalisation to any semisimple Lie algebra. 

Notice that the z-coloured Jones polynomial is defined as the form: (cf Theorem 23) 

JZ 
2z + 1 (K) = Ap% 0 (¢t 0 Z)(K), (21) 

here K denotes a framed knot. Due to part 3. of Theorem 24 we can see again that: 

JZ +00 +00 ( 2n ) 

2z + 1 (K) = ~ J~(K)hn = ~ £; In,k(K)Zk h
n (22) 

Where the degree of (¢toZn)(K) in U(.sl(2, q is not bigger than 2n, for any framed 

knot K. Some other properties of the z-coloured Jones polynomial coming from the 

corresponding properties of the Melvin-Morton expansion are the following: 

1. If K is a framed knot then J~(K) is a polynomial in (2z+ 1)2 of degree smaller 

or equal to n. 

( )
2 ( 2 J% JW 2. If 2z+ 1 = 2w+ 1) then 2z+1 = 2w+1· 

3. 2;~1 is the usual (rescaled) Jones polynomial if 2z + 1 = 1,2, .... 

4. If 2z + 1 = 1, -1,2, -2 ... then 2:~1 (K) defines a power series in h convergent 

in C. 

Properties 1, 2 and 3 are easy consequences of our discussion. The fourth is a 

consequence of the fact that, in our normalisation, 2;~1 (K) is a Laurent polynomial 

in eh / 4 if 2z + 1 = 1, -1,2, -2 ... , as referred in 1.4.2. This generalises to any 

semisimple Lie algebra. 
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3.3.1 Some more examples of Melvin-Morton expansions 

We now derive some Melvin-Morton expansions from known formulae of the Coloured 

Jones Polynomial of some simple knots. These formulae will be useful later. 

Let q = exp(h). For an n E No and a z E C, consider the term 

(23) 

It is a power series in h such that the first 2n terms are zero. Therefore if f(n), n E 

No are power series in h, for example Laurent polynomials in q and q-l, then 

LnENo f(n)D(n, z) is an infinite series of power series which is termwise conver

gent, since it is of terminating type, termwise. Suppose A(z) = LnENo An(z)hn 

and B(z) = LnENo Bn(z)hn are power series whose coefficients depend polynomially 

. ~ ~Th 1 h . m z, for example power series such as q 2 or q- 2. en a so t e coefficIents 

of their product depend polynomially in z, thus in particular the coefficients of 

D(n, z), for any n E No. The same is true for the coefficients of any power series of 

the type L:nENo f(n, z)D(n, z), where f(n, z) E C[[h]J is such that its terms depend 

polynomially in z. 

Let 31 and 41 denote the zero framed trefoil and figure of eight knots. We have, see 

[H]: 

J
z 1 ~ _2s±1 +00 

q 2 -q 2 '""" --(41) = 1 1 L..J D(n, z). 
2z + 1 2z + 1 q2 - q-2 n=O 

(25) 

In general for any framed knot K there exist Laurent polynomials fn(K)(h), n E No 
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in q and q-l such that 

where F(K) is the framing coefficient of K. Actually, Habiro proved these formulae 

only in the case of finite dimensional representations, that for z E ~No. However 

the coefficients of the power series above depend polynomially in z, which implies 

the formulae are true also for infinite dimensional representations. This is the old 

principle that if two polynomials coincide in an infinite set then they are the same. 

We have used this method to prove Theorem 16. We will use it again quite frequently, 

in fact in most of all major results we prove. Notice that equation 26 also proves 

that 2~:1 (K) always defines a Laurent polynomial in ql/4 if 0:' = 0, ~, 1, .... 

3.3.2 Back to SL(2, JR) 

Recall the framed knot invariants /(G, t, R) defined in theorem 22. Given that 

.5[(2, C) is simple, we can prove that any infinitesimal R-matrix in .5[(2, C) is a mul

tiple of the one coming from minus the Cartan-Killing form considered previously, 

see 1.3.1. The following result is a straightforward consequence of the discussion 

above (especially of Theorem 24): 

Theorem 25 Let G be a real form of SL(2, C) and R be an irreducible unitary 

representation of G in the Hilbert space V. Let also t be an infinitesimal R-matrix in 

5[(2, C). After rescaling t (possibly), there exists a z E C such that /(G, t, R) = 2;~1' 

We can prove similar results for any semisimple Lie group. 
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It is possible to find the exact relation between the invariants associated with the uni

tary representations of 8L(2, lR) and the z-coloured Jones polynomial which needs 

to exist in the light of the theorem above. Let as usual t be the infinitesimal R

matrix in .5[(2, C) coming from minus its Cartan-Killing form. In general the highest 

weight representations pa, a E C of .5[(2, C) cannot be integrated to representations 

of 8L(2, lR), however it is possible to relate their central characters with the in

finitesimal characters of the unitary representations of 8L(2, lR). We will do it in 

5.3. which will prove: 

Theorem 26 Let t be the infinitesimal R-matrix in .5[(2, C) coming from minus its 

Canan-Killing form. We have, for the principal series of representations: 

and 

for the discrete series. 

.-1 J-r 
/(8L(2, lR), t, Rs,±l) = -, s E ilR, 

s 

m-I 

/(8L(2, lR), t, Rm ,±) = J 2 ,m E Z-, 
m 

(27) 

(28) 

Observe that as a consequence the usual Coloured Jones Polynomial can be obtained 

out of the unitary infinite dimensional representations of 8L(2, lR) in the discrete 

series. 

Another consequence is the fact observed in the introduction that the quantum 

knot invariants associated with the infinite dimensional representations 8L(2, lR) 

are in a sense analytic continuations of the ones associated with finite dimensional 

representations of the complexification .5C(2, <C) of 5C(2, lR). Also the fact that the 

non-compact knot invariants are not stronger than the ones associated with finite 

dimensional representations. The meaning of this is obvious from the Melvin-Morton 
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expansion (22). Notice however that this property is valid only termwise in the power 

series expansions, and we will see later that in some cases the analytically continued 

power series may have a zero radius of convergence. This does not happen in the 

case of the Coloured Jones polynomial. We will come back to this in Chapter 4. 

This property concerning analytic continuations is valid if G is any semisimple Lie 

group. I do not know what the answer is in the case of non semisimple Lie algebras. 

3.3.3 The Lorentz Polynomial 

Recall 2.1. The Lie algebra L ~ 5((2, C) $ .5[(2, C) is the complexification of the 

lie algebra of 5[(2, C) seen as a real Lie group. As before, consider the infinitesimal 

R-matrix tL in Lc given by tL = t1 - tr. After theorem 16, given z and w in C it is 

thus natural to define the Lorentz polynomial as being; 

v~ P? 
(2z + 1)(2w + 1) (K) = 2z + 1 (K*) 2w + 1 (K). (29) 

Here K is a framed knot and K* denotes its mirror image. 

Similarly with the 8L(2, JR) case, we have: 

Theorem 27 Let R be a irreducible unitary representation of 8L(2, C) in the com

plex Hilbert space V. There exist z, w E C such that: 
LZ,w 

/(8L(2, C), tL • R) = (2z + 1)(2w + 1)' (30) 

Proof. Let f = X)l ; eeL) --. C be the infinitesimal character of R, thus 

/(8L(2, C), tL, R) = f 0 ¢tL 0 Z. 

As we have seen in 1.3.4, if K is a framed knot we have 

(¢tL 0 Z)(K) = (¢t 0 Z)(K) ® (¢-t 0 Z)(K) E U(sC(2, C)) ® U(.sC(2, C)) ~ U(L). 
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The central character f : C(U(L) -+ C is the central character of a irreducible, 

cyclic highest weight representation of U(L). Such representation is the direct sum 

of two irreducible cyclic highest weight representations of U(5[(2, C)) of maximal 

weights 2w and 2z. They have central characters Ap% and Apw, thus f = Ap% ® Ap% 

under the isomorphism C(U(£» ~ C(U(5t(2, C») ® C(U(.st(2, C»). In particular 

for some z and w in C. • 

As an example let us consider the principal series of unitary representations of 

8L(2, C). Their infinitesimal counterpart was defined in 2.1.1. We want to describe 

the actual group representations now. For a more geometric description these repre

sentations in terms of hyperbolic geometry we refer to [GGV]. The unitary principal 

series is parametrised by a pair of complex numbers z and w with m = z - w E Z 

and ip = z + w + 1 E iR In general the parameters m and p are referred to as 

the minimal spin and the mass of the representation. The ones of minimal spin 0 

are the balanced representations of [Be]. As observed in the same reference, they 

admit a natural spin network theory. The representation space V for Rm,p is L2(C) 

and the action of 8L(2, C) has the form: 

The representations in the principal series are unitary and irreducible, therefore 

there exists a knot invariant attached to them. As before, these knot invariants 

are particular cases of the Lorentz polynomial. Since, as referred to in 1.4.6 the 

infinitesimal character of R(m,p) is p(m,p), we have by Theorem 16: 
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Theorem 28 Let p = z + w + 1 and m = z - w we have 

LZ,w 
/(SL(2, C), tL , Rm,P) = (2z + 1)(2w + 1) = X(m,p). (32) 
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4 Convergence issues 

We now look at the analytic properties of the z-coloured Jones polynomial. As we 

pointed out for several times before, the power series coming out of it are in general 

not convergent (that is they have a zero radius of convergence). We now show this 

is what happens at least in the case of torus knots. Later we will have a look at 

the properties of the z-coloured Jones polynomial under Borel re-summation. This 

is an expanded version of the corresponding chapter of [FM1]. 

4.1 On the divergence of the z-Coloured Jones Polynomial 

power series for torus knots 

Let m and p be two coprime positive integers. In what follows Km,p denotes the 

(m,p)-Torus Knot, see [Will for example. For each Z E C, consider the following 

meromorphic function: 

sinh (2z + l)Jmpx) sinh ( /Wx) sinh (J!x) 
R (x)- (3~ 

m,p,z - (2z + 1) sinh (Jmpx) 

Notice it is well defined if 2z + 1 = O. It is an even function in x. Suppose 

2z + 1 E Z \ {O}, it is possible to prove that: see [KT) 

JZ 1 e-H;.+~) 1+00 
2 

--(Km,p)(h) = r;;;. . (h) e-x Fm,p,Av1ix)dx, Vh E C. 
2z + 1 2v 7r smh '2 -00 

(34) 

This is a consequence of a previous formula proved in [Mor). Notice that for 2z+ 1 E 

Z \ {O} the power series 2:;1 (Km,p) (h) has an infinite radius of convergence. The 

origin is never a singular point of Fm,p,Ax) for any z E C, thus if ..[hx is small 
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enough: 
+00 

Fm,r>,z(Vhx) = L Qm,p,z(k)hk x2k
. (35) 

k=l 

In the case 2z + 1 E Z \ {O} the function F m,p,z (x) is an entire function of exponential 

order. That is f is analytic in C and there exist positive constants A and C such 

that !Fm,p,z(x) I < AeClxl, '<Ix E C. See 5.4.1. This implies that we have the bound 

IQm,p,z(k)1 ::; D2k j(2k)!, k E {I, 2, ... } for some D < 00, by Theorem 52. In practice 

this means that, for any h E C, we can interchange the infinite summation with the 

integral sign in the following expression: 

Jz 1 _l!(2.+!!!) 1+00 (+00 ) e 4 m P _x2 """ k 2k 
2z + 1 (Km,p) (h) = 2 r= . h (l!) e L- Qm,p,z(k)h x dx, Vh E C, 

y7r sm 2 -00 k=l 

(36) 

valid if 2z + 1 E Z \ {O}. This is because all partial sums are bounded by the function 

exp( _x2 ) exp(DlxIJihT), which is integrable. Therefore: 

if 2z + 1 E Z \ {O} and h E C. Given that the coefficients of the Taylor decom

position of sinh((2z + I)v'mpx) at x = 0 depend polynomially in z we show that 

the dependence of the coefficients Qm,p,zCk) in z is in fact polynomial. Thus the 

expansion (37) is true for any Z E C, now only at the power series level. We have 

shown: 

Theorem 29 Let m and p be coprime positive integers and Km,p be the (m, p) -torus 

knot. The expansion (37) of the z-coloured Jones polynomial of Km,p is correct for 

any z E C, as formal power series 
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The functions Fm,p,z(x) have non removable singularities if 2z + 1 ¢. Z \ {OJ. In 

particular there exists a positive constant C such that Qm,p,z(k) > Ck for infinite 

k's. As a consequence we can conclude: 

Corollary 30 Let Km,p be the m, n-torus knot. The power series 2;~1 (Km,p) has a 

zero radius of convergence if 2z + 1 ¢. Z \ {OJ. 

It is easy to conclude that the result above is true also for the mirror images of the 

class of torus knots just considered. 

It is possible to prove a similar result of divergence in the Lorentz group case: Let 

Z, wE C. Consider the function 

1 [27r . . 
Gm,p,z,w(x) = 471" Jo Fm,p,z(xcos(O»Fm,p,w(zxsm(O»dO, (38) 

thus jf 2z + 1, 2w + 1 E Z \ {O} we have: 

LZ'w 1 1+00 
2 . " ..,...---.,.-.,..---- = . . e-x xGm,p,z,w(xv h)dx, 

(2z + 1)(2w + 1) smh (-;h) smh (~) 0 
(39) 

from (34) If 2z + 1 and 2w + 1 are non zero integers, then Gm,p,z,w is entire of 

exponential order. Otherwise it has non removable singularities. For, suppose, for 

example, that 2w + 1 ¢. Z \ {OJ, let Wo be the first singularity of Fm,p,w(ix) in the 

positive real line. It is a pole. An explicit calculation tells us that as x approaches 

Wo from below along the real line then the first derivative of Gm,p,z,w(x) tends to 00. 

Given any z, wE C, the function Gm,p,z,w(x) is an even function with a zero of order 

4 at the origin. Put 
00 

Gm,p,z,w(x) = L Pm,p,z,w(k)X2k
• (40) 

k=2 
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For fixed k, the dependence of Pm,p,z,w(k) in z and w is polynomial. In fact, if we 

fix m,p, z, w (z, wEe then for x small enough the series 

00 

Fm,p,x(X cosO)Fm,p,w(ix sin(O)) = L Qm,p,z (a)Qm,p,w (b)xa+bib cosa(O) sinb(O) (41) 
a,b=O 

converges uniformly for () E [0, 271"]. Thus 

Gm,p,z,w(x) = L Ca,bQm,p,z (a)Qm,p,w (b)xa+b (42) 
a,b 

where 

(43) 

This proves Pm,p,z,w(k) is a polynomial in z and w for any k. Since Gm,p,z,w(x) is 

entire of exponential order if 2z + 1, 2w + 1 E Z \ {O}, similarly as above, we conclude: 

U W 1 ~ 
---'-- - "" P. (k)k1hk+1 (44) 
(2z + 1)(2w + 1) - 2 sinh (~) sinh (2h) '8 m,p,z,w . , 

from which follows the non-convergence of the power series defined by the Lorentz 

polynomial if 2z + 1 or 2w + 1 do not belong to Z \ {O}, in the case of torus knots. 

We are mainly interested in knot invariants with values in C. As before we refer 

to them as numerical knot invariants. It is natural now to ask whether we can 

canonically find analytic functions of which the z-coloured Jones polynomial in a 

knot are asymptotic developments. In the remainder of this chapter we investigate 

this question in the framework of Borel re-summation. 

Observation 31 Professor Hugh Morton suggested to me the results by Rozansky 

which were conjectured in [Rlj and proved in [R2j may provide the framework for 

a general proof of the divergence of the z-coloured Jones polynomial, for the case of 

knots with a trivial Alexander polynomial. 
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4.2 Borel Re-summation of power series 

We make now a brief description of the Borel process of re-summation of power 

series. We refer to [SS1 for full details and for proofs (which sometimes are not that 

simple). The paper [FL] contains a simple and illuminating introduction to this 

subject. 

4.2.1 Asymptotic power series developments and a lemma due to Borel 

Consider a sector 0 = {z E C : Ol ::; arg(z) ::; (}2, Izl :$ C} in the complex plane 

(or in the Riemann surface of the Logarithm, if (}2 - (}l ~ 271'). Let L:;:a anhn be a 

formal power series which we do not assume to be convergent. Suppose f : 0 ~ C 

is a continuous function in 0 and analytic in the interior intCO) of O. We say that 

L:;:a anhn is an asymptotic expansion of f at the origin if, for any proper subsector 

0' of 0, and any N = 1,2 ... , there exists a positive constant CN such that 

N 

f(h) - I:anhn ::; CNlhIN+1,Vh EO'. (45) 
n=O 

For example the, horribly divergent, series L:;,:o(-I)n(n - I)!hn is an asymptotic 

series for the, perfectly well defined, function h H It'" e-~. X!l dx in any sector 

0= {h E C : Re(h) ~ 0, Ihl :$ C}. Here C is a positive constant. 

Let 0 be a sector in the complex plane. Denote by C(O) the space of holomorphic 

function in int(O) and continuous in 0 which admit a power series asymptotic ex

pansion at the origin. It can be proved that C(O) is closed under differentiation and 

it is an algebra with respect to multiplication of complex functions. If E;': anhn is 

a asymptotic power series expansion of some f E C(O) then the coefficients an are 
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unique and can be computed by the formula: 

(46) 

This permits us to define a map As : G(O) ---+ q[hJ]. It can be proved that As is an 

algebra morphism and it is well behaved with respect to differentiation. Moreover 

it is a surjective map and its kernel is the space of functions analytic in int(O) and 

continuous in 0 that tend to zero faster than any zn for any n E N. This fact is 

known as Borel's lemma. It permits us to define a re-summation operator of formal 

powers series up to functions that go to zero faster that any natural power of z as 

z ---+ o. 

In practice, to re-sum a power series means finding an analytic function this power 

series is an asymptotic expansion of. Therefore Borel's lemma tells us that we can 

always re-sum them. For practical applications, however, it is important to reduce 

as much as possible the uncertainty in the process of re-summation. This is the 

subject of the following paragraph. 

4.2.2 Power series in the First Gevrey Class and Formal Borel Trans

forms 

Let E~:O anhn be a formal power series. We say that it is of type Gevrey 1 if there 

exists a positive constant C such that lanl ~ Cnn!, TIn E N. We denote by GIf[h]J 

the algebra of formal power series of type Gevrey 1. If 0 is a sector in the complex 

plane, then a function in G(O) is said to be of type Gevrey 1 if its asymptotic 

expansion at zero belongs to G1[[h]]. We also impose that for any subsector (2' of (2 
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there exists a positive a such that 

I j<:iz
) I ::; ann!, 'ilz E n', 'iln E N. 

It is easy to prove that the first condition follows from this last one. Notice that 

G1(O) is an algebra stable under differentiation. 

Suppose the opening of the sector 0 is less than 1'(. Then as before AS1 : G1(O) -+ 

G1 [[hll is a surjective algebra morphism, and its kernel is the space of exponential 
B 

decreasing functions in n. That is, functions that satisfy the estimate j(h) ::; Ae- Thl 

for some positive A and B in any proper subsector of O. 

Recall that the Borel transform 8(f) of an analytic function j, if it exists, is the 

inverse Laplace transform of it. We refer again to [SS] for a discussion of this subject 

in the generality we need. It is well known that 8(1) = 6(~) and 8(hn+l) = ~n/n!. 
Notice we do a change of variables h ~ 1/ h in the domain of the Laplace transform. 

Let En anhn be a formal power series in the first Gevrey class. Consider the gener

alised function 

(47) 

It is called the Formal Borel transform of E:: anhn. Let 0 < a < a be a real 

number. Choose a direction ei8 in the complex plane such that Re(eiO /h) > 0, 'ilh E 

O. Recall 0 opens less than 1f. It is possible to prove that the incomplete Laplace 

Transform in the direction ei8
: 

(48) 

has E:: anhn as a power series asymptotic development at the origin. This defines 

a re-summation of power series of Gevrey type 1, up to exponentially decreasing 

functions. 
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4.2.3 Re-summation Operators 

For a better definition of the re-summation operator, we are led to consider formal 

power series whose Formal Borel transform can be analytically continued to the 

neighbourhood of some ray eiBlRt in the complex plane, cf [SS]. This will lead to 

the definition of a re-summation operator up to rapidly decreasing functions. That 

is, functions that verify VA > 0,3B > 0 : If(h)1 =:; Be-Allhl , Vh En', in any proper 

subsector n' of n. In addition it will extend the usual sum of convergente formal 

power series. 

Let F(~) be an analytic function possibly containing a 6(~) term, in an open subset 

of C containing some ray eiBlRt. Suppose it grows at most exponentially along it. 

The Laplace transform of F(~) in the direction ei8 is defined as: 

(49) 

whenever the integral is convergent. A lot of properties of this changed Laplace 

transform can be deduced from the corresponding ones of the usual Laplace Trans

form. In particular £ei/J(~n) = r(n+ l)hn+l, n = 0,1, .... If a is a real number bigger 

than -1 this generalises to .cl(~a) = r(a+ l)ha+1. 

Definition 32 (re-summation operators) Let ei8 be a direction in the com

plex plane and L:~:O anhn a formal power series of Gevrey type 1. We say it is 

eiB -summable if its Formal Borel transform can be analytically continued to the 

neighbourhood of some ray eiBlRt, and if its Laplace transform converges in some 

nonempty subset of C. If h belongs to the domain of definition of the Laplace trans-
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form then the ei9 re-summation operator is defined as: 

(50) 

We can obviously define the re-summation operators along any curve that tends to 

the point at infinity. This re-summation operators are well behaved with respect 

to the multiplication of power series. Therefore, to avoid working with generalised 

functions, we redefine the re-summation operators and consider: 

(51) 

Definition 33 (Borel re-summability) A formal power series Ln anhn is said 

to be Borel re-summable if the re-summation operators S make sense when applied 

to it. 

4.3 Back to Knots! 

Let K be any framed knot. Consider a unitary representation R of 8L(2, R). It 

is possible to obtain some estimates for the coefficients of the Kontsevich Inte

gral as well as for the matrix elements of ROO, which are suitable to prove that 

/(8L(2, R), t, R) defines a formal power series of Gevrey type 1. This is the subject 

of Chapter 6. In fact: 

Theorem 34 Let K be a framed Knot, z and w two complex numbers. The series 

defined by 2;;1 (K) and (2z+f)'c;W+1) (K) are of Gevrey type 1. That is, their Formal 

Borel Transform defines an analytic function in a neighbourhood of zero. 
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This is probably the most difficult result of this thesis. 

Notice equation (37) and Theorem 29 prove this for torus knots since the series 

Lk Qm,p,Ak)hk has a positive radius of convergence. Recall the set of power series 

of Gevrey type 1 is a subalgebra of C[[hlJ. 

We will give a full proof of this theorem in Chapter 6. It is a purely technical proof 

and the rest of the thesis is fairly independent of it. In 5.4.2 we prove this theorem 

for the Figure of Eight Knot and "sketch" a possible simple general proof of this 

result. We give a condensed proof of it in 5.5, a section extracted from [FMIJ. 

4.3.1 The case of torus knots 

We now analyse in detail the properties of the Formal Borel Transform of 2;~1 (K) 

in the case in which K is a torus knot. We shall see the re-summation operators 

make sense in this case. The ambiguity in the process of re-summation is reduced 

to a finite set of functions differing by rapidly decreasing functions. The main idea 

is that equation (34) is almost a Laplace transform. In fact if we make the change 

of variables x ~ .;x/Vii we can write it has: 

~(Km )(h) = _l_e-H~+r;) 1 r+oo 
e-x/hFm,P,Z (.,IX)dx, "ih E TR.+. (52) 

2z + 1 ,p 4y'i sinh (~) Vii Jo 2ft 

Compare with (49). Notice that the right hand side of this equation also makes 

sense if z E C and h is small enough. This will actually be our re-summation if 

h E TR.+. Obviouly, some details are in need: 

Let f and g be two complex valued functions continuous in some open subset of C 

which contains O. Recall that their convolution is defined as 

(J * g)(x) = foX f(x - {)g({)d{, 
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whenever it makes sense. The contour of integration is chosen to be the segment 

connecting 0 and x. If I and 9 are entire then their convolution is an entire function. 

It is well know that if I and 9 grow at most exponentially along a ray eiO then the 

same is true for their convolution, and in addition Cio(f *g)(h) = Cio(f)(h)CiO(g)(h) 

whenever all transforms makes sense. Suppose I and 9 are meromorphic functions 

which do not have the origin as a singular point. Let D(J, g) be the set of points 

in C that can be connected to the origin by a straight line which does not pass by 

any singularity of I or g. The convolution of I and 9 is an analytic function in 

D(f, g). The singularities of I * 9 are in general ramifying due to the fact I and 9 

may have non zero residua at their singular points. One can easily determine the 

Taylor series of I * 9 in zero from the Taylor series of I and g, in fact if I(x) = 

~+CXl f n d () _ ~CXl n th (I )() _ ~CXl mIn! f m+n+l 
L..m=OJnx an 9 x - L..m=ognx en * 9 x - L.Jn,m=O (m+n+1)!Jmgn x , 

which converges whenever the Taylor series of I and 9 converge. This is because, 

in general xm * xn = mIn! x m+n+1. m n E N apart from some simple analysis 
, (m+n+l)!'" , 

basically the principles that a power series converges uniformly in any compact set 

contained in its disk of convergence, this disk being the maximal disk that does not 

contain any singularity. In particular if the coefficients of the Taylor series of lAx) 

and gz(x) at zero depend polynomially in z then the same is true for the coefficients 

of the Taylor series of f * g. This fact will have prime importance in the sequel. 

Suppose I is an odd meromorphic function non singular at the origin. Then the 

convolution 1/...(X * f(...(X) defines an analytic function in D(f), where D(f) is the 

set of points in the complex plane that can be connected to zero by a straight 

line whose square does not meet any singularity of I· Notice D(f) contains a 

neighbourhood of O. In fact if f (x) = 2:;~ an x2n+I in a neighbourhood of the 

origin then 1/...(X * f (...(x) = 2:~1 I'(1/2h~:2~+1/2) anxn , in the same neighbourhood. 
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As before, the singular points of 1/..fi * f(..fi) are usually ramifying due to the 

residua of f. Consider 

I _ r(~)-l * Fm,p,z( ..fi) 
m,p,z -..fi 2..fi (54) 

Thus if 2z + 1 E Z \ {O} then Im,p,z(x) is an entire function of exponential order. 

Moreover, by (52) we have 

1 e-H';'+!j;) JZ 
2Vff sinh (~) £l(Im,p,Ax»(h) = 2z + 1 (Km,p)(h), h > O. (55) 

In general for any Z E C, the function Im,p,z(x) is meromorphic, but it is well defined 

in a neighbourhood of zero. In addition the Taylor coefficients of Im,p,z depend 

polynomially in z, since the same is true for the Taylor coefficients of Fm,p,z(x) in 0, 

as we have seen before. Let 

(56) 

It is an entire function of x. In fact it is a function of exponential order, the type 

(see 5.4.1) of which is smaller than 1/7r + c, where c > 0 is arbitrary. We can see 

it from the fact its Taylor coefficients are given by (n21)! an where L:n anhn has a 

radius of convergence equal to 7r. The Laplace transform in any direction always 

exists for h small enough. It extends analytically back the original function. This 

follows from the known principle that we can take the Laplace transform term by 

term in the power series developments of exponential order functions. We can prove 

it from the fact If(n) (0)1 :5 en, Vn, see 5.4.1. 

Suppose m and p be coprime positive integers and let Km,p denote the (m,p)-Torus 

knot. From equation (55), it is immediate that if 2z + 1 E Z \ {O} we have 

h
2
/; 1 (Km,p»(h) = £1 (Hm,p,z(x) * Im,p,z(x») (h), hE (0, 1/7r) (57) 
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Notice that Hm,p,z(x) is exponential of type 1/7r. Thus by the unicity theorem for 

Laplace transforms it follows that 

B ( h2ZJ; 1 (Km,p)) (x) = Hm,p,z(x) * Im,p,z(X) , 'r/x E <C, 2z + 1 E Z \ {o}. (58) 

We also need to use the fact that we can take the Laplace transform term by term 

in the Taylor expansion of Im,p,z(x) at zero to prove this. But this follows from the 

fact this function is of exponential order if 2z + 1 E Z \ {O}. 

Now Hm,p,z(x) * Im,p,Ax) is a z-dependent family of analytic functions in a neigh

bourhood of zero, whose Taylor series coefficients in zero depend polynomially in z. 

In particular, equation (58) is true in the power series level. Therefore: 

Theorem 35 Let m,p be coprime integer and Km,p the (m,p)-torus Knot. The 

formal Borel tranform of 2;~1(Km,p)) extends analytically to the function Hm,p,z(X) * 
Im,p,Ax) , well defined in <C \ (-00,11"2 I(mp)). 

Suppose 2z+ 1 is not a non zero integer. Then the singularity of Hm,p,z(x) * Im,p,z(x) 

in -1I"2/(mp) is ramifying, since the singularity of Fm,p,z in i7r / y'mp has an non zero 

residue. Therefore we cannot remove it. This tells us that we cannot refine the 

estimate in Theorem 34. 

In addition we can say that Hm,p,z(x) * Im,p,z(x) grows at most exponentially along 

any ray different of ]R-. Since the type of Hm,p,z(x) as an exponential function is 

1/11", and Im,p,z(x) grows slower than Aeelzl for any c > 0, this rate of exponential 

growth of Hm,p,z(x) * Im,p,z(x) can be taken smaller than 1/7r + c for any c > O. 

We summarise our discussion and add some more simple facts: 

Theorem 36 Let m and p be coprime positive integers and K m,p be the (m, p) -Torus 

Knot. Let z be a complex number such that 2z + 1 ¢. Z \ {O} 
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1. The Formal Borel transform of h2:~1 (Km,p) extends to an analytic function in 

C \ (-oo,rr2/(mp)] 

2. The singularity in _rr2/ (mp) is a ramification point 

3. If ei8lRt is a ray in the complex plane that is not the set of non-positive 

real numbers then B(h2:~1 (Km,p)) (x) grows not faster than Ae1xl/(1T-e) along it 

where E > 0 is arbitrary. This constant A can be chosen independent of the 

direction chosen. 

It is now very easy to analyse the re-summation of the z-coloured Jones polynomial 

for torus knots. Recall definition 32 and the comments after. Let B(rr) = {h E 

C,lhl < rr. If hE B(rr) consider D(h) = {w E S1 \ {-I} : Re(w/h) > l/rr} =1= 0. 

Given h E B(rr) then D(h) is connected if Re(h) ~ 0 and it has two connected 

components otherwise. 

Suppose Re(h) ~ O. Given that D(h) only has one connected component, the re

summation S(w, h 2::1 (Km,p) (h)) does not depend on w E D(h). This follows from 

point 3 of the previous theorem and Cauchy's integral formula. In addition, if 2z + 1 

is a real or an imaginary number, the re-summation takes positive real values of h 

to real numbers, this is because the Borel transform is real in this case. Notice the 

last case corresponds to the representations of SL(2,lR) in the principal series. 

Due to the fact that D(x) has two connected components if Re(x) < 0 the same is 

not true in this case. In fact if x is a real number smaller than 0 the two different 

re-summations will give conjugated complex numbers of non zero imaginary part 

for the case 2z + 1 is real or imaginary. This is obvious from the fact the Borel 

transform is real. Notice that the values of the re-summation, as well as the possible 
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ambiguities can be read directly from equation (34). 

The case of the mirror images of torus knots considered can be treated in a similar 

way. We just need to take the mirror image in the previous description. Therefore, 

for these knots the domain of re-summation is also B(1r). The re-summation proce

dure having 2 branches if Re( h) > 0 and one otherwise. As before, the real parts of 

the re-summation for real h, are independent of the re-summation procedure if we 

stick to representations in the principal series. 

The Lorentz group case can be dealt with considering the fact C1(f(x)')(h) = 

1/hC1(J(x))(h) - 1(0), thus 

B ((2Z + ~f(~: + 1) (Km,p)) (x) 

= B C2:~z 1) (K:n,p)) (x) * d~B C2~": 1) (Km,p)) (x) 

This is thus a well defined function in C \ (-00, -1r2/(mp)] U [1r2 /(mp) , +00)). It 

grows exponentially along any ray not contained in R. Therefore, the domain for 

the re-summation of (2z+f)(~:'+1) (Km,p) is again B(1r). Unless h is imaginary, we now 

have always two branches for re-summation, if 2z + 1 and 2w + 1 are not non zero 

integers. Therefore 

Theorem 37 Let Km,p be the (m,p)-torus knot. For any z, wEe the power series 

2::1 (Km,p)(h) and (2z+f)zi;w+1) (Km,p) (h) are Borel re-summable. 

Recall that the process of Borel re-summation is well behaved with respect to the 

multiplication of power series. Therefore we can calculate the re-summation of the 

Lorentz Polynomial, including its ambiguities, out of the re-summation of the z

Coloured Jones Polynomial. 
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4.4 Conclusion to chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4 

Let G be any real Lie group. As we have seen, if we are given an ad-invariant non 

degenerate symmetric bilinear form in 9 0lR C, there exists a framed knot invariant 

cPt 0 Z with values in the algebra of formal powers series in h over the centre of the 

universal enveloping algebra of 9 ®lR C, in other words is is a formal power series of 

differential operators in G. If 9 0lR C is a semisimple Lie algebra and V is a finite 

dimensional representation of G then this formal power series at a particular value 

of h evaluates to an operator, or h-dependent family of operators, V ---. V, which 

is a G-intertwiner. The trace of these operators will yield the usual quantum group 

knot invariants. 

Instead of trying to make sense of this power series of differential operators at a 

particular value of h for the case V is an infinite dimensional representation, it 

is observed that each term of this power series acts as a multiple of the identity 

operator in the space of smooth vectors of any unitary irreducible representation. 

Therefore cPt 0 Z can be evaluated in any representation of this type. This gives us 

a knot invariant with values in the algebra of formal power series over C for any 

unitary irreducible representation of G. At least in the case 9 is semisimple these 

knot invariants express out of the knot invariants associated with finite dimensional 

representations of the quantised universal enveloping algebra Uh(g) by a analytic 

continuation in the power series level, see theorem 26 and the comments after. 

Notice that a coherent way of realising this analytic continuation at the level of the 

values of the quantum group invariants would give us a way of defining C-valued 

knot invariants associated with infinite dimensional unitary representations. 

However, at least in the case G = 8L(2, JR) or G = 8L(2, q, for some interesting 
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infinite dimensional unitary representations the power series that we obtain have 

zero radius of convergence. The process of Borel re-summation is analysed in the 

case of the z-coloured Jones polynomial. It is observed that in this case the power 

series are of Gevrey type 1, which means their Formal Borel Transform defines an 

analytic function in a neighbourhood of zero. In particular we can define a re

summation operator apart from exponentially decreasing terms, for example from 

expression (48). However for the Borel re-summation procedure to be applied in 

full generality, we need the extra conditions that the formal Borel transform can be 

analytically continued to some ray eiOJRt admitting a Laplace transform with a non 

zero domain along this direction. This reduces the uncertainty in the re-summation 

to a numerable set of functions differing by rapidly decreasing terms. It is verified 

that this is indeed what happens when considering torus knots. Namely the formal 

Borel transform can be continued along mostly all directions. The singularities of it 

are ramifying, and the result of re-summation can have at most two branches, both 

solutions of the problem of analytically extending the values of the coloured Jones 

polynomial to complex spins. In general for representations in the principal series 

with real h the two branches define conjugated complex numbers. The question that 

arises naturally concerns the behaviour of the z-coloured Jones polynomial in the 

general case, namely: 

1. Can the Formal Borel Transform of 2:~1 (K) be analytically continued in gen

eral? 

2. Does it admit Laplace transforms with non zero domain? 

3. Which kind of ambiguities will result from this process of re-summation? 
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4. Do these ambiguities have a geometric meaning7? For example which geo

metric object corresponds to the residue, if any, of the first singularity of the 

formal Borel Transform of the z-coloured Jones polynomial. 

5. Can we generalise all this to links? 

These open problems start a totally new direction in quantum group theory with 

wide applications to mathematical physics. 

71 must thank Professor Laurent Fredeil for opening my eyes to this 
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5 Appendix to chapters 1, 2, 3 and 4 

5.1 Proof of Theorem 2 

This is a known result, first referred to by Kontsevich in his memorable article 

[Ko]. Let 9 be a Lie algebra and U(g) be its universal enveloping algebra. Let also 

~ : U(g) ---. U(g) ® U(g) be the comultiplication map. It is a coassociative algebra 

morphism which verifies ~(X) = X ® 1 + 1 ® X, \:IX E g. For any integer n ~ 0, 

we define ~(n) : U(g) ---. U(g)®(n+1) as being the nth-iterate of~. In other words: 

~ (0) = id, ~ (1) = ~, ~ (2) = (~® id) o~, by coassociativity this equals (id ® ~) 0 ~. 

In general we have ~(n+1) = (~®id)o~(n). All iterates of ~ are algebra morphisms. 

It is easy to verify that: 

~ (n) (X) = X ® 1 ®n-l + 1 ® X ® 1 ®n-2 + .. , + 1 ®n-1 ® X, X E g. (59) 

The Hopf algebra U(g) is cocommutative. For a permutation a E Sn, let Ts : 

U(g)®n ---.: U(g)®n be the obvious permutation morphism. From equation (59) it is 

trivial that Tu 0 ~n(x) = ~n(x) for any permutation a and X E g. Therefore: 

Lemma 38 For any permutation a E Sn we have Tu 0 ~ (n) = ~ (n) . 

This is also true for any X E U(g) since U(g) is generated by 9 as an algebra. 

Definition 39 Let 9 be a Lie algebra. We define U(g):n as 

U(g):n = {a E U(g)®n : [a, Ll(n) (X)] = 0, VX E U(g)}. 

The tensors in U(g):n will be called g-invariants. 
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Notice that U(g):n is the centre of U(g) for n = 1. Obviously U(g):n is a subalgebra 

of U(g)®n. In addition, since U(g) is generated by g, as an algebra we have 

Lemma 40 If a E U(g):n then mea) is central in U(g) 

Proof. Let X E 9 and a E U(g):n. We have A(n)(X)a = aA(n)(x), where 

a = al 0 a2 0 .. , 0 an, since a is g-invariant; thus m(A(n)(X)a) = m(aA(n)(x)). 

From equation (59), the last equality implies Xa = aX, where X E g. Therefore, 

the result follows from the fact U(g) is generated by 9 as an algebra . 

• 
Lemma 41 For a tensor t = Ek ak 0 bk E U (g) 0 U (g) and i < j :::; n let ti,j denote 

the tensor of U(g)®n obtained by inserting t in the ith and fh variables and 1 in the 

others. Suppose t E U(g) 0 U(g) is g-invariant. Then ti,j is also g-invariant 

Proof. Let (7 be a permutation sending 1 to i and 2 to j. For any X E U(g) we 

have, by Lemma 38: 

• 
Therefore 
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Proposition 42 Let w be a chord diagram with n chords and t an infinitesimal 

R-matrix. Chose an initial point p on the circle to evaluate <Pt,p(w). This element 

is central in U(g) 

Proof. Trivial from the fact <Pt(w) = m(n~=l tik,ik)' since an infinitesimal R-matrix 

is always g-invariant. Notice that the set of g-invariant tensors is always an algebra . 

• 
We now prove that <Pt,p(w) does not depend on the initial point p in the circle. Let 

4Tp be the 4T relations now understood modulo isotopies of the circle fixing p. We 

have already observed in 1.3 that: 

Lemma 43 Let p be an initial point on the circle. The map w 1--+ <Pt,p(w) satisfies 

the 4T relations. 

This is actually a consequence of equation (1). We now need to prove that moving 

p around the circle and passing through an endpoint of a chord is a consequence of 

the 4Tp-relations. This will also prove that the multiplication of two chord diagrams 

does not depend on the point in which we break the circles. This argument appears 

in several places, for example [KJ and [BNJ. We show that the move in figure 8 is 

a consequence of the 4Tp-relations. Call the chord diagram on the left wand the 

chord diagram on the right w'. We now understand chord diagrams modulo isotopy 

fixing p. To this end, let d be a chord of w different of c. Define Wd as in figure 9. 

In particular Wd = 0 modulo the 4Tp relations. But obviously 

~Wd=W-W' 
dEw 
d#c 

modulo isotopy fixing p. This finishes the proof the <Pt,p(w) does not depend on p. 

The rest of the proof of theorem 2 is trivial. 
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Figure 8: Moving the initial point across an endpoint of a chord 

Figure 9: Construction of Wd 

5.2 Evaluating the s((2, C) weight system 

Our main reference for this section is [CV]. Let w be a chord diagram and t be an 

infinitesimal R-matrix in some Lie algebra g. Recall the evaluation 4>t{w). It satisfies 

the 4-term relations thus it descends to a morphism from the algebra A of chord 

diagrams to the universal enveloping algebra of g. Depending on the Lie algebra 

£I, and the infinitesimal R-matrix t, this evaluations may satisfy some additional 

relations. Let us consider the case £I = 5r(2, q and s is the infinitesimal R-matrix 

coming from a quarter of Cart an-Killing form, thus 

H®H 
s=E®F+F®E+ 2 

Therefore, s = -4t where t is the infinitesimal R-matrix defined in 1.4.6. The use of 

this normalisation will make the formulae simpler. Notice ¢>t(w) = (1/( -4)n)¢>s(w) 
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2 

/ 

Figure 10: 3-Term Relations for the 5((2, C)-weight system 

V-,:;& 
Figure 11: STU-relation 

if w is a chord diagram with n-chords, thus we can easily go back to our old nor

malisation. The evaluation of cPs satisfies a set of 6-term relations, consequence of a 

3-term relation for the 5((2, C)-weight system, and the general STU-relation. These 

relations are shown in figures 10 and 11. The 5((2, C)-relations are here shown at 

the level of Chinese Character Diagrams. See [BN] or [CV]. We refer also to [CV] 

for the complete set of 6-term relation, consequence of all the ways we can solve 

the vertices in the 3-term relations using the STU relation. A major consequence 

of these relations is a recursion formula for the evaluation of the 5((2, C)-weight 

system, which we explain now: Let w be a chord diagram. It consists of a set of 

pairs of distinct points in the circle. Any pair of points defines a chord, the segment 

connecting them. Let a be a chord of w, it divides the circle into two half circles. Let 

w(a) be the chord diagram obtained from w by removing the chord a. Let aI, ... , ~ 

be the chords of w intersecting a. They have endpoints ei and fi where all e/s (resp 
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=0>(0) 

e i II 
=0> (a,i,j) X 

e i =0> (a.iJ) 

f . f 
1 

Figure 12: Diagrams appearing in the recursive relation for the 5[(2, C)-weight sys

tem 

/i's) belong to the same half circle. Let ai and aj be two distinct chords intersecting 

a. We define wli(a,i,j) (resp wX(a,i,j» as being obtained from w(a) by removing 

a and ai, and inserting two chords connecting ei to ej and fi to fj (resp ei to fj and 

ej to fi ). See figure 12. Recall e stands for the chord diagram with only one chord. 

Theorem 1 of leV] tells us: 

Theorem 44 (Recursive Relation for 5((2, C)-weight system) Let w be a 

chord diagram and a be a chord of it. Let also all .. , an be the chords ofw intersecting 

a. We have: 
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5.3 Proof of Theorem 26 

The main results for the proof of this theorem appear in [L] VI.§5. 

Consider the following elements of .5((2, JR) Q9JR C ~ .5((2, C): 

w (0 1) (1 -i) + (1 i) 
= -1 0 ' E- = -i -1 ' E = i -1 . 

(60) 

Thus they are a basis of .5((2, C) and satisfy the commutation relations: 

Consider 

'Ho = EB span{uzn }, 1i1 = EBspan{u2n+d. 
nEZ nEZ 

Let sEC, consider the representations r(s, 0) and res, 1) of .51(2, C) in 1io and 1ib 

respectively, such that: 

Lemma 45 For any sEC and c: E {O, I}, the representation rep, c:) have a central 

character c(s,£). In other words, any element X oj the centre C(U(sr(2,C))) ---+ C 

acts in then as a multiple c(s, c: )(X) of the identity. 

Notice the representations res, c) are not always irreducible. 

Proof. Suppose first that SEC \ Z. Let f : 1i~ ---+ 'He be an intertwiner, we 

show that it needs to be a multiple of id. This will prove that res, c) has a central 

character. Let f(un ) = L:k A~Uk' Since f 0 W = W 0 f we have: 

in L A~Uk = L ikA~Uk' 'in =? i(n - k)A~ = 0, 'in, k. 
k k 
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In particular A~ = 0 if k =f n. Let us now show that A~ = A~t~, Vn. Given that 

j 0 E+ = E+ 0 j, yields (s + 1 + n)A~ = (s + 1 + n)A~t~, thus, since s rJ. Z, we must 

have A~ = A~t~, Vn. For the general case, consider the matrix elements: 

where X E U(.s((2, C)). Then obviously M8,o(X, k, n) is a polynomial in s if k, n, e 

and X are fixed. If X E C(U(sl(2, C))) then MS,o(X, k, n) = 8(k, n)c(s, e)(X) for s E 

C \ Z, where c(s, c)(X) is a polynomial in s, uniquely determined. In particular we 

must also have M8,E:(X, k, n) = 6(k, n)c(s, e)(X) for s E Z and X E C(U(.s((2, C))). 

In other words 

r(s, c)(X) = c(s, e)(X)id, VX E C(U(s((2, C))), Vs E C, Ve E {O, I}, 

where c( s, e )( X) is a polynomial in s. • 

Suppose s = m, where m is a positive odd integer. Then the representation r(m,O) 

has two invariant subspaces, namely 

'Ho(S -(m + 1)) = EB span{un } and 'HoC~ (m + 1)) = EB span{un }. 

nES-(m+l) 
n is even 

nE~(m+l) 
n is even 

We thus have representations r(m, 0,5) and r(m, 0,2:) of.s((2, C) in 'Ho(5 -(m+1)) 

and 'Ho(2: (m + 1)) for any odd m. Let 

'Ho 
'HO(m)fin = 'Ho(5 -(m + 1)) $ 'HoC~ -(m + 1))' 

then r(m,O) descends to a finite dimensional representation r(m,O)fin of 5((2, C) 

in it. As in lemma 45 one proves it is irreducible, for any intertwiner must be a 

multiple of id. Therefore r(m, l)fin is the representation of .s((2, C) of spin (m -1)/2 
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since 1tO(m)fin has dimension m. Obviously, all representations r(m, O)fin, r(m, 0,:$) 

and r(m, O,~) have central characters and they are all equal to c(m, 0). This is a 

consequence of Lemma 45. 

Let Az be the central character of the representation of 5[(2, C) of highest weight 

2z, in other words of the representation of 5[(2, C) of spin z, where z is a complex 

number. The last observations prove immediately that c(m,O) = A(m-l)/2 if m is a 

positive odd integer, since both equal the central character of the representation of 

.s[(2, C) in 'HO(m)fin. Let X E C(U(.st(2, C))), thus both c(s, O)(X) and A(s-1)/2(X) 

are polynomials in s. Since they coincide for m E {I, 3, 5, .. } we have proved 

Lemma 46 c(z,O) = .A(z-1)/2, \fz E C 

We prove analogously: 

Lemma 47 c(z, -1) = A(z-1)/2, 'iz E C 

The following theorem is shown in [1]. 

Theorem 48 Let s E ilR and c E {O, I}. The representations r(s, e) is a sub

representation of R':XJ8,E, the representation of 5((2, C) in the space of smooth vec

tors of RS,E. If m is an odd negative integer, then the representation r(m, 0, ~) 

(resp r(m, 0, leq) is a subrepresentation of Room,+ (resp R')O,m,-), and analogously 

for r(-m, -1,~) and r(-m, -1,:$) ifm is an even negative integer. 

Theorem 26 now follows easily. 
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5.4 Entire functions of exponential order and proof of The

orem 34 for the Figure of Eight Knot 

5.4.1 Power series developments of functions of exponential order 

All the material presented here can be found in mostly all books of advanced complex 

analysis. My favourite one is [CHJ. 

Definition 49 Let f : C -t C be an entire function, in other words a function 

analytic in C. Then f is said to be of exponential order if there exist B, C < 00 

such that 

If(z)1 ~ Bexp(Clzl), Vz E C. 

Definition 50 Let f be an entire function of exponential order. The function f is 

said to be of type C > 0 if we can find B < 00 such that 

If(z)1 ~ Bexp(Clzl), Vz E C. 

Therefore, if f and 9 are two functions of exponential order of type A and B, then 

also f+9 and f9 are of exponential order of types max(A, B) and A+B, respectively. 

Obvioulsly the functions sinh (Az) , cosh(Az) or exp(Az) are all of exponential order 

and of type A. If n is integer and A E te, then 

sinh((n + l)Ax) _ ~ (Ak) ----'-'---,-----':---'- - L.J exp x, 
sinh (Ax) k=-n 

which proves that Fm,p,z(x) (see 4.1) is an entire function of exponential order if 

2z + 1 is a non zero integer. 
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An easy application of Cauchy's integral formula is the following known fact about 

entire functions: Let J be an entire function. Put 

00 

J(z) = L anzn. (63) 
n=O 

Lemma 51 (Cauchy's Inequality) Let J be an analytic function in a neighbour

hood oj the origin in C. IJ J(z) :$ M in the circle oj radius R around the origin. 

We have 

Therefore 

Theorem 52 Suppose f is an entire Junction such that lJ(z)1 :$ Aexp(Cz), Jor 

some A, C > O. Then the coefficients oj (63) satisJy 

thus from Lemma 72 (consequence of Stirling Inequalities 93), we can find D < 00 

such that 

This constant D can be taken as close to C as we want. This is obvious from Stirling 

Inequalities. 

Proof. See [CH] page 254. By Cauchy's Inequalities we have 

lanl :$ A exp~~R), Vn E N, 

for any R > 0. Thus 

lani l/n :$ Al/nexp(CR/n -In(R)), VR > 0, Vn E No 
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The minumum, which obviously exists since G > 0, of GR/n -In(R) when R > 0 

is attained in R = n/G. In particular 

which implies 

• 

5.4.2 Proof of the Theorem 34 For the Figure of Eight Knot 

Recall that the z-Coloured Jones Polynomial for the zero framed Figure of Eight 

Knot is 

J z 1 ~ -~ +00 q 2 -q 2 ~ 
--(4d = -- 1 1 L..JD(n,z). 
2z + 1 2z + 1 q"2 - q-"2 n=O 

where 

rrn [( ~ ~)2 (1£ _1£)2J D( n, z) = k=l q 2 - q- 2 - q 2 - q 2 • 

and q = exp(h). See 3.3.1. Let us prove it is a power series of Gevrey type 1. To 

make the notation simpler, we only analyse the case 2z + 1 = O. The general case is 

totally similar. Notice that at z = 0 we attain an infinite dimensional representation 

of 8L(2, R), see Theorem 26. Since the set of power series of Gevrey type 1 is a 

subalgebra of C[[h]] it suffices to prove that 

(64) 
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is a power series of Gevrey type 1. Notice this power series only has even terms. Let 

thus obviously eN = aN where aN is the Nth order term of the Taylor expansion 

(63) of FN(h) at h = o. We now wish to apply Theorem 52 to FN. For any h E C 

we have I sinh(Ah) I ~ exp(Alhj), hE C. Thus for any hE C we have: 

N/2 n 

IFN(h) I ~ L 22n II exp(mlhl) 
n=O m=l 

In particular, by theorem 52 we have 

la 1< (N + 1) 2N (N(N + 2))N eN < cNNN 
N - 2 8 NN - , 

where C does not depend on N. Therefore by Lemma 72 there exists a D < 00 such 

that 

this proves Theorem 34 for the Figure of Eight knot. 

The same kind of argument would yield a similar result for the Trefoil knot, see 

3.3.1. Even though equation (37) and Theorem 29 have already given a proof of it. 

In fact we can prove: 

Theorem 53 Let K be a framed knot. Consider Habira's general expression (26) 

for the z-Coloured Jones Polynomial of it as in 3.3.1. Suppose that the exists A 
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and B such that for any integer n the function fn(K)(z) is an entire function of 

exponential order for which: 

Ifn(K)(z)/ ~ Aexp(Bn2 /z/), Vz E C, Vn E No. 

Then 2:~1 (K)(h) is a power series of Gevrey type 1. 

Therefore with a better knowledge of the coefficients of Habiro's formula (26) we 

may prove Theorem 34 in full generality and in a simple way. This would avoid the 

complicated and especially very techical approach for it in chapter 6. 

5.5 Condensed proof of Theorem 34 

This is extracted from [FM1]. Chapter 6 is an expanded version of this section with 

full proofs. 

We assume that the reader is familiar with the construction of the Kontsevich In

tegral, as well as the algebraic structure in the space of chord diagrams. See for 

example [BN], [Will or [C]. Let Afin = EBnENoAn. The connected sum of chord 

diagrams defines a product An ® Am ---. Am+n, providing Afin a graded algebra 

structure. By definition, the algebra of chord diagrams A is the graded comple

tion of Afin, or alternatively the algebra of formal linear combinations of the form 

Ln wnhn where Wn E An, 'Vn E No. 

The unframed Kontsevich Integral has values on the algebra A', defined similarly 

to the algebra A of chord diagrams, but considering also the framing independence 

condition of figure 13. Alternatively we can define A' as the graded completion 

of Afin = Afin/ < eAfin >, the last with the obvious grading, see [Wi2]. Here e 

denotes the chord diagram with just one chord. 
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Consider a knot K made out of n tangle generators G, like the ones shown in figure 

14, on top of each others, with a chosen orientation. They can be of six different 

kinds, namely n, U, C_, C+, X_ and X+. We can suppose they have height 1. The 

knot K is a Morse knot, and the critical points of it are contained in {a, ... , n}. Let 

Ik = [k - 1, k], where k = 1, ... , n. 

Define: 

that is 
00 

Z(K) = Lhm Z(P, K)wp E A'. (66) 
m=O palrmgs P 

p={ {Zj,zj}:Ikj .... C}j'=l 

Here h j denotes the interval where the pair of functions Pj = {Zj, zj} : Ikj --+ C (a 

chord) is defined, thus kl < k2 < ... < km . If P is a pairing then Wp denotes the 

chord diagram constructed out of it as in figure 15, whereas 1 P denotes the set of 

Zi or z: where the orientation of K points downwards. The framing independence 

relation ensures the integrals are convergent, for the divergent integrals evaluate to 

zero in A', see [BN] 4.3.1. 

Any pairing P with m chords is defined in some connected component of {o < tl < 

t2 < ... < tm < n,tj ¢ {O, ... ,n},j = 1, ... ,m}, in particular there are mk chords 

Pi = {Zi, za defined in each Ik for k E {I, ... , n}. We can thus index the chords as 

P~, k = 1, .... n, i = 1, ... mk. Let m = (ml' ... , mk), thus Iml = ml + ... +mn = m. We 

say a chord P defined in a Ik associated with a generator Gk of the kind U or n is 
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=0 

Figure 13: Framing independence relation on chord diagrams 

1...1 f'\ 1. .. 1 ,1. .. 1 '-.) 1. . .1 ,/../ "'\-, 

"'\- /./' 1. .. 1 >< 1. .. 1 .1. .. 1 >< 1. .. 1 

Figure 14: Generator tangles of the kinds n, U, C_, C+, X_ and X+ 

of type T(p) = A (resp T(p) = B) if it looks like the one in figure 16 (resp the ones 

in figure 17). If the generator G k is of type C _, C +, X_or X + then by definition 

all the chords in h are of type B. If Gk is a generator of type U, X+ or X_, let 

Tk = (T(p1), ... , T(P~k)). If Gk is of type n then we define Tk = (T(P~k)' ... , T(p1)). 

Let B(k) be the number of chords in h of type Band B(P) be the total number 

of B-chords in P. Notice that since we are considering the framing independence 

relation we can suppose Tlk = B, k = 1, ... , n. This is a necessary condition for all 

the integrals to be convergent, in the first place. 

= 
~---+ 10 8 

Figure 15: Defining a chord diagram out of a pairing. 
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Figure 16: A chord of type A 

LJ~"· 
Figure 17: Chords of type B 

Explicit calculations prove: 

Lemma 54 8 Fix a knot K as before, there exists a C < +00 such that for any 

pairing P with m chords we have: 

n 1 n 1 

IZ(P, K)I ~ C m 1] B(k)! 1]. IT #{j E {1, .. , i} : Tf = B}' (67) 
k-l k-l 'E{l, ... ,mk} 

T,k=A 

Proof. (sketch) Let T = (TI,", Tn) be a sequence of A's and B's with Tl = B. Let 

B(T) be the number of elements ofT equal to B, and let C(A) = 1 and C(B) = 1/2. 

We have: 

1 m 1 1 
J(T) = IT C(T(A.)) dt1 ... dtm = 2m 

B(T)! 
O<tl < ... <tm<l i=l ti 

8See Theorem 69. 

1 IT ~8) . #{j E {1, ... , i} : Tj = Br 
'E{l, ... ,m} 

Ti=A 
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One proves this from the equality 

1 eL::'..l >'iXidx1 dx = 1 (69) 
-OO<Xl<X2< ... <Xn <O •.. n A1(A1 + A2) ... (A1 + A2 + ... + An)' 

(easy to prove by induction if AI, A2, ... , An > 0) by a continuity argument. Consider 

the generators U and n to be made of semicircles of radius 1 and strings parallel 

to z-axis. Unpacking equation (66) yields a product of n integrals, one for each I k , 

equal to, or bounded by, integrals like CmkI(T), where C is fixed. _ 

Let z E C be a complex number, and let Az be the central character of the represen

tation of .5[(2, C) of highest weight 2z. We wish to give an estimate for IA.z(4)s(Wp))/, 

where s denotes the infinitesimal R-matrix in .5[(2, C) coming from a quarter of the 

Cartan-Killing form and Wp is the chord diagrams made out of the pairing P. Even 

though 4>s(w) does not make sense in A', since 4>s does not satisfy the framing inde

pendence relations, Wp does define a chord diagram, thus an element of A, and in 

particular it makes sense to consider 4>s(wp). 

Recall the recursive evaluation of the .5[(2, C) weight system 4>s : A -+ U(.5[(2, C)) 

in [CV], theorem 1 9. Let w be a chord diagram and let a be a chord of it, thus 

a divides the circle supporting w into two semicircles. Define C(a, w) as the set of 

chords of w that cross a. It has cardinality x(a, w). We define w(a) as the chord 

diagram obtained from w by removing a. Let band c be distinct chords in C(a, w), 

they have endpoints ea, eb, fa, fb such that ea and eb (resp fa and fb) lie in the same 

semicircle. Define W X (a, b, c) (resp wI! (a, b, c)) as the chord diagrams obtained from 

w through removing a,b and c and adding two new chords joining ea with fb and eb 

9See Theorem 44. 
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with fa (resp ea with eb and fa with fb). Theorem 1 of [CV] tells us: 

(Az 0 ¢s)(w) = (Az 0 ¢s)(ew(a) - 2x(a, W)(Az 0 ¢s)(w(a))+ 

L 2 ((Az 0 ¢8)(WX (a, b, c)) - (Az 0 ¢s)(wll(a, b, c))). (70) 
b,ceC{a,w) 

b#c 

Let w be a chord diagram with m chords having a set a(w) of chords that do not 

cross each others (we do not suppose that this set is maximal). Pick up a chord 

ao E a(w). Consider a diagram w' appearing in the recursive evaluation (70). Then 

a(w') = a(w) \ {ao} is a set of chords of w' that do not intersect each others. In 

addition we always have x(a, w') ~ x(a, w), Va E a(w'). We need to use the fact 

that the chords of a( w) do not cross each others to prove this. An obvious induction 

based on equation (70) and this last fact tells you: 

I(Az 0 ¢8)I(w) ~ Sz(m - #a(w)) II (lczl + 2x(a, w)2 + x(a, w)) (71) 
aea{w) 

~ Sz(m - #a(w))C'ff'Cl{W) II (1 + x(a, W))2 . (72) 
aea{w) 

Here Cz = (Az 0 ¢8)(e) and Cz = max(lczl, 2). In general, if i E N, we define Sz(i) = 

max{IAz 0 ¢8(x)l, x E Wi} where Wi is the set of chord diagrams with k chords. The 

recursive evaluation tells you again that Sz(i) ~ rr~=l(lczl + 2j2 + j) ~ C1U + 1)!2. 

Given this last estimates we prove: 

Lemma 55 Let z E C there exist a constant Cz < +00 such that the following is 

true: Let w be a chord diagrams with m chords having a set a( w) of chords that do 

not cross each others. We have the estimate: 

I(Az 0 ¢s)l(w) < Cr;"(k + 1)!2 II (1 + x(a, W))2 , (73) 
aea{w) 
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where k = m - #a(w). If in addition x(a, w) =1= 0, Va E a(w) we can write this in a 

more useful form for later, namely 

I(Az 0 ¢s)l(w) < (2C;n)(k + 1)!2 IT (x(a, W))2 . (74) 
aEa(w) 

Let K be an oriented knot and let P be a pairing with m chords. We want to apply 

the lemma above to Wp, the chord diagram made out of P. Each chord p of P gives 

rise to a chord a p of Wp. Two chords a p , apl with p and p' chords of type A cannot 

cross each others, therefore we define a(wp) = {ap : T(p) = A}. If p is defined in 

a generator G of K of type U (resp. n), then x(ap,wp) is the number of B-chords 

defined in the same generator G staying bellow (resp. above) p, thus x(ap, wp) 

can be supposed to be different of zero by the framing independence relation, since 

Tlk = B. Combining lemmas 54 and 55, we conclude there exists a e < +00 such 

that: 

I(AzO¢s)Z(P, K)wpl ~ em rif-:Pi~~)! IT. IT #{j E {I, .. , i} : 1jk = B} (75) 
- k=lle{l, ... ,mk} 

T;k=A 

where e only depends on z and K. Notice B(P) = B(l) + ... + B(n) is the number 

of chords in P of type B. 

An easy consequence of Stirling inequalities is the fact that given n E N, there 

exists a e < 00 such that m! ::; emml! ... mn!, where ml + ... + mn = m, for any 

ml, ... , mn E N. Another consequence is the fact that there exists a C < +00 such 

that mm < emm!, "1m E N. Let K be a knot and P a pairing with m chords. 
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Putting everything together we prove 

I(Az 0 ¢s)(Z(P, K)wp)1 ~ em B(p)B(P) B(p)A(P) (76) 

~ em(A(p) + B(p))A(P)+B(P) (77) 

$ Dmm!, (78) 

for any pairing with m chords. Here A(P) is the number of chords of P of type 

A. Notice D < +00 only depends on z and K. We know s = -t/4 thus ft(w) = 

(-4)mcf>s(w), where m is the number of chords of w. therefore we can also find a 

constant e < +00 such that: 

(79) 

We have now done the most difficult part of the proof of Theorem 34, even though 

this last inequality is not quite enough yet. Let us go back to the definition of the 

Kontsevich Integral. Let 00 be a Morse knot equivalent to the unknot but with 

4 critical points. Let N be the number of critical points of K. The unframed 

Kontsevich integral of K is 

Z(K) 
Zu(K) = Z(OO)N/2' (80) 

Let us define the framed version of the Kontsevich Integral. Recall we have a 

coproduct in Afin defined by D(w) = Excwx 0 (w \ x), whenever w is a chord 

diagram. Here x is a chord diagram made out some chords of wand w \ x is the 

complementary diagram. Recall Afin has a grading deg where the grading coefficient 

of a chord diagram is its number of chords. Consider the map 'IjJ : Afin -+ A fin such 

that 

'l/J(w) = I) _e)deg(x)(w \ x). (81) 
xcw 
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for a chord diagram w. Thus 1/J satisfies the 4T-relation. In fact 1/J is a Hopf algebra 

projection, see [Wi2] (this is not a trivial fact). The morphism 1/J is zero on the ideal 

generated bye, thus 1/J defines an algebra morphism A~n ---. Afin . It extends to a 

morphism 1/Jo : A' -t A of the graded completions. 

Definition 56 The Kontsevich Integral of K is 

(82) 

where F(K) is the framing coefficient of K. 

This definition is equivalent to the standard one. See [Will or [LM2] theorem 5.13. 

Notice 1/J(Z(OO))-l = Z(O), which is the (framed) Kontsevich Integral of the zero 

framed unknot. Let z E C. Since (>'z 0 ¢t) is an algebra morphism, we have: 

~;<:{ = (>'z 0 ¢t)Z(K) (83) 

= (>'z 0 ¢s) (e9F(K)h) (>'z 0 ¢s) (1/Jo(Z(oo))-N/2) (>'z 0 ¢t)(1/Jo(Z(K))) (84) 

= eczh(>.z 0 ¢t) (Zf(0)t/2 (>'z 0 ¢t)(1/Jo(Z(K)) (85) 

= ec•h (_1_Sinh«2Z + 1)h/2))N/2 (>'z 0 (/>t)(1/Jo(Z(K)). (86) 
2z + 1 sinh(h/2) 

Since the set Gd[h]] of power series of Gevrey type 1 forms an subalgebra of C[[h]J, 

the proof of theorem 34 will be finished if we prove that 

00 

(>'z 0 ¢t)(1/Jo(Z(K)) = L hm 

m=O pairings P 
P={ {zj.zj:lk j -+C}.j=l •...• m}} 

is of Gevrey type 1. The estimate for l>'z(¢s)(w)1 in 73 continues to hold if we 

remove a chord from w, maintaining the right hand side of 73 fixed. Immediately 
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we have: 

I(Az 0 ¢s)l(1/JO(W)) ~ L: I(Az 0 ¢s)( _e)ldeg(x)I(Az 0 ¢s)(W \ x)1 (88) 
xcw 

~ (2Cz)mC;n(k + 1W II (1 + x(a, W))2 . (89) 
aEa(w) 

Recall that Cz = (Az 0 ¢s)(e) and Cz = max(lczl, 1). Notice there are 2m splittings 

w = X U (w \ X) if w is a chord diagram with m chords. As before we prove. 

Lemma 57 The estimate 79 continues to hold if we put (1/Jo(Z(P, K)wp) instead of 

(Z(P, K)wp). 

We now prove (Az 0 ¢t)(1/Jo(Z(K)) E Gd[h]]. Since we have proved Lemma 57, a 

glance at equation 87 reduces the proof of this to estimating the number of pairings 

P with m-chords, which is a simple exercise of counting. Let M = maxtEIR #((t X 

C) n K). Consider pairings P with m chords, having mj chords in each interval Ii 

for i = 1, ... , n, thus ml + ... mn = m. There are at most (M(M - 1)/2)m pairings 

like this. Recall the classical combinatorics problem which asks about the number 

of ways we can put X indistinguishable objects into N distinguishable boxes. Its 

solution is (('Xr~~i!~~!. In our case we have exactly X = m objects (chords) and N = n 

boxes (intervals h). Thus there are at most (M(M -1)/2)m (~~i~~! pairings P with 

m chords. Given that nand M are constant, this last term grows exponentially 

with respect to m. This finishes the proof of theorem 34. 
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6 On the Kontsevich Integral 

The main aim of this Chapter is to describe the Kontsevich Integral in a way such 

that we can prove Theorem 34 

6.1 Definition of the Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant 

We freely use the notation of 1.1. We will work the C1 category, which permits us to 

use the Kontsevich integral as the definition of the unframed Kontsevich Universal 

knot invariant. A (oriented) knot K is an oriented C1 submanifold of ]R3 diffeomor

phic with the oriented circle 8 1. Two knots K and K' are said to be isotopic if there 

exists a C1 diffeomorphism f ; ]R3 ---t IR3 connected with the identity sending K to 

K'. A knot parametrisation is a C 1 embedding 'YK ; 8 1 
---t K C R3. 

6.1.1 Framing independence relation in chord diagrams and the algebra 

A' 

Consider the equivalence relation on the space of chord diagrams shown on figure 

18. It is called framing independence relation. 

A chord c like in figure 18, such that there are no extreme points of any other chord 

between its initial and end points, is called a isolated chord. Obviously, the sub 

vector space 1T of A fin generated by the chord diagrams with isolated chords is an 

ideal of Afin , in fact it is the ideal < 8 > generated by the chord diagram with only 

one chord. Therefore A~n = Afin /1T is an abelian algebra. It has an obvious grading 

similar to the grading of A, where the grading coefficient of a chord diagram is given 

its number of chords. Therefore A', by definition the graded completion of A~n' is 
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Figure 18: Framing Independence Relation 

also an abelian algebra. This algebra is the target space for both the Kontsevich 

Integral and Unframed Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant. 

6.1.2 Unframed Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant 

As described for example in [BNj there exists a map K, ~ A', which is called 

the Unframed Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant. Let us describe how it is con

structed out of the Kontsevich Integral. Another good reference for the description 

of the Kontsevich Integral is [CDj, which we follow closely. To begin with we recall 

the definition of Morse functions. These are functions f : 81 
-+ JR, such that: 

2. Each critical point of f is either a local maximum or a local minimum. 

3. f attains different values at each extreme point. 

4. The set of critical points of f is finite. 

Consider a knot K and a parametrisation , : 81 -+ JR3 ~ JR x C of it. Let t(s) be 

the projection of ,( s) in the first variable. Apart from possibly applying an isotopy 

of 1R3 , we can suppose t(s) is a Morse function. Let {to, ... , tn} be the set of critical 

points of t. Suppose to < ti < ... < tn, and define Ik = (tk-I, tk), k = 1, ... , n. Given 
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a positive integer m, define: 

h,m = {(Xl. ... , xm) E ]Rm : tk-l < Xl < ... < Xm < td, k = 1, ... , n. 

We consider also h,o = {O}, k = 1, ... , n. Therefore the volume of h,m is ~! (tk -

tk_l)m. Suppose m > 1 is a integer. For any finite sequence m = (m1' ... , m n ) E N~, 

define 

Let k E {I, ... , n}. The intersection K t = ({ t} x C) n K has a constant number 

of points in Ik. See figure 19. Obviously all the sets K t , t E Ik can be identified 

with a finite set S(k) in such a way the obvious map K n (Ik x C) - S(k) is 

continuous. Let p E S(k), we can define uniquely a map zp : Ik - C such that 

(t, zp(t)) = p, Vt E h, by the implicit fUnction theorem zp is C1
• It can be extended 

obviously to a continuous function zp : [tk-l, tkJ - c. 
Denote by S(2)(k) the set of subsets of S(k) with 2 elements. We call them chords. 

There exists a subset D+(k) C S(2)(k), the set of elements {p, q} E S(2)(k) for which 

(tk' Zp(tk)), (tk' Zq(tk)) are both local maxima. The set D_(k) is defined analogously 

as the set {p, q} E S(2)(k) for each (tk-l, zp(tk-d), (tk' Zq(tk)) are both local minima. 

Notice that each set D+(k), D_(k) has cardinality at most one by the condition 4 

of the definition of Morse functions. 

Let us be given an integer m > 0 and a k E {I, ... , n}. We associate to them a 

finite set P!. An element of P! is a map pk : {I, ... , m} - S(2)(k) of the form 

i 1--+ {Pk(i),p~(i)}, equivalently a map i _ {z\(t), Zlk i (t)}, t Elk. The map pk 

is called a pairing and each {zk, zlk} a chord of it. We put the condition that 

{Pk(m),p~(m)} rt D+(k) and {Pk(l),p~(1)} rt D_(k). 
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13 ~ Non admissible pairing 
t2 

12 
Admissible pairing 

tl 
1 1 

to y 

x 

Figure 19: Admissible and Non Admissible pairings 

Definition 58 An element of pk E p~ is called a k-admissible pairing, See figure 

19 

Proposition 59 Given an admissible pairing pk = {i 1-+ {zki(t),z'\(t)}} E p!, 

the following integral is absolutely convergent: 

(90) 

This will the basis for the definition of the Kontsevich integral. 

Definition 60 Suppose we are given a sequence m = (mI' .. " mn ) E Non, an m

pairing P (admissible) is a map 
n 

P E {I, .. " n} -+ pk E U P!k' 
k=l 
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I 5 

I 4 

I 3 

I 2 

I 1 

Figure 20: A (0,3,2,3, O)-pairing 

with pk E P!k' k = 1, ... n a k admissible pairing. Let Pm. designate the set of all 

m-pairings. Any pairing P defines a chord diagram Wp in the obvious way. Let for 

any P E Pm.: 
n 

Z(m, P) = II Z(k, mk, P(k)). 
k=l 

The reader is advised to look at figure 20. Notice there are no pairings with ml or 

m5 not equal to zero, for then the pairings pO and p5 would not be admissible. 

One more simple ingredient is necessary to define the Kontsevich universal knot 

invariant. Let us be given a pairing P, then #P is defined as the number of zf or 
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z'7 on which t(s) is decreasing. 

Let m = (mo, ... , mn ) E No, we put Iml = mo + ... + mm. 

Definition 61 Consider a Coo parametrisation "( : 8 1 ~ R x C such that the 

projection t(s) in the first variable is a Morse function with n + 1 critical points. 

Define for every integer m > 1: 

Z(,,(, m) = 
{mENo":lml=m} 

PE'Pm. 

(-l)#P Z(m, P)wp. 

Define also Z(,,(, 0) = 1, Z(,,(, 1) = O. The Kontsevich integral is by definition: 

Z(r) = L (21r
1
i)m Z('Y, m) E A'. 

mENo 

Consider a parametrisation "(00 of the unknot such that t( s) is a Morse function 

having 4 critical points. The next two results are proved for example in [BN] 

Theorem 62 The series Z( 'Y) does not depend on the chosen parametrisation "(00 

yielding the unknot as long as t(s) is a Morse function which have exactly 4 critical 

points. Call the series obtained Z( 00). 

Notice that Z(oo) is invertible in A' for its first term is 1. 

Theorem 63 Let us be given a knot K, with a parametrisation 'YK of it such that 

t(s) is a Morse function with n + 1 critical points. Notice n + 1 is a positive even 

number. Define 

Z (K) = Z("(K) 
u Z(oo)~ 
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Then Zu(K) does not depend on the isotopy class of of K, as long as t(s) is a 

Morse function, which we can suppose apart from isotopy. Therefore Zu(K) is a 

knot invariant. Call it the unframed Kontsevich Universal Knot invariant. 

6.1.3 Framed Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant 

We now extend the Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant for framed knots. This 

extension is referred to usually as the framed Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant. 

Recall that a framed knot K is an embedding of the stripe 8 1 x [-1, 1] into R3 with 

the obvious notion of isotopy class. Any framed knot defines an isotopy class of 

knots in the obvious way. The framing coefficient F(K) of a framed knot K is the 

linking number of K x {-I} and K x {I}. 

Recall that the algebra A' is defined as the graded completion of A~n = Afin/ < e >, 

where < e > is the ideal of Afin generated by the chord diagram with only one chord. 

Both Afin and Ann have gradings for which the grading coefficient deg(w) of a chord 

diagram is given by its number of chords. Consider the map ¢ : Afin ® Afin ---. Afin 

such that if WI and W2 are chord diagrams we have ¢(WI ® W2) = (-e)deg(wI)w2' 

Define 'lj; : Afin ---. Afin as 'lj; = ¢ 0 6.. Then actually 'lj;2 = 'lj; and 'lj; is a Hopf 

algebra morphism (this is a non trivial fact). Its kernel is contained in < e >, thus 

'lj; descends to a map 'lj;' : A~n ---. Afin, which can be extended to all A' since 'Ij;' 

preserves gradings. See [Wi2] for more details. Let p : A' ~ A be the projection. 

Given that 'lj;(e) = 0 it follows 

'Ij;'op='Ij;. (91) 
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Definition 64 The (framed) Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant is: 

Zf(K) = Z(K) = 1jJ'(Zu(K)) exp(F(K)8), 

where the convergence of the series defining e(F(K)e) is understood in the graded alge

bra sense. Here Zu.(K) denotes the unframed Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant. 

Recall F(K) is the framing coefficient of the knot K. 

Recall the Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant satisfies all the properties stated in 

theorem 1. 

This is a slightly ad-hoc definition of the framed Kontsevich Universal knot invariant. 

However it is equivalent to the standard one. This was pointed out in [Will. The 

proof of this fact appears in [LM2]( theorem 5.13). Let us give an idea of how this 

result can be proved. I only know one place where this result is proved, namely 

[LM2]. 

Proof. (sketch) We can either define the Framed Kontsevich Universal Knot 

Invariant Z' out of the Drinfeld Associator as in [LM2]; or by regularising the 

integral (90) for non admissibe pairings through considering 

(
-In(c) ) 

lim Z(Ke) exp 2' e , 
e: ..... O,e:>O 7rZ 

at each minimal point, say, where Ke: is the tangle obtained from the knot K by 

removing the points in the two strands making the minimal point which are at 

smaller distance than c. We do analogously for maximal points considering 

(
In(c) ) 

lim Z(Ke) exp -2 . e . 
e:--O,e:>O 7rZ 

At the end we obviosly consider the limit for all maximal and minimal points simul

taneously. See [LM2] for more details. Notice that both definitions of the Framed 
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Kontsevich Universal Knot invariant yield isotopy invariants of blackboard framed 

knots. This is because we are implicitly choosing determination of the logarithm at 

each extreme point. Call these two definitions ZD and ZR. It is well known that 

they are equivalent, that is Z' = ZR = ZD, see [LM2] or [AF]. Let us prove both 

are equal to Z, as in Definition 64. 

Consider the algebra projection p : A --+ A'. From the second definition of Z, 

the one involving the regularisation of the Kontsevich Integral, it is immediate that 

po Z' = Zu. Therefore 'IjJ' 0 Zu = 'l/J' 0 po Z' = 'IjJ(Z), by (91). Therefore, we 

only need to find the relation between 'IjJ 0 Z' and Z'. It is now better to consider 

Z' = ZD, the definition of the Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant involving the 

Drinfeld associator as in [LMI]. Let ¢(A, B) be the Drinfeld associator, constructed 

from the monodromy of the Kniznick-Zamolodchikov equations. See [DI], [D2J, 

[K] or [LM3]. It is an element of the algebra q[A, Bll of power series in two non 

commuting variables A and B. We now follow [LM3] and [K]. Consider the algebra 

q[A, B]]][a,,8] of polynomials in Ct,,8 with coefficients in C[[A, Bll (we suppose Ct 

and ,8 commute with all other variables). A beautiful identity satisfied by ¢J(A, B) 

is 

¢(A - Ct, B -,8) = ¢(A, B), in q[A, B]][a,,8] 

Therefore if c commutes with all variables we have 

¢J(A - c, B - c) = ¢(A, B), in q[A, B]J[cll (92) 

see [LM1 J page 63 or [KJ page 469. A proof of this fact is not that difficult, but 

involves going through all the definition of ¢J(A, B). Equation 92 is more or less 

obvious from the fact ¢(A, B) is an exponential of a series of commutators in A and 
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B. 

Let K be a framed knot. It is better now to see 'lj; : A ~ A as a map such that if w 

is a chord then 'lj;(w) = W - b1/2 - b2/2, where b1 (resp b2) is a chord connecting two 

points in a neighbourhood of one (resp other) extreme point of Wi and analogously 

for more complicated chord diagrams. The advantage is that it makes also sense to 

consider 'lj;(w) where w is a chord diagram supported on a tangle. The evaluation 

of ZD(K) is made out of terms like ¢>(Hi,j, Hi,j) , where Hi,j means connecting the 

ith and ;th strands of K by a chord perpendicular to the t axis. We also have terms 

like exp(Hi,j) at each crossing point. Consider applying 'lj; to ZD(K). The terms 

involving ¢>(Hi,j, Hj,k) are easy to deal with: by 92 they remain unaltered since 8 

commutes with any chord diagram. Since 'lj; is an algebra morphism, the evaluation 

of exp(Hi,j) will change as exp(Hi,j - bd2 - b2/2), which, since 8 commute with 

all variables, is exp(Hi,j) exp( -8). This is the reason why the factor exp(F(K» in 

Definition 64 appears. We thus need to have Z = Z'. See [LM2J for details. _ 

6.1.4 Some bounds for the coefficients of Kontsevich Universal Knot 

Invariant 

We now estimate the modulus of the coefficients of the Kontsevich integral for knots. 

This will be used in the proof of theorem 34. We freely use the notation of 6.1.2. 

This will be a rather long section, not very difficult, but with a large amount of 

notation being introduced. 

Let K be a knot and let, : 8 1 ~ R x C be a Morse parametrisation of it. To 

calculate Zh), we need to know the critical points to < tl < ... < tn of t(s) of ,K' 

If Ik = [tk+l' tkJ then II U ... U In is a splitting [to, tnJ = 'K(SI) such that no critical 
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point of 'YK is in the interior of any interval Ik. However to calculate Z([), we can 

use any splitting To = eo < Cl < .... < CN = tn of the interval [to, tnJ as long as the 

set of critical points of t(s) is contained in {eo,,,,,CN}. See [BN], 4.3.2. This is a 

consequence of the fact that away from extreme points the Kontsevich Integral is 

expressed as the holonomy of the formal Kniznick-Zamolodchikov connection. See 

[BN] 

Let K be an oriented knot, it can be seen as the closure of some braid bE B(n) for 

some n E N. Here B(n) is the braid group with n-strands. A parametrisation 'YK of 

K will have therefore 2n critical points. Fix once for all a braid bE B(n), for some 

n E N such that its closure is K. We want to calculate Z(K) out of the closure of 

b, thus for definiteness we explicitely construct such a closure. The braid b consists 

of n oriented downwards strands connecting the points (1,0), (1, 1), ... , (1, n - 1) to 

(-1,0), (-1,1) ... , (-1, n). Strands which can be supposed contained in [-1, 1J x {z E 

C : Izl < n}. Consider an explicit construction of a closure of b as in figure 21. That 

is: 

Consider n straight lines oriented upwards connecting 

• (n + 1, 1) to (n + 1, -1) 

• (n + 2, 1 + 1) to (n + 2, -(1 + 1» 

• (n+3,1+1+2)to(n+3,-(1+1+2» 

• (n + 4,1 + 1 + 2 + 3) to (n + 4, -(1 + 1 + 2 + 3» 

• and so on until 

• (n + n, 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + ", + n - 1) to (n + n, -(1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + n - 1» 
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b 

Figure 21: Closure of a braid 
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Also, connect the points 

• (n - 1, 1) to (n - 1, 1) 

• (n - 2,1) to (n - 2, 1 + 1) 

• (n-3,1)to(n-3,1+1+2) 

• (n-4,1)to(n-4,1+1+2+3) 

• and so on until 

• (n - n, 1) to (n - n, 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + ". + n - 1) 

By oriented downwards straight lines. 

Similarly, use oriented downwards straight lines, and connect the points 

• (n - 1, -1) to (n - 1, -1) 

• (n - 2, -1) to (n - 2, -(1 + 1» 

• (n-3,-1)to(n-3,-(1+1+2» 

• (n-4,-1)to(n-4,-(1+1+2+3» 

• and so on until 

• (n - n, -1) to (n - n, -(1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + n - 1» 

Now, use semicircles of radius k oriented counterclockwise, chosen so that the closure 

of the braid has a C1 parametrisation, to connect the points 
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• (n + 1, 1) to (n - 1, 1) 

• (n + 2, 1 + 1) to (n - 2,1 + 1) 

• (n + 3, 1 + 1 + 2) to (n - 3, 1 + 1 + 2) 

• (n + 4, 1 + 1 + 2 + 3) to (n - 4,1 + 1 + 2 + 3) 

• and so on until 

• (n + n, 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + n -1) to (n - n, 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + n -1) 

And, similarly 

• (n + 1, -1) to (n - 1, -1) 

• (n + 2, - (1 + 1» to (n - 2, - (1 + 1» 

• (n + 3, -(1 + 1 + 2» to (n - 3, (1 + 1 + 2» 

• (n + 4, -(1 + 1 + 2 + 3» to (n - 4, -(1 + 1 + 2 + 3» 

• and so on until 

• (n + n, -(1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + n -1» to (n - n, -(1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + n -1» 
The reader is strongly advised to look at figure 21. Let,: 8 1 ~ JR x C be the 

parametrisation of K just constructed. Define TO = 1, Tl = 1 + 1, ra = 1 + 1 + 
2, ... ,rn = 1 + 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + n. Split ,(SI) = [-Tn' Tn] as [-Tn, -Tn-I] U ... U 

[-r2' -rl]U [-Tb TIJuh, r2J U ... U[rn-l' TnJ = LnULn- 1 U ... UL1 UloUI1 U ... U1n 
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A 
Figure 22: A chord of type A 

Figure 23: Chords of type Bl 

Definition 65 (Chord Type) Let pk E p! with k E {-n, ... ,-l} U{l, ... ,n}, 

be a k-admissible pairing with m chords, in other words a map i 1--+ Pi = {Zi, zn, 
where i E {I, ... , m} and z, z' : h -+ C. We divide the chords Pi = {Zi, zn into 

two different types: A chord is said to be of type A, say, if it looks like the chord in 

figure 22. We say it is of type B otherwise. Chords of type B can appear on types 

Bl and B2 shown in figures 23 and 24. If k = 0 then by definition we say that all 

the chords are of type B 2 . If pk is a k-admissible pairing then A(Pk) (resp B(Pk)) 

is the number of chords of P of type A (resp B), thus A{pk) + B(pk) = m, which 

is the number of chords of pk. For a chord p, let T(p) denote its type. 

Definition 66 (Type Sequences) Let b be a braid with n strands whose closure 

is a knot and k :::; O. Let also pk E P! be a k-admissible pairing with m-chords. 
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Figure 24: chords of type B2 

The type sequence of pk is by definition 

If k > 0 then by definition 

Notice that since the pairings are admissible, the first letter of the type sequences 

is always B. Let m = (m-n, ... , mo, ... , mm) be a sequence in N~n+l. Let also P E 

Pm. be a m pairing, thus for each k E {-n ... , n}, we have type sequences T(pk) 

characterising the pairing pk E P!k. Let B(P) and A{P) be the number of chords 

of P of type B and A, respectively, thus A(P) = A(p-n)+ ... +A(pn), and similarly 

for B(P) 

The reader is advised to look at figures 25 and 26. 

Consider a pairing in P! with k =f n. Due to the way we defined the closure of the 

braid b, it is very easy to determine the functions zp : In -+ <C. Only two of them will 

be non constant. If k is positive, then they are the obvious shifting of ±v'k2 - t2, 

and analogously if k is negative. 
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I I 
Figure 25: An example with T(P) = (B, B, A, B, B, B, B, A, B) 

I I 

\ J 
\ / 
\ / 

" / 

~ ./ 

Figure 26: An example with T(P) = (B, B, B, B, A, A, B, B, A) 

Lemma 67 Let us be given a k E {-n, "" -l}U{l, "" n}! mEN and a k-admissible 

pairing pk = {i f--+ {zf(t), z:k(t)}} E 'P~, We have the estimate 

JZ(k, m, pk)J = 1 A dzt(x~) = d~7(~i) 
Ik,m i=l Zi (Xt ) Z i (xt ) 

k-B(pk) 1 

~ B(Pk)! . IT #{j E {I, "" i} ; T(Pk)(j) = B}' 
tE{l, ... ,m} 

7(pk)(i)=A 

where T(pk) = (T(Pk)(l), .. " T(pk)(m» is the type sequence of pk, Here # denotes 

the cardinal of a set, 

Proof. We make the proof for k E {I, .. " n}, the other proof will be analogous, 

Obviously: 

JZ(k, m, pk)J = 1 /I (Xd .. .jm(Xm)dxl .. .dxm, 
0<X1 <X2< ... <Xm<k 
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Here 1i(t) can be a function of the kinds: B(l), I > k, where 

B(l)(t) = 1£ (l ± .../k
2 

- t2) = I 1 t I < t I > k 
I ± .../k2 - t2 I ± .../k2 - t2 .../k2 - t2 .../k2 - t2' , 

if the associated chord pk(i) is of type B1; A(t), where 

t !1..../k2 - t2 
A(t) - - =dt~=~ 

- k2 - t 2 - .../k2 _ t 2 ' 

if the associated chord pk(i) is of type A; or the null function if the associated 

chord pk(i) is of type B2. Since we are considering admissible pairings, we also have 

1m "# A. This is a crucial condition for the integral to be convergent in the first 

place. Let ai = 1/2 if the ith chord is of type Band 1 if the ith chord is of type A, 

thus am = 1/2. We have: 

Consider the coordinate change Xi = kx~, we obtain: 

Thus if we put x~ = VI - Yi, i = 1, ... , m yields: 

k-B(pk) 11 1 l Yl 1 l Y2 1 lY3 l Ym
-

l 
1 I = 2m dY1 Iii dY2 ---ci2 dY3 a; dY4'" dYm ;y-

O Y1 0 Y2 0 Y3 0 0 V 11m 

k-B(pk) 11 1 11 1 11 1 11 11 1 
= 2m dYm. ;;;;- dYm-1 a;;;=t" dYm-2-0:;;;::2 dYm-3... dY1 Y al 

o V Ym Ym Ym-1 Ym-l Ym-2 Ym-2 Y2 1 
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Therefore we can use Corollary 75. The case k < 0 is analogous but missing the last 

step. _ 

The behaviour of Z(k, m, pk) for k = 0 is easy to determine given that we have no 

infinities in the domains of integration. Obviously, there exists a constant C < 00 

such that: 
1t (z(t) - z'(t)) < C 

z(t) - z'(t) - , 

for any chord z(t) - z'(t). In particular, given any O-admissible pairing pO E 'P~ we 

have 
(2c)m 

IZ(O,m,P)1 < -,-. 
m. 

Notice in this case T(PO) = (B, B, .. , B), by definition. Therefore: 

Lemma 68 Let b be a braid with n strands whose closure is a knot. There exists 

a constant D < 00 such that for any k E {-n, ... , ,n}, any mEN, and any k

admissible pairing pk = i 1-+ {zf (t), z;k (t)} E 'P! we have the estimate 

1 
II #{j E {I, ... , i} : T(Pk)(j) = B}' 

iE{l, ... ,m} 
T(pk)(i)=A 

This will be the main theorem of this paragraph: 

Theorem 69 Let b be a braid whose closure is a knot. There exists a constant 

D < +00 such that for any sequence m E N5n+1 and pairing P E 'Pm. we have: 

DIm.1 n 1 
IZ(m, P)I ~ B(P)! II. II #{j E {I, ... , i} : T(Pk)(j) = B} 

k=-n ~E{l, ... ,mk} 
T(pk)(i)=:A 
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Proof. This follows from Proposition 68 and Lemma 70. • 

6.1.5 Some calculations 

We prove the lemmas that we have just used used, as well as some results that will 

be useful later. First of all recall Stirling's inequality for n!: 

mm 1 mm 1 

J27rm-e 12m+l < n! < J27rm-e 12m, m = 1,2, ... 
em em 

(93) 

It will be used quite frequently later. Immediately to prove: 

Lemma 70 Let n be an integer. There exists a C > a such that for all sequences 

m = (m}, ... , mn) E No we have 

Iml! <elml 
(ml!)(m2!) ... (mn !) - , 

where as usuallml = ml + m2 + ... + mn. 

Proof. Let m = Iml. Suppose mi =I 0, Vi. The Stirling inequalities prove: 

m! mm vz:rrrm 
~~~~~--~< ~~~~~~--7-~~~==== 
(ml!)(m2!) ... (mn!) (m~l )(m~2) ... (m~n) J27rnJ ml ... mn 

1 1 1 
e I2mj+T e'i"2ffl'2+T ••. e ~ 

1 e12m 

Therefore for any m E Nn: 

m! mm vz:rrrm n 

(ml!)(m2!) ... (mn !) < (m~l )(m~2) ... (m~n) J27rn e . 

We can thus choose aD> 0 such that: 
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for all m E Nn. 

The minimum of (mi'H ) (mr2
) ... (m~n ) with the restriction ml + m2 + ... + mn = m is 

attained when mi = min, i = 1,2, ... , n. A simple Langrange multiplier calculation 

shows this. In particular 

m! mm m m 

( 1)( I) ( I) < (!!!n)m D S e , mI· m2 .... m n . 

for any ml, ... , mn E {I, 2, ... }, for some fixed constant e. The case in which we 

admit some mi's to be zero obviously reduces to this one for a smaller n. _ 

The following two simpler lemmas are also useful: 

Lemma 71 Let n be an integer. There exists a e > 0 such that 

(n + m)! 5 m!em
, 'tim E No. 

Proof. Obviously (n+~)! < (n + m)n (we are not using Stirling Inequalities). This 
m. 

term has polynomial growth with respect to m, thus (n~~)! < em for some fixed e 
not depending on m. 

-
Lemma 72 There exist constants B, e < 00 such that 

Proof. This is essentially obvious from Stirling Inequalities -

Now, a very important set of calculations: 
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Lemma 73 Consider an integral of the form: 

where al > 0, al + a2 > 0, ... , al + a2 + ... + an > ° (the case in which some a~s may 

be equal to 0 is admitted). We have: 

Proof. We proceed by induction in n. This is trivial for n = 1 and n = 2. Suppose 

an =/= 0, a simple integration by parts in the variable Xn tells you: 

thus 
1 

I(al,a2, ... ,an)= ( ) ( )' if an =/=0. 
al al + a2 ... al + a2 + .. , + an 

The case an = 0 follows from continuity (we can do this because al > 0). • 

We thus have: 

Lemma 74 Let T = (B, C2, ... , Cm) be a sequence of A's and B's starting in B. 

Let lA = 0, lB = 1 and B(T) be the number of elements of T which are equal to B. 

Consider an integral of the form: 

Then 

I(T) = f eITl!q+IT2x2+ ... +ITnxndxldx2 ... dxn' 
} -OO<Xl <X2< ... <Xn <0 

1 1 
I(T) = - II . '} . _ } . B(T)!. #{; E {1, ... ,z . Tj - B 

IE{l, ... ,m} 
T;=A 
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Therefore: 

Corollary 75 Let T = (B, ... ) be a sequence of A's and B 's of length m starting in 

the letter B. Let B(T) be the number of B 's in it. Let <; = 1/2 if 7i = Band <; = 1 

if7i = A, for i = 1, ... , m. Then 

f n 1 1 
J(T) = io II X~i dX1 ... dxm = 2

m 
B(T)I 

O<Xl < ... <xn <1 i=1 ~ . 

iE{P..m} #{j E {1, ... ~i} : 1j = B} . 
T;=A 

Proof. We just need to consider the change of variables Xi = exp(2ti) , i = 1, ... , m 

and apply the previous lemma. _ 

6.2 Proof of Theorem 34 

Consider the Lie algebra .5((2, C) with its usual Cartan decomposition. The elements 

H, E, F defined in 1.4.6 are a basis of it. The infinitesimal R-matrix coming from 

minus the Cartan-Killing form in .5((2, C) expresses as 

1 ( H®H) t = -4" E ® F + F ® E + 2 . 

Let z be a complex number, the highest weight representation of maximal weight 2z 

is the representation p of spin z defined in 1.4.6. For the case z ¢. ~No, it is defined in 
z 

the infinite dimensional space Vwhich has a basis of the form {V2z, V2z-!, V2z-2, ... }. 

The action of H, E and F is: 

HVk = (k - Z)Vk; k = 2z, 2z - 1, ... , 
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EVk = (2z - k)Vk+l; k = 2z,2z - 1, ... , 

FVk = kVk-l; k = 2z, 2z - 1, .... 

If z E ~No the definition is analogous but now the representation is in the space 

{V2z, ... , vo}. 

6.2.1 Prior estimate for matrix elements 

Let Az : C(U(s£(2, C))) ---. C be the central character of p. Given a chord diagram w 

with m chords, we wish to give a rough estimate for IAz(cPt(w))I. Consider the inner 
z 

product <,> on Vwhich has an orthonormal basis given by {V2z,V2z-1,V2z-2,"'}' 

Obviously Az{cPt(W)) =< V2z, cPt (W)V2z >. Thus 

3m 

Az(cPt(W)) = :E (v2z,A~A~ ... A~mV2z), 
i=l 

where each A~ can be i, ~ or fin. The term " 3m" comes from the fact the infinites

imal R-matrix t is a sum of 3 terms. From this formula it is trivial to conclude that 

z ---. Az(cPt(W)) is polynomial in z of degree at most 2m, avoiding a proof using the 

general theory on central characters and highest weight representations. Also 

3m 

IAz(cPt(W))1 ~:E I(V2Z,A~A~ ... A~nV2z)l· 
i=l 

Thus from the general expression of the spin z representations it follows that given 

any z E C, there exists aD> 0 such that for any chord diagram with m chords we 

have: 

Applying Lemma 71 we conclude. 
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Lemma 76 Let z be a complex number. There exists a constant C > 0 such that 

for any chord diagram with m chords we have: 

6.2.2 Refined estimate for matrix elements 

The estimate we have just obtained for AA<pt(w)) is not good enough for our pur

poses, namely to prove Theorem 34. However Theorem 44 in 5.2 (that is theorem 1 

of [ev]) , permits us to refine this estimate, depending on the kind of chord diagram 

we have. We freely use the notation of 5.2, and frequently use the normalisation 

s for the infinitesimal R-matrix of .5[(2, q. Obviously, Lemma 76 is true if we use 

<Ps instead of <Pt. This is going to be a long section with a large amount of notation 

and nomenclature being introduced. 

Definition 77 Let z be a complex number. Define Cz = Az(<ps(e)), here e is the 

chord diagram with just one chord. It is the action of the rescaled Casimir operator 

in the representation p of spin z. 

Definition 78 (Crossing Number) Let w be a chord diagram, and a be a chord 

of it. The crossing number x (a, w) of a in w is the number of chords of w that cross 

the chord a. 

The following definition is the obvious counterpart of Definition 65. The reader is 

advised to look at it again. 

Definition 79 (Normal Chord Diagrams) Let w be a chord diagram with m 

chords. Suppose there are some chords aI, ... , an of w which do not intersect each 
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Figure 27: A normal chord diagram showing a-chords and ,8-chords 

others, call them a-chords. For each m E L.n, let bf', ... , b~ be the chords of w 

crossing am. Call these chords f31-chords. Notice that by definition km is the crossing 

number of am in w. We will have in addition a set of chords completing the chord 

diagram, called f32-chords. Therefore f32-chords do not cross a-chords. A f3-chord 

is by definition either a f31-chord or a f32-chord. A chord diagram with an indexing 

of chords like this is called normal. Obviously this definition depends on the way 

we specify the a, ,81 and f32-chords, since any a-chord can be called a f3-chord. See 

figure 27. 

We have 

Lemma 80 Consider applying Theorem 44 to a normal chord diagram wand an 

a-chord am E {a1, .. ,an } of it. All the chord diagramw(am
), w"(am,i,j);l::; i < 

j S km and wX(am,i,j); 1 S i < j S km are normal with the same number of f3 

chords, with the set of a-chords losing the chord am. Moreover the crossing number 
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Figure 28: Combinations as in proof of Lemma 80 

of each a-chord al in each of just defined diagrams is not bigger than kl. In other 

words x(al,w(am» :::; x(al,w) and x(al,wli(am,i,j», x(al,wX(am,i,j» :::; x(al,w) 

for 1 :::; i < j :::; km . 

Proof. The first assertion is obvious. For the second, let br and bj cross am and 

let al be another a-chord. Obviously the crossing number of al in w(am ) equals the 

crossing number of at in w for the former is obtained from removing a chord that 

does not cross a l • The chord diagrams wl/(am, i,j) and wX(am , i,j» lose the chords 

br and bj, inheriting two new chords. However in both cases, the number of times 

these two new chords cross al is not bigger than the number of times br and bj 

crossed ai . We can see this for example case by case as in figure 28. • 

Lemma 81 Let z be a complex number. There exists a D < +00 such that the 
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following is true: 

Let W be a normal chord diagram with a set {a1 , ••. , an} of a-chords, where a1 has 

crossing number k1• Let m be the number of chords of wand mfJ be the number of {3 

chords. VVe have 

n 

I(>'z 0 <Ps)(W) 1 < Dm(m,8!)2 II(2kl + kl + ICzl}. 
1=1 

Proof. We proceed by induction on mo , which is the number of a-chords. Choose 

C as in Lemma 76 and let D = max( C, 1), thus the assertion is trivial for mo = O. 

Let w be a normal chord diagram with a set {a1, ... , an} of a-chords. By Theorem 

44 we have 

I(>'z 0 <Ps)(W) 1 = 

(>.,04>.) ((e -2kn)w(an) + 2 l~~k. (wll(a
n

, i, j) - W
X 

(an, i,j))) 
~ I(>'z 0 <ps)(e)II(>'z 0 <ps)(w(an))j + 2kn/(>.z 0 tPs)(w(an

»/ 

+ 2 ~ (I(>.z 0 ¢s) (wll(an, i, j») / + /(>'z 0 ¢s)(WX (an, i, j» /) 

2k~+kn 

= Jcz//(>'z 0 <ps)(w(an»1 + L /(>'z 0 <Ps)(wq)l, 
q=l 

where, as consequence of Lemma 80, for any q E {I, ... , k; + kn }, the diagram Wq is 

a normal chord diagram with m - 1 chords, having n - 1 a-chords and the same 

number of /3-chords. Moreover x(al,wq) ~ x(al,w) = kl' for q = 1, ... ,2k;+n. All 
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this is valid for w(a). By induction, we have: 

n-1 

(Jczl II (2( x2(al, wean)) + x (ai, wean)) + Jczl) 
1=1 

2k;+kn n-l 

+ L IIC2(x 2(al ,wq) + x(al,Wq)) + lczj)). 
q=l 1=1 

Thus 

n 

~ DmCm.a!? II (2kl + kl + lczl). 
1=1 

Where in the last inequality we used the fact 1 ~ D. • 

Corollary 82 Let z be a complex number. There exists a C < +00 such that the 

following is true: 

Let w be a normal chord diagram with a set {at, ... , an} of a-chords, where al has 

crossing number kl. Let m be the number of chords of wand m{3 be the number of 

{3-chords. We have 

n 

l>'z(cPs(w))1 ~ CmCm.a!)2 lI(kl + 1)2. 
1=1 

If, moreover, the crossing numbers kl are all non zero then we can find D such that: 

n 

l>.z(cPs(w)) I ~ Dm(m.a!)2 II kr 
1=1 
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Proof. Choose D like in the just proved lemma, thus; 

n 

IAA¢>s(w))1 $ Dm(mj3!? II (2kl + kl + /czl) 
1=1 

n 

$ IDml max(2, /cz /t(mj3!)2 II (kl + 2kl + 1) 
1=1 
n 

$ IDml max(2, /cz lt(mj3!)2 II (kl + 1)2 
1=1 

n 

$ max(D,2,cz )2m(m,a!)2II(kl + 1)2. 
1=1 

Notice that n $ m. For the second assertion choose D = 2C. • 

6.2.3 The case w = Wp, where P is a pairing 

The notation of 6.1.4 is in force now. Let b be a braid with n-strands whose closure 

is a knot, and let m E N~n+l. Any pairing in Pm defines a chord diagram Wp 

with 1m/ chords. Let z be a complex number, and Az the central character of the 

representation of .5£(2, C) of spin z. We wish to find an estimate for the norm of 

Lemma 83 Let P be a pairing in Pm then Wp is a normal chord diagram where 

each chord of type A (resp Bl and B2 ) of P generates an a (resp /31 and /32) chord 

of Wp. In particular all crossing numbers of a-chords in Wp are non zero since we 

only consider admissible pairings. 

Proof. This is obvious. The reader is referred to figure 29 • 

The following is trivial as well from figure 29 
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Figure 29: Transforming a pairing into a normal chord diagram 
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Lemma 84 Let P be a pairing in Pm.' Consider the type sequences T(Pk) of P = 

(P-Ic, ... , pic), where k E {-n, ... , n}. Each term X in the sequence T(P Ic ) generates 

a chord Cx of Wp, and if X = A then Cx is an a-chord of Wp. Suppose X = A and 

X the ith element ofT(Pk). We have: 

X(cx,Wp) = #{j E {l, ... ,i}: T(pk)(j) = B}. 

Thus 

Theorem 85 Let z be a complex number. Consider a braid b with n strands, whose 

closure is a knot, as well as its closure as defined in 6.1.4. There exists a C < +00 
such that the following is true: 

Let m E Ngn+1 and P E Pm, where 121 = (m_n, ... , mn ), thus P defines a chord 

diagram wp with 11211 chords. We have: 

n 

IAz(cPs(wp))1 < Dlml(B(p)!)2 II II (#{j E {I, ... , i} : T(pk)(j) = B})2. 
k=-n i={l, ... ,mk} 

T(pk)(i)=A 

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 82 as well lemmas 83 and 84. To 

apply Corollary 82, notice that T(Pk)(l) = B, k = -n, ... , n. _ 

6.2.4 Final ingredients for the proof 

Fix once for all a braid b with n strands and consider the closure of it as in 6.1.4. 

We suppose this closure to be a knot. Recall the map 1/J : A -+ A of 6.1.3, of major 

importance for the definition of the framed Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant. 

We wish to obtain an estimate for the modulus of (Az 0 cPs)(1/J(wp)) where P is a 
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pairing. Recall that the degree deg(w) of a chord diagram w is given by the number 

of chords of it. Let w be a chord diagram, we use the notation x C w to indicate 

that x is a chord diagram made out of some of the chords of w. The notation w \ x 

stands for the obvious complementary diagram of x in w. Recall that 

~(w)= LX®(w\x), 
XCW 

thus 

1jJ(w) = 2:( _e)deg(x)(w \ x). 
xCW 

Lemma 86 Let Z E C be a complex number and let b be a braid with n strands. 

There exists a e < +00 such that for any m = (m-n' ... , mn) E N~n+l and any 

pairing P E Pm we have 

n 

IAA¢8(X»1 < Dlml(B(p)!)2 II II (#{j E {I, ... , i} : T(pk)(j) = B})2 , 
k=-n i={l, ... ,mk} 

T(pk)(i)=A 

for any subchord diagram xC Wp. 

(94) 

Proof. This is obvious given that the right hand side of the first estimate in Corol

lary 82 for (A 0 ¢s)(w), where w is a normal chord diagram, is always reduced if a 

chord is taken out of it, no matter what its type is. • 

Let e = max(lczl, 1) (recall Cz = (Az 0 ¢s)(e». Consider a chord diagram with m 

chords w, and let x be a sub chord diagram of it. We have 

I(A
Z 

0 ¢s) (( _e)deg(x)(w \ x») 1= ICzldeg(x) I(Az 0 ¢s)(w \ x)1 

~ em I(Az 0 ¢s)(w \ x)l. 
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In addition, given a pairing P E Pm, there are exactly 21ml subchord diagrams of 

Wp, since Wp has Iml chords. We can state: 

Theorem 87 Let Z E C be a complex number and b be a braid with n-strands whose 

closure is a knot. There exists a C < +00 such that for any m E N~n+l and P E Pm 

we have: 
n 

I (AZO¢s)('I)J(Wp») I < clml(B(p)!? IT IT (#{j E {l, ... , i} : T(pk)(j) = B}/. 
k=-n i={l,. .. ,m",} 

T(pk)(i)=A 

6.2.5 The proof made simple 

We now give the actual proof of Theorem 34. We will use the notation of 6.1 freely. 

Let K be a framed knot, thus it defines an isotopy class of knots which we also call 

K. We can see K as the closure of some braid b with n strands. Let "Y be the Morse 

parametrisation of K constructed in this way. In particular it has n extreme points. 

Recall the Kontsevich Integral is: 

Z("Y) = '" 1. '" (-1)#PZ(m, P)wp 
L..J (27r~)m L..J 

mENo mEN~n+l 
PE'Pm 

= L (2:i)m Z(-y, m), 
mENo 

where the convergence is understood in the graded algebra sense. The Unframed 

Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant is given by: 

Z (K) - Z(-y) E A' 
U - Z(oo)n . 

The Framed Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant expresses as: 
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Since 1/J : A' --+ A is an algebra morphism we can write this as: 

Z (K) = eF(K)e 1/J(Z({» 
f 1/J(Z( oo»n . 

Lemma 88 Let 0 be the zero framed unknot. In fact Zf(O) = 1/J(Z(00»-1. 

Proof. Let 01 be the I-framed unknot, thus 01 = 00 as Morse knots. We have: 

• 
Observation 89 Actually we need to know this fact to prove the definition of the 

Kontsevich Universal Knot Invariant in 6.1.3 is correct. See [LM2!, proof of theorem 

5.13 or [LM3} Proposition 4.1. 

Recall that <Pt,h : A --+ C(U(.sl(2, C))[[hll is the map such that w --+ hdeg(w)<pt(w), 

for any chord diagram w. Here deg(w) is the number of chords of w. Let z E C, 

and let K be a framed knot. We wish to prove that ~:':./ is a power series of 

Gevrey type 1. Let I be a Morse parametrisation of K with 2a critical points. Since 

(Az 0 <Pt) : A --+ C is an algebra morphism, we have: 

JZ 
2z + 1 (K) = (Az 0 <Pt,h)(Zf(K» 

= ((Az 0 <Pt,h)(eF(K)6») ((Az 0 <Pt,h)Zf(O)t ((Az 0 <Pt,h) (1/J(Z({» 

= eF(K)c.h (~(O»)a ((Az 0 <Pt h)(1/J(Z({»). 
2z + 1 ' 
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Notice that the set of power series GIf[h]] of Gevrey type 1 is a sub algebra of C[[h]]. 

Obviously ec• h E Gd[hJJ. Also 

~(O) = _1_sinh(~2z + l)h/2) E Gd[h]]. 
2z + 1 2z + 1 smh(h/2) 

Therefore, the proof of Theorem 34 will be finished once we prove that (>'z 0 

¢>t,h)(1/J(Z(,») is of Gevrey type 1. We can suppose, is a parametrization of the 

closure of a braid b with n strands, thus a = n. From the rescaling property 

¢>t(w) = (""41 )m ¢>s(W) , for any chord diagram w with m chords, thus it is equivalent 

to prove (>'z 0 ¢>s,h) (1/J(Z(T)) E Gd[h]J. 

Lemma 90 Fix a spin z E C. There exists a C < 00 such that 

for any m E N~n+1 and pairing P E Pm: 

Proof. By Theorems 69 and 87, there exists a D < +00 such that we have: 

thus: 

n 

$DI!l!IB(P)! II II (#{jE{I, ... ,i}:T(pk )(j)=B}), 
k=-n i={l, ... ,mk} 

T(pk)(i)=A 

n 

/(>'z 0 <Ps) (Z(m, P)1/J(wp»/ ~ DI!l!IB(P)! IT II B(p
k

) 

k=-n i={l, ... ,mk} 
T(pk)(i)=A 

n 

~ DI!l!IB(P)! II B(pk)A(Pk) 

k=-n 
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Recall A(P) equals the number of chords of type A in P, and the same for B(P). 

By Lemma 72 there exists a D < +00 such that: 

for any m E N~n+l and P E Pm, since for a pairing P E Pm the number of chords - -

Iml of P equals A(P) + Bep). Therefore, we just need to use Lemma 72 again. _ 

The proof of Theorem 34 is finished if we prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 91 Let b be a braid and, be a parametrisation of its closure. Fix a spin 

Z E C. There exists a C < +00 such that for any m E No we have: 

Proof. Obviously 

I(-\z 0 ¢8)('¢(Z(r, m»)1 ~ L L /(-\z 0 ¢s)(Z(m, P)¢(wp»/ , 
mEN~n+l PEPm. 

Iml=m 
thus, from the previous lemma, the proof reduces to a mere exercise of counting. 

First of all, the cardinal of Pm is at most [n(2n - I)Jlml, this is because for each 

interval h then int(h) n K is made out of at most 2n strings, see figure 21. Recall 

the classical combinatorics problem, which asks about the number of ways we can put 

X indistinguishable objects into N distinguishable boxes. Its solution is (~~~)'ir. 
In the mth coefficient of the Kontsevich integral we have exactly X = m objects 

(chords) and N = 2n+ 1 boxes (the intervals of the splitting of ,(S1». In particular 

there are at most (2~:),~:)! [n(2n - l)r pairings P with m chords. This last term 

has exponential growth with respect to m. _ 
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Therefore 

mEN 

is of Gevrey type 1. This finishes the proof of Theorem 34. 
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7 The approach with the framework of Buffenoir 

and Roche 

The aim of this chapter is to give a sketch of how the Buffenoir and Roche description 

of the infinite dimensional unitary representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group 

as defined by Woronowicz and Podles in [PWl can also be used to define knot 

invariants. We will see that this approach and the previous perturbative one are 

equivalent, at least for balanced representations. We will also clarify, I hope, some 

issues concerning the structure as well as the representation theory of the Quantum 

Lorentz Group. I would like to acknowledge the excelent work of Buffenoir and 

Roche, whose influence in the chapter is enormous. 

7.1 On the Quantum Lorentz Group 

1.1.1 Star structures 

Let A be an Hopf algebra over C with antipode S. Recall that a star structure is a 

bijective map a E A 1-+ a* E A such that: 

1. (Aa)* = .:xa·, Va E A, VA E C, the bar denotes complex conjugation, 

2. (a*)* = a, Va E A, 

3. (ab)*=b*a",Va,bEA, 
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Since the antipode in any Hopf algebra is unique, if follows that S is invertible and 

that: 

80* = * 0 S-1, that is * oS = 8-10 *. (95) 

A Hopf algebra provided with a star structure will be called a star Hopf algebra. 

A representation p of a star Hopf algebra A in a pre Hilbertean space V is called 

unitary if p(a)t = p(a*), Va E A. In other words if: 

(p(a)v, w) =< v, p(a*)w >, Vv, wE V, Va E A. 

Let a be an hermitean element of A, that is an element such that a* = a. Therefore 

pea) : V --+ V is an hermitic operator. We are in a purely algebraic setting now, 

so we do not impose that the operator pea) admit a unique selfadjoint closure, in 

other words that it is an essentially self adjoint operators in the Hilbert completion 

of V. The unitary representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group which we are 

going to consider later satisfy the former weaker condition of unitarity. It would 

be interesting to analyse if they also satisfy this stronger condition of topological 

unitarity. This is something that happens if we consider the derived representations 

of a unitary representation of a Lie group. See [Kir] or 3.1. In other words we have: 

Theorem 92 Let G be a real Lie group. Let also 9 be the Lie algebra of it and 

9c be the complexijication of its universal enveloping algebra. Therefore there exists 

a star structure in 91(: selecting 9 as its eigenspace associated with -1. Let R be a 

unitary representation of 9. 

1. The derived representation JlOO of 91(: in Voo is unitary 

2. For any X E 9 the operator ROO(iX) : Voo -+ Voo is essentially self adjoint. 
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Part 1 of this theorem justifies looking at unitary representations of the quantum 

Lorentz group as being quantised counterparts of unitary representations of the 

Lorentz Group. In the quantised version of the thery it is also natural to consider 

the following compactibility restriction: 

Definition 93 Let A be a star Hopf algebra with an R-matrix REA ® A. We say 

that R is compactiblelO with the star structure if R*®* = R-1 • 

One reason to consider this compatibility relation is: 

Proposition 94 Let p be a unitary representation of A in the pre hilbertean space 

V. If R is compactible with * then the braiding operators: 

Bv,v : v ® w E V ® V ~ R21 (w ® v) E V ® V 

are unitary, in other words: 

(Bv,v(v®w),Bv,w(v'®w')) = (v®w,v'®w'). 

Therefore they uniquely extend to a topologically unitary map V ® V ---. V ® V where 

V ® V is the Hilbert completion of V ® V. 

7.1.2 The algebra Uq (su(2)) and Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients 

Let q E (0,1). The reason why we make this restriction concernes the fact that the 

star structure whihch we are going to consider in Uq(su(2)) only makes sense if q is 

real and not 0,1, -1, so we are merely taking a connected component of this set, 

lOMajid call these quasitriangular structures anti-real as oposed to real ones for which R-'- = 
R21. For example if q is real, the usual R-matrix of Uq (su(2)) is real. See [MJ and bellow 
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probably an artificial restriction. Consider the Hopf algebra Uq (su(2» as defined 

for example in [BR2]. It is the unital star Hopf algebra defined by the generators 

J+, J_, qJz and q-Jz with relations: 

J* - q'FIJ ± - 'F' 

(98) 

(99) 

(100) 

Notice it is a slightly unstandard definition, but this will not affect our discussion. 

This algebra is denoted by Uq (su(2) in [KS]. It is a semisimple algebra, that is any 

finite dimensional representation of it can be expressed uniquely as a direct sum 

of irreducibles. The irreducible finite dimensional representations of Uq (su(2» are 

classified by awE {I, -1, i, -i} and an a E !No. We denote these irreducible 

representations by PW' The representations P of spin a E !No are, by definition, the 

ones for which w = 1. They are the natural quantisation of the representations of 
a 

su(2) of spin a. The representation space for the representation Pw is Vw, a complex 
a 

vector space with dimension 2a+ 1. There exists a basis {~-a, ... , ~a} of Vw on which 

the expression of the representations Pw is: 

q±J%~. = wq±iQ~. '0 '0: 

J+~io = wq-! v[a + in + l][a - ia]~io+l 

J-~io = wq+! v[a - in + l][a + ia]eio - 1 
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Where the quantum integers [n]q = [n] are defined as [n] = q;_nI-=-;n. Notice that 

the four unique irreducible representations of dimension 2a + 1 of Uq {su(2)) are 

distinguished by the spectrum of qJ~. This fact will be useful later on. 
o 0 

Let V = Vw be the representation space of the representation of spin a. The rep-
o 

resentations p are unitary under an inner product in V such that {~-o, ... , ~a} is an 

orthonormal basis. We need to assume q E (0,1) for this to hold, and actually for 

the star structure in Uq(su{2)) to be well defined in the first place. The quantum 

dimension of the representation p is do = [2a + 1 ]q. The representation of spin zero 

is the representation on C such that aA = c{a)A, a E Uq(SU(2))A E C. 
o 

Similarly to the classical case, the representations V are closed under taking tensor 

products and direct sums in the sense: 

o (3 o+{3 "y 

V®V~ E9 V. (104) 
1'=/a-,!3/ 

a ,!3 l' "y a (3 

There exist thus intertwiners \II~',!3 : V ® V -+ V and <I> ~,,!3 : V -+ V ® V called the 

Clebsch-Gordan maps. They are defined apart from phases, but after making some 

natural choices there is a well determined one. All this is described in [BR2] and 

[KS]. We define the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as: 

(105) 

and 

(106) 

a 
Under the phases chosen in [BR2] they are always real. Let Y(a,,8,,) = 1 if V is 

in the decomposition of V ® Vasa direct sums of irreducibles, and zero otherwise. 
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Observe that Y(a,b,,) is symmetric in its arguments. If Y(a,,B,,) i: 0 we say 

the triple a,/3, , is admissible. Let also yea, ia) = 1 if ia E {-a, ... , a}, and zero 

otherwise. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients admit the following explicit formula. 

:) ~ Y(I,m)Y(J, n)Y(K,p)o(m + n,p)Y(I, J, K) 

qm(p+1)+ ~«J(J+1)-I(l+1)-K(K +1) ei1r(/ -m) 

[2K + 1][1 + J - KJ![1 - mJ![J - nJ![K - pJ![K + pJ! 

[K + J - IJ![1 + K - JJ![1 + J + K + IJ![f + mJ![J + nJ! 

K-p qV(K+p+l)ei1rV [f + m + VJ![J + K - m - VJ! 
x ~ [VJ![K _ p - VJ![1 - m - VJ![J - K + m + VJ! (107) 

-J+K -m~V~I-m 

which will be useful later on. See [BR2J or [KSJ. Observe that -J + K - m $ V $ 

I - m is equivalent to I + m + V 2 0, J - K + m + V 2 0, J + K - m - V 2 0 and 

f - m - V 2 0, under the admissibility rules. 

The Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients satisfy the following well known properties (see 

[BR2] or [KS]): 

o ~) = 8(!, ,B)8(i-y, i/3), 
o '/,/3 

(108) 

(109) 

In the following two equations the implications are not equivalences: in the quantum 

case a Clebsch-Gordan Coefficient can be zero when you do not expect it to be zero, 

for some special values of q. These are known as special zeros of Clebsh-Gordon 
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Coefficients. 

(~ (110) 

(111) 

We also have: 

(i~ ~~) = (iO i{3 ~) , 
'Y Zo z{3 a /3 z"( 

(112) 

this last condition is used to fix the phases of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in 

[BR2]. In addition: 

(113) 

(114) 

In this equation, notice that /3 - 'Y - io is always an integer. Similarly with the 

following formula: 

(115) 

These are the obvious orthogonality relations: 

;.~;, (~ n p) (i. i(3 
8) = 8b, 8)8( i" i,)Y( n, p, 'Y), (116) 

io i(3 a /3 Zc5 

and 

~(: i(3 'Y)(~ a n = Y( n, i.)Y(P, ip)8( i., i.)8( ip, ip)· (117) 
/3 z~ 'Y jo J{3 
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Observe that since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are real, (116) together with 

(112) ensure that their norm is smaller than 1. In some particular cases, the expres

sion for Clebsch-Gordan coefficients simplifies dramatically. For example: 

(0
0 A B) ei'll"(B-m) m 

= ..;a:; £5(A, B)q . 
m -m B 

7.1.3 6j-symbols and their symmetries 

(118) 

Again we follow the conventions of [BR2J. All the material here can be easily found 

in the literature, so we stick to the minimum essential. See [KS] for proofs. Consider 
O! !3 'Y !3 

the space of Uq(su(2)) intertwiners V ® V -+ V ® V its has two basis, namely 

{¢~,6'l/J~,{3, Y(a, /3, c), Y('Y, £5, c) = 1} , 

and 

The 6j-symbols are defined as 

~ {;: ;} ¢~.,¢: .• = h®¢'·) (¢~ ®id~), (119) 

with the convention 

{

'Y w 

j3 c 
; } = 0 if Y(o, 7,/1) = 0 or Y(e, Ct, b) = o. 

Therefore 

{;: ~ } = Y(A, E, C)Y(C, D, E)Y(A, E, F)Y(D, E, F) {; ; ~} 
(120) 
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Obviously we have: 

~ :) = 

~ ~) (: ; ~), (121) 

which by (112) translates into: 

~)(~ A D) = 
a d 

L (C A E) (e b 
e Cae E B 

Dd) . (122) 

From this and (114) we deduce: 

ei1r
(B+A-2D)[d ] {c D B} (a D c) (e d B) qc-e(_1)e-c L !! D 

D,d dAd~ E M A A d c E D b 

= L (a E M) (m -c 
m A -e m M C 

:) (123) 

Explicit expressions for 6j-symbols appear in [BR2] [KS] , for example. We have: 

(these are classical results): 

E} = {B A E} = {c D 
F DC F AB {

A B 

C D 
E} = {A D 
F C B 

;}, 
(124) 

c} {A B 
I G H 

L{A B 
c G H 

(125) ~ } = a(I, J) Y(A, H,I)Y(B, G, f). 
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This last relation is known as orthogonality relation. The 6j-symbols also satisfy 

the pentagonal equation: 

L:{D F ~}{~ F A}{E A ~} A I G B C G H 

~ {~ F ~}{~ C ~ }, (126) 
H G 

known as Biedenharn-Elliott identity. 

7.1.4 The algebra Pol(SUq (2)) 

This section and the next are to be read simultaneously. Let Q E ~No. Consider the 
a 

representation PI = p. Its representation space Vhas a basis {~Lo" ... , ~oJ. Consider 
0* 

its dual basis {.g-o, ... , .ga} of V. We define the matrix elements: 

where Q E ~No, -a ~ i a , jo ~ Q. Notice the matrix elements belong to the dual 

of Uq(.su(2)). It is possible to prove that they are linearly independent, see [KS]. 

Actually, they generate an Hopf algebra Pol(SUq(2)) C Uq(au(2))*. Let us describe 

its structure explicitely: The coproduct in Pol(SUq(2)) is defined by duality as: 

that is: 

o 

~(g~:) = L g~" ® g7" E Pol(SUq(2)) ® Pol(SUq(2)) 
k=-a 

C Uq (.su(2))* ® Uq (.su(2))* 

C (Uq(au(2)) ® Uq (.su(2)))*, 

~(g~:)(a ® b) = g;: (ab), Va, bE Uq{.su(2)). 
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The product in Pol(SUq(2)) is the convolution product in Uq (.su(2))*, in other words: 

ai.a rt~ = " (io. i{3 '.) (j"( 0: (3) 'Xi..., 93a93p L...J . . Y)..,· 
"(,i..,,;.., 0: f3 2"( , Jo. J{3 

(127) 

This means: 

(g~:S~) (a) = (g~: ® S~) (~(a)) = (~ia ® eipl(p ® S)(a)l~ja ® ejp ), Va E Uq(.su(2)). 

The identity for the product is~. Notice ~(a) = c(a), Va E Uq(.su(2)), by definition 

of the representation of spin 0 Also c (g~:) = g~:(1) = c5(io.,ja). 

The antipode is defined as S(~:)(a) = g~:(S(a)),Va E Uq(.su(2)). It is not imme

diate that S(9~:) E Pol(SUq(2)). Let us explain why it is so: Let 0: E ~No, and 
0. __ 

consider the representation P in V. Its conjugate representation (p) is the represen-
(i -

tation in the conjugate vector space V given by pea) = p(S-I(a*)), Va E Uq(.su(2)). 
Q - -

The conjugate vector space V admits the basis {~-o., ... , ~o.}. An easy calculation 

shows that p is equivalent to P and that an intertwiner is: ~ia ~ q-ia ( -1 )o.-ia g-ia ' 

See [BR2]. We thus have: 

• 0. • • smce p IS umtary 

(128) 

from equation (95) 

(129) 

by definition 

(130) 

(131) 

In particular 

(132) 
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if Q E ~ No and ia, ja E {-Q, ... , Q}. Observe that 5 is indeed an antipode for 

Pol(5Uq(2), since for any a E Uq(.su(2» we have: 

L 5(gf)~:" (a) = L (5(g;:')g;:") (a' ® a") 
(
aiet) (a) 
9, ,, 

= 9;:(2: 5(a')a") 
(a) 

= c(a)g;:(l) 

oo( (ai = ~ a)c gj:) , 

where if A is a Hopf algebra we denote ~(a) = l:(a) a' ® a". In particular, given 

that the matrix elements 9;: E Uq (.su(2»* are linearly independent we have: 

which implies the following identity satisfied by Clebsch-Gordan coefficients: 

:) (~ ~ ~) qia-k( _l)-ia+k = ob, O)o(ia,ja). (133) 
-Za Ja 

It is possible to give a direct proof of it using the properties of the Clebsch-Gordan 

coeefficients given before, namely (116) and (118). 

The algebra Pol(5Uq (2» also has a star structure given by rea) = f(5- 1(a*). Thus 

(134) 

this follows from (128) and following calculations. 

Usually the algebra Pol(5Uq (2» is denoted by SUq (2), and can be described in 

terms of the generators {a, b, c, d} and relations as for example in [K}, [KS} and also 
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[BR2]. In fact as an algebra Pol(SUq(2)) can be defined has the unital algebra with 

generators {a, b, e, d} and relations: 

qab = ba qac = ca qbd = db be = ad ad - da = (q-l - q)bc ad - q-1bc = l. 
(135) 

The exact relation between a, b, c, d and the matrix elements of Pol(SUq(2)) is 

(136) 

See [BR2].We have: 

Theorem 95 The elements a, b, c and d generate Pol(SUq (2)) as an algebra. 

This is because the representation of spin 1/2 generates the representation ring of 

Uq (.su(2)). 

It is well know that the assignment a ~ -a, b ~ -b, c ~ -c and d ~ -d defines 

a unique automorphism 7 of Pol(SUq(2)) as an algebra. Notice that 7 does not 

preserve the coalgebra structure. On the other hand we can also see that the map 

7' : g;: E Pol(SUq(2)) ~ (_1)20g~: E Pol(SUq (2)), 

is also an automorphism. This is a consequence of the identity p ® p = EB~~ia-I3IP. 
Since 7' agrees with 7 in {a, b, c, d} it follows 7' = 7. This morphism will be very 

important for the description of the representations of the quantum Lorentz Group. 

7.1.5 Quantum doubles and the Quantum Lorentz Group 

All the material presented here is standard. We follow the convention of [BR2] for 

the Quantum Double. My favourite reference for this subject is [MJ chapter 7, where 

the reader can find the proof of all statements involving quantum Doubles. 
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Let A = (A, m, 1,~, c:) be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. Recall the dual vector 

space A can also be given a Hopf algebra structure, where all structure maps in A" 

are defined through dualising the ones of A. For example ~ : A" --t A" ® A * is 

defined as the composition 

AoO ~ (A®A)oO ~ A* ®AoO, 

where moO is the transpose ofthe multiplicatio m : A ® A --t A. Whereas (fg)(a) = 

(f®g)~(a), where f, 9 E A* and a E A. This product in A* is called the convolution 

product. It makes sense even in A is infinite dimensional. However the isomorphism 

(A ® A)oO ~ AoO ® A* breaks in the infinite dimensional case, so it is not true that 

A* has a structure of Hopf algebra, for we cannot define a coproduct. However, 

sometimes the problem can be fixed by restricting to a subalgebra of A". This was 

done in the previous section defining the algebra Pol(SUq(2)) contained in the dual 

of Uq(.su(2)). 

If A is an Hopf algebra let Acop be the Hopf algebra with the same multiplication, 

unit and counit but comultiplication ~COP(a) = 2:(a) a" ® a', thus the antipode of 

ACop is S-l. If A as a star structure then both A* and A*cop have star structures 

given by f*(a) = f(S-l(a*)) Let A be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra. The 

quantum double of A is denoted by V(A, AoOcoP). It is A ® AoOcop as a vector space 

and coalgebra. However the product in V(A, A*cOP) is given by 

(x®f)(y®g) L < J"',S-l(y') >< f',y'" > xy"®J"g. (137) 
(1/),(/) 

The antipode of the quantum double is given by S(a® f) = (1 ® S-l(f))(S(a) ® 1). 

Here ~(f) = 2:(1) f' ® f" and S(f) denote the comultiplication and antipode of A*. 

Let {ad be a basis of A and {ai } the dual basis of A". Recall the quantum double 
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has an R-matrix given by: 

R = L ai ® 1 ® 1 ® a i 

i 

The quantum double also has a star structure given by (a ® 1)* = a* ® r, any time 

A, thus A* has a star structure. This star strucure is always antireal. See [M]. 

All the identities defining the quantum double as a star Hopf algebra make sense if 

A = Uq(.su(2)) and A* is substituted by the subalgebra Pol(SUq(2)) of Uq(.su(2))*. 

We can therefore define the quantum Lorentz Group V = Uq (.s((2, C)JR) as being 

V(Uq(.su(2)) , Pol(SUq(2)tOP
), thus Uq{.s[(2, C)JR) is a star Hopf algebra. For a dis

cussion on why Uq(.sl(2, C)JR) should be considered the quantised enveloping algebra 

of the Lorentz Group we refer to [BR2] or [PW]. In the last source the dual counter

part of this theory, namely the definition of the algebra of functions in the Quantum 

Lorentz Group SLq(2, C) through a double group construction is presented. 

7.1.6 Generators and relations for the Quantum Lorentz Group 

Recall that the algebra generators of Pol(SUq(2)) are {a,b,c,d} and of Uq(.su(2)) 

they are {q±Jz , J+, L}. When embedded in the quantum Lorentz Group these 

generators satisfy see [BR2]: 

qJzc = qcqJz qJ'b = q-1bqJz [qJz,a] = 0] [qJ',d] = 0 [J+,c] = 0 [L,b] = 0 

[J+, b) = 0 [J+, b) = q-l(qJza - q-J'd) [L, c) = q(qJ'd - q-Jza) 

J_a = q-1aL + bqJ· aJ+ = qJ+a + q-J·c dL = q-l Ld + q-J'b J+d = qdJ+. 

(138) 

Therefore the Quantum Lorentz Group is the unital algebra which has generators 

{a, b, c, d, qJz, qJ+, qL, J+, L}, the relations defining Uq(.su(2)) and Pol(SUq(2)), and 
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the mixed relations of the Quantum Double (138). This definition of the quantum 

Lorentz Group permits us to prove that: 

Theorem 96 There exists an algebra morphism r : Uq(.sC(2, C)IR) -t Uq(.sr(2, C)IR) 

such that r(x) = x if x E Uq (su(2)) and r(a) = -a, r(b) = -b, r(c) = -c, r(d) = 

-d. 

This morphism r had already appeared in 7.1.4. It is of prime importance for the 

description of the representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group. 

Less obvious is the existence of a morphism ¢ : Uq (s£(2, C)IR) -t Uq(su(2))®Uq(su(2)) 

such that 

thus ¢ is the comultiplication of Uq{.Gu(2)); and: 

¢(a) = qJ. ® q-J., 

¢(c) = (1 - q2)qJ. ® J+, 

¢(b) = (1 - q-2)L ® q-J., 

¢(d) = q-J. ® qJ. - (q - q-l)L ® J+. 

This morphism was defined in [BR2J. One can easily verify that 

(140) 

(141) 

Theorem 97 There exists a unique morphism ¢ : Uq (.5£(2, C)IR) -+ Uq(su(2)) ® 

Uq (su(2)) which has the form just stated on generators. 

Compare with 2.1. We will give an alternative description for ¢ in 7.2.4, following 

[BR2] 
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7.2 An aside on pseudo quasi triangular structures in the 

algebra Uq(su(2)) 

7.2.1 Quasi triangular structure in Uq{.su(2)) and associated knot Invari

ants 

Let q E (0,1). Recall that Uq(.su(2)) has an R-matrix given by: 

00 n(n+l) 

R = q2Jz®Jz ~ q [nJ! (q - q-I)n(qJzJ+)n ® (Lq-Jz)n, (142) 

with inverse: 
00 n(n+l) 

R-1 = q-2Jz®Jz ~ q-nq (nj! (q - q-I)n(q2JzJ+t ® (qJzLq-Jz)n. (143) 

These infinite sums make sense when applied to the tensor product of two finite 

dimensional representations of Uq (.su(2)), if they are direct sums of representations 

Pw where w = 1. This is because, when considering the action in pair p ® P of finite 

dimensional representations, the infinite sum 
00 n(n+l) L -q _2_(q _ q-I)n(qJzJ+)n ® (Lq-Jz)n 

n=O [nJ! 

truncates to a finite sum. Also, by definition q2Jz®Jz (fliQ ® ~i,a) = q2iai ,afliQ ® ~i,a if 
Q Q f3 

flia E VI = V and ~i.a E V. The action of the R-matrix in the other irreducible 

representations is ambiguous. We say R is an R-matrix of Uq (.su(2)) in the sense 

that for any pair of representations p and P of Uq (.5u( 2)) the map flia ® ~i,a E V ® V ....... 
{3 Q 

R21 ~i,a ® ~ia V ® V is an intertwiner; and that these maps also define a braid group 

representation. These issues are better described dually, in other words considering 

the action of the r-form of Pol(SUq(2)) in the finite dimensional corepresentations 

of it, as we will see in the next section. 
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The Hopf algebra Uq(su(2» also has a group like element given by G = q2J •. With 

this formal R-matrix and group like element, the Hopf algebra Uq(su(2» is a ribbon 

Hopf algebra. This means that its category of finite dimensional representations 

which are direct sums of representations PI = P is a ribbon category. We thus have 

a knot invariant I(p)(q) for any a E ~No and any q E (0,1). If K is a framed knot, 

the assignment q E (0,1) 1--+ I(fJ)(q)(K) expresses as a finite sum of square roots 

of rational functions of q, which are well defined close to 1. Thus they define an 

analytic function of q in a neighborhood of 1, and in particular a power series in h 

through the substitution q = exp(h). Therefore we can interpret these invariants 

as taking values in q[hJJ. They relate to the coloured Jones Polynomial. In fact, a 

glance at 1.4.1 tells us immediately that: 

Lemma 98 For any Q E ~No and q E (0,1) we have I(fJ)(ql/2)(K) = JCi(K)(h), 

for any framed knot K. Here q = exp(h) and h < ° 
In other words, the summation of JCi(K)(h) needs to agree with I(p)(ql/2)(K) for 

q E (0,1) and close enough to 1. Recall JCl:(K)(h) is a power series with an infinite 

radius of convergence. 

7.2.2 Corepresentations of Pol(SUq (2» and r-form 

A good reference now is [M]. As we have mentioned in the previous section, the 

problem arising from the fact the R-matrix of Uq(su(2» not precisely an R-matrix 

can be eliminated by considering the dual picture. Let A be a Hopf algebra. In 

particular we can consider the convolution product in A* such that (fg)(a) = (f ® 

g)A(a). Its identity is c : A ---. C. An element r E (A ® At is an r-form if it has a 

convolution inverse if and: 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

L r(a' ® b')a"b" = L r(a" ® b")b'a', Va, bE A, 
(a) (b) (a) (b) 

r(ab, c) = L r(a, e')r(b, e"), Va, b, e E A, 
(c) 

r(a, be) = L r(a', e)r(a", b), Va, b, c E A. 
(a) 

Consider the bilinear form r in Pol(SUq (2» given by 

(144) 

then r is an r-form of Pol (SUq (2». See [KSJ, 8.3.3 and 10.1. Its convolution inverse 

is: 

r-l(g~:, r;) = (~iQ ® t f3 /(p ® p)(R-1)l ~iQ ® ~i(3). (145) 

In particular given two corepresentations ¢ and 'l/J of Pol(SUq (2» in V and W there 

exists an intertwiner V ® W -+ W ® V. It has the form 

Q 

Consider the corepresentations 'l/Ja, a E ~No of Pol(SUq (2» in V given by: 

then obviously the intertwiner in (146) is exactly v ® w ~ R2lW ® v. This is prob

ably the clearest way to understand the R-matrix in Uq (5u(2» in a precise level 

when considering representations PI (though not the clearest in the intuitive level). 

Analogously, the ribbon category structure in the category of representations of 
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Uq (su(2)) which are direct sums of representations p can be understood by consid

ering the coribbon structure in Pol(SUq(2)), dual to the heuristic ribbon structure 

of Uq(su(2)) described for example in [BR2]. 

It is well know that the corepresentations '!/JOt exhaust all the irreducible corepresen

tation of Pol(SUq (2)) and that any corepresentation of it expresses as a direct sum 

of these. Therefore, the representations Pw of Uq(su(2)) with w =/:: 1 are not dual 

to any correpresentation of Pol(SUq(2)). This is the reason why the triangular and 

ribbon structures in the representations Pw with w = 1 do not extend to all finite 

dimensional representations of Uq (su( 2) ). 

The algebra Uq(su(2)) is a subalgebra of the dual Pol(SUq (2))* of Pol(SUq(2)), the 

last given the convolution product. It is not difficult to verify that: 

Proposition 99 For any a E ~ No and any -a ~ iOt , i{3 ~ a the map 

f E Pol(SUq(2)) ...... r(f;:, f) E C 

is in Uq (su(2)), considering the embedding Uq(su(2)) -+ Pol(SUq (2))*. There/ore it 

defines a map Pol(SUq (2)) -+ Uq (5u(2)) which we denote by: g ...... (g ® id)(R). 

We thus have < e
ij3 /(g;: ® id)(R)eij3 >=< (.9;: ® id)(R), r~ >= r(g;:, r~), by defi

nition. Actually, this map is a morphism. This is because for any / E Pol(SUq (2)) 

we have: 

< (gh ® id)(R), / > = r(gh, f) 

= L r(g, f')r(h, 1") 
(f) 

=< (g ® id)(R), f' >< (h ® id)(R),!" > 

=< (g ® id)(R)(h ® id)(R), / > . 
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We can derive some other identities, which will be useful in 7.3.8. Let I, g, h E 

Pol(SUq(2)). We thus have 

L < (f' ® id)(R), 9 >< (f" ® id)(R), h > = L r(f', g)r(f", h) 
(f) (f) 

= r(f, hg) 

=< (f ® id)(R), hg > . 

Let R(-) = Ri/. If I E Pol(SUq(2)), we can define analogously (f ® id)(RH) E 

Uq(su(2)). In particular < (f®id)(R(-),g >= ril(f,g) = r(f,g). Let I,g,h E 

Pol(SUq(2)). We have 

L < (f' ® id)(R), 9 >< (f" ® id)(RH), h > = L r(f/, g)r(f", h) 
(I) (I) 

= r12r13(f, g, h) 

The last equality follows by definition of the convolution product in Pol(SUq(2))*. 

7.2.3 Quantum co-double of quasitriangular Hopf algebras and knot in

variants 

The best reference now for general quantum group theory is still [MJ, chapter 7. 

Let A be a Hopf algebra with an R-matrix R. The quantum co-double A®A of A 

is defined as the Hopf algebra which has A ® A has underlying algebra and with 

counit c ® c. The modified coproduct is: 

whereas the antipode is defined as: 
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If A is a star Hopf algebra, this is also a star Hopf algebra with the following 

definition of star: (a ® b)* = R21 b* ® a* Ri/. See [KS] 10.2.4 or [M] . Notice that we 

can take any element F of A®A with (6®id) (F) = F13 F23 and (id®~)(F) = F13 F12 , 

defining always a Hopf algebra. The advantage of picking R is that the Hopf algebra 

A®A automatically has an R-matrixll given by 

R - R(-)R(-)R(+) R(+) 
- 14 24 13" "23 , 

where R(+) = Rand R(-) = Ri/. Let u = Ei S(ti)Si and u = Ei S(ii)'si for 

R = Ei Si ® ti and R = Ei si ® ii' It is easy to prove that u = u ® S(u-1
). We 

always have S2 (u) = u, thus if A is a ribbon Hopf algebra with ribbon element () then 

the quantum co-double of A will also be a ribbon Hopf algebra with ribbon element 

0= () ® B-1. The group like element flO of A®A will thus be 6 = flO- I = G ® G. 

Notice (}2 = uSe u) and S( (}) = () thus S( u-1)B = u(}-l = G, since () is central. All 

this is referred to in [BNR]. 

Let A be a ribbon Hopf algebra. Let p and $ be two finite dimensional represen

tations of A, which will then generate a representation p ® $ of A0A. Unpacking 

the expression of the A0A framed knot invariants coming out of the representation 

p ® $ yields immediately 

Lemma 100 For any framed knot K we have 

I(p ® $)(K) = I(p)(K)I($)(K*), 

llThere are two obvious possible choices of an R-matrix in the quantum codouble. If R is real 

then one of them is real and the other one anti real. See [MJ. We have picked the antheal one. 

Since the R-matrix of Uq (su(2)) is real, this is in acordance with 7.1.1 
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Figure 30: A knot K and K* U K 

where K* is the mirror image of K. 

This is because J(/J)(K)J(S) (K» equals the A-knot invariant evaluated in KuK* for 

K coloured with /J and K* coloured with p. We suppose that K* is placed away from 

K as in figure 30. It is also important to remember that S(a0b) = R21 S(a)0S(b)R2/ 

in the quantum co-double. This lemma is used implicitly in [BR2] and [BNR] for 

several times. For the ones who want more details: A good way to prove this lemma 

precisely is to use the fact that if a knot is the closure of a braid b with n strands 

and p is a representation in V, then J(p)(K) = tr{v E v®n 1-+ G®nR(b)(v)}, where 

R(b) is the braiding operator V~>n ~ v®n. This expression works for any ribbon 

Hopf algebra. Therefore the lemma is obvious from the form of the R-matrix of 

A®A is R = R~4) R~4) R~~) m~) and the fact G = G 0 G. 

In the Uq{.su(2» case things are slightly more complicated. We can define the 
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coevaluation map by considering the action of Uq (.su(2)) in its finite dimensional 

representations. We can do the same for the antipodal map. The point is that 

tensor products and duals of representations of Uq (.su(2) )®Uq(.su(2)) are perfectly 

well defined. Thus formally Uq(.su(2))®Uq (.su(2)) is still a ribbon Hopf algebra, in 

the sense that the representations of it which are direct sums of representations 

p ® $ is a ribbon category. This follows from the fact Uq(.su(2)) with its formal 

R-matrix and group like element G is a ribbon category. The group like element 

of Uq(.su(2))®Uq(.su(2)) is G ® G, where G = q2Jz is the group like element of 

Uq(.su(2)). A good way to present this arguments in a cleaner way is again to consider 

the dual picture. Namely the dual construction with the r-form of Pol(SUq (2)) 

yields an Hopf algebra isomorphic with Pol(SUq(2)) ® Pol(SUq(2)) as a co-algebra, 

whereas the product is the generalised quantum double 12 relative to the pairing 

r : Pol(SUq(2)) ® Pol(SUq(2)) _ C. This Hopf algebra has an r-form given by 

r4i1ri,lr13T23. See [KS] 10.2.3 13. 

We can calculate knot invariants from Uq(.su(2))®Uq(.su(2)) , and any representations 

p ® $ of it. Denote this invariant by I(p ® $). By lemmas 98 and 100 it follows 

that: 

Lemma 101 For any a,/3 E !No we have: 

where q = (0,1) and exp(h) = q for h < O. 

Recall 3.3.3 and that LOt·/3(K)(q) is a convergent power series if a, j3 E !No. Notice 

12The simpler case considered before was made out of the canonical dual pairing between an 

algebra and its dual 
13Notice similarly that this generalised quantum double has two natural r-forms 
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that in the notation of chapter 2 we have: 

LQ,/3(K)(h) = X(a - {J, a + (J + 1)(2a + 1)(2{J + 1) 

from Theorem 16. 

7.2.4 The quantum co-double of Uq (.su(2)) and the Quantum Lorentz 

Group 

Suppose A is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra with an R-matrix R. There exists a 

natural vector space map ¢ : V(A, A*cOP) t--t A~A. It has the form: 

¢: (x ® f) t--t L x'(fl/ ® id)(R(+)) ® xl/(f' ® id)(R(-)) = ¢(x)¢(y). (147) 
(x)(/) 

The coevaluations are taken in A and A* (not in A*cOP). The map ¢ transforms 

the R-matrix of the quantum double in the R-matrix of A®A. This is an easy 

consequence of the fact (6 ® id)(R) = R 13R23 = (id ® 6)(R) = R13R12 for any R

matrix R, from which follows (6 ® id)(RH) = R~;) R~;). Indeed let R = L:i Si ® ti 

and R-l = L:i Si ®~. The R-matrix of the quantum double is L:k X k ® 1 ® 1 ® X k 

where {Xk} is a basis of A and {Xk} its dual basis of A*. We have 

(¢ ® ¢)(R) = (¢® ¢)(2:Xk ® 1 ® 1 ® Xk) 
k 

= L A(Xk) ® Xkl/ (Si)ti ® Xk' (tj)Sj 
k,(Xk),i,j 

i,j,k 
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/ 
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Figure 31: An equality between two braids 

For the third equality, notice that A is isomorphic with A**, the last given the 

convolution product. In particular < a ® b, 6.(j) >=< ab, f >, Va, bE A, Vf E A*. 

The map 1; is always a morphism of Hopf algebras algebras. This is shown in [MJ 

(Theorem 7.3.5). for instance. It is not totally trivial. For the comultiplication for 

example, the difficult part is to prove that 6.(rj;(g» = (rj;®rj;)(6.(g», if 9 E A*. Let 

R = Li Si®ti and R-l = Li §i®~' Notice ¢(g) = Li,j g(tjSdti®Sj. We have (notice 

it is the co-algebra A"cop which is embedded in V, not A, thus 6. 'O (g) = L(g) gl/®g'): 

6.(rj;(g» = 
i,j,k,l ,(til ,(s-j) 

whereas 

i,j,k,l 

The fact the two expressions are equal is a consequence of Mac Lane's coherence 

theorem for braided tensor categories. See figure 31. 

The identities (8 ® 8)(R) = Rand (8 ® 8) 0 Ll = LlCOP 0 8, and a similar argument 
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proves ¢ intertwines 8 as well. Notice 8v = 8-1 when restricted to A*. 

In the Uq (su(2)) case, since it is not a braided Hopf algebra in the strict sense, 

things are slightly trickier. However, the map ¢ still makes sense, from proposition 

99 and comments after14. Moreover, ifrestricted to Uq(.su(2)) or to Pol(8Uq(2)) it is 

an algebra morphism. Indeed, in the Uq(su(2)) case this is because ¢ is simply the 

comultiplication, whereas in the Pol(8Uq (2))-case, this was proved after Proposition 

99. Let us see it is a morphism of algebras. We only need to show that cjJ satisfies 

the mixed relations of the Quantum Double in 7.1.6. This since ¢ when restriced 

to Pol(8Uq (2)) and Uq (su(2)) is a morphism follows if relations (138) are satisfied. 

We can explicit ely calculate cjJ in the generators of the Quantum Lorentz Group. In 

fact we trivially have: 

cjJ(X) = 6(X), X E Uq(su(2)), (148) 

and, recall (136): 

a ....... qJ. ® q-J. , b ....... (1 - q-2) L ® q-J. 

c ....... (1 - q2)qJ. ® J+, d ....... q-J. ® qJz - (q - q-1)L ® J+. 
(149) 

These are exactly the values of the morphism ¢ defined 7.1.6 in the generators of 

the Quantum Lorentz Group. In particular ¢ as defined by (147) does define an 

algebra morphism equivalent to it. Indeed, let cjJ' be the morphism defined in 7.1.6. 

We have 

¢(x ® f) = cjJ(x)cjJ(f) = cjJ'(x)¢'(f) = ¢'(xf) = ¢'(x ® f). 

The first equalily by definition of ¢, the second because ¢ and ¢' are algebra mor

phisms when restricted to Pol(8Uq (2)) and Uq(su(2)) , which are equal in generating 

sets of Pol(SUq (2)) and Uq(su(2)), the third because ¢' is a morphism the forth by 

14Majid proves this is full generality. See 1M], example 7.3.6. 
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the definition of multiplication in the Quantum Double. Thus it follows </> = </>' and 

since </>' is a morphism </> is as well. 

The existence of this Hopf algebra morphism </> was stated in [BR2], however in the 

way it is stated it is not clear that everything works for we only have an heuristic 

R-matrix in Uq(.5u(2)). This construction is one of the major tools for proving the 

main theorems of this chapter, the reason why I presented it here with all this detail. 

This is also proved in [M], as we have referred to before. 

The morphism </> : Uq (.5r(2, Ch~') ~ Uq{.5u(2))®Uq (.su(2)) gives us a representation of 

the Quantum Lorentz Group for any pair of representation of Uq (.su(2)). We shall 

go back to this in 7.3.1. 

7.3 Representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group 

We now look at the representation theory of the quantum Lorentz group. We base 

our approach on examples, with the final aim of describing the knot theory coming 

out of them. The main reference is [BR2]. 

7.3.1 Crossed Pol(SUq(2))-bimodules and finite dimensional representa

tions of the Quantum Lorentz Group 

A class of finite dimensional representations of the quantum Lorentz Group arises if 

we consider Pol(SUq(2))-crossed bimodules. A crossed bimodule is a finite dimen

sional complex vector space V provided with a left representation of Pol(SUq(2)) 

and a right corepresentation of Pol(SUq(2)). They need to be compactible in the 
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sense: 

L a'vv 0 a"(vPol(SUq (2))) = L (a"v)v 0 (a"v)pol(SUq(2))a'. (150) 
WM W~0 

The notation v E V I-----t L(v) Vv 0 VA E V 0 A stands for a corepresentation of the 

bialgebra A in the vector space V. The following is a result of [Tj, proposition 5.115
: 

Proposition 102 Let V be a finite dimensional vector space equipped with a left 

representation PI and a right representation p~ of Pol(SUq(2». The right corep

resentation p~ of Pol(SUq(2) yields a left representation P2 of Uq(.su(2» in V in 

the usual fashion: av = L(v) Vv <a, Vpol(SUq (2)) > where a E Uq(su(2» , v E V. The 

pair (PI, p~) is a crossed bimodule if and only if P2 0 PI is a representation of the 

Quantum Lorentz Group V(Uq(.5u(2» , Pol(SUq (2» = Uq (sC(2, C)IR). 

A crossed bimodule is called simple if it yields an irreducible representation of 

Recall the morphism r : Pol(SUq(2» ~ Pol(SUq(2» defined in the end of 7.1.4. As 

proved in 7.1.6, it extends to an algebra morphism r : Uq(.sr(2, C)IR) ~ Uq(sr(2, C)IR) , 

in the fashion X I-----t X for all X E Uq(su(2». See also [BR2J page 507 and [TJ page 

571. Recall also the algebra morphism if> : Uq(.sJ(2, C)IR) -+ Uq (su(2» 0 Uq(su(2», 

defined in 7.1.6 and 7.2.4. A main result of [TJ is: 

Theorem 103 Let V be a simple finite dimensional crossed module ofPol(SUq(2». 

There exists ct, f3 E ~No such that either P of the form (p 0 $) 0 if> or P is of the form 

(p 0 $) 0 if> 0 r. 

Notice that (148) and (149) together with the explicit form of the representation p 
permits us to describe explicitely (p 0 $) 0 if> and (p 0 $) 0 if;> 0 r. Compare with [T], 

151n Takeuchi's convention the product in Pol(SUq (2)) is oposite of the one we consider 
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equation (6.4). See also [BR2] page 507. 

Notice that not all representations of Uq(su(2)) are dual to corepresentations of 

Pol(8Uq (2)). This happens if, and only if, they are direct sums of representations 

P with a E ~No. Therefore Theorem 103 classifies all finite dimensional irreducible 

representations of Uq{.sC(2, C)IR) which, when restricted to Uq{.su(2)), are a direct 

sum of representations p, a E !No. These representations are the ones which are 

dual to corepresentation of the algebra of function in the Quantum Lorentz Group, 

in other words the quantum group 8Lq (2, C) of [PW]. 

Definition 104 These kind of representations of Uq (.sC(2, C)lR) are called physical16 

representations of V = Uq{.6C(2, C)IR). 

Definition 105 Any finite dimensional representation of Uq(.sl(2, C)IR) generates a 

finite dimensional representation of Uq (.su(2)) through the embedding Uq (.su(2)) C 

Uq(s[(2, C)IR), therefore any finite dimensional representation p of Uq (.s[(2, C)IR) de

composes as a direct sum of PWa 's with each a in ~No and each Wa E {I, -1, i, -i}, 

uniquely. In addition, if the representation is physical then we always have Wa = 1 

for any a. The smallest of these a's is by definition the minimal spin of p. The 

maximal spin of p is the maximum of those. 

From the fact ¢(X) = ¢(X) 0 T = 6(X) for any X E Uq(.su(2)) and Theorem 103 it 

is immediate that 

Theorem 106 For any a in ~No and the minimal spin of(p®p)o¢ and (p®p)O¢OT, 

is zero. Moreover, any irreducible physical representation p of Uq(.s[(2, C)IR) with 

minimal spin zero is of this form, in fact a is half the maximal spin of p. 

16This is my nomenclature 
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7.3.2 An equation producing representations 

We now give a general form of representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group. Let 

V = V(Uq (su(2)), Pol(SUq (2))COP) = Uq(.s[(2, C)IR) be the Quantum Lorentz Group 

at q E (0,1). Recall equation (137) expressing the product law in the quantum 

double. Let a = a ® 1 E V and f = 1 ® f E V, where a E Uq(su(2)) and 

f E Pol(SUq(2)). We thus have af = a ® f, a E Uq(su(2)), f E Pol(SUq(2)). Let us 

consider representations p of V of the vector space 

where 

is the irreducible representation of Uq(.6u(2)) with spin a. Compare with 2.1.1. 

Notice we are only considering integer spins. The case in which we admit any spins 

is similar. It is natural to consider representations in V since through the embedding 

Uq (su(2)) ---. Uq (.s1(2, C)IR) any finite dimensional representation of Uq{.s[(2, C)IR) 

decomposes as direct sums of representations p when restricted to Uq(.su(2)). We 

obvioulsy suppose that any element x of Uq(su(2)) acts in V in the fashion: 

p(x) = II p(x). (151) 
aeNo 

a 
A basis of Vis given by the vectors {~, i = -0:', -0:' + 1, ... , O:'}. Consider an action 

of V in V such that Pol(SUq(2)) acts as 

0:' (3) AaD 
. "{/3 • 

ja Z/3 
(152) 
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The compatibility rules for the spins ensure it is a finite sum and that ¢(J)V c V if 

f E Pol(SUq(2)). Extend it to all 1) as p(a ® f) = p(a)p(J). Let us describe which 

constraints the constants A~J need to satisfy. It is obvious that p(a)p(b) = p(ab) if 

a E Uq (.su(2)) and b E 1). One can also show that automatically we have p(Ja) = 

p(J)p(a) if f E Pol(SUq (2)) and a E Uq(.6u(2)). This calculation appears in [BR2J, 

inside the proof of theorem 3. Therefore the only restriction put in the constants 

A~g is that (152) define a representation of Pol(SUq(2)). 

The following is a result of [BR2]: 

Theorem 107 If 

L{A E 
E B U 

c} A~~A~~ = L {F A 
D K B U 

c} {A B 
K P U 

K} KU D AFP ' (153) 

then (151) and (152) define a representation of the Quantum Lorentz Group Uq (.sl(2, C)IR). 

A proof of this is not too difficult, but requires some additional notation and cal

culations, so will be omitted. The reader can find it in [BR2] inside the proof of 

theorem 3. All this is to be compared with 2.1.1 and especially (7). 

One observation in need concerns the constants Fa, a E N. Their values are (almost) 

arbitrary and they only appear to make some of the representations unitary. In 

fact their appearance does not change the representation apart from isomorphism 

therefore not affecting the future calculation of knot invariants. 
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7.3.3 A solution of (153) and balanced representations of the Quantum 

Lorentz Group 

In [BR2J, Buffenoir and Roche describe a solution of (153) for any p E C. This A~g

coefficients are defined out of a complicated complex continuation of 6j-symbols, 

but in a way we can easily prove that the constraints (153) are satisfied. At the end 

they are proved to be equal to: 

B) q2up (-(7' (7' D) . 
(I -(I B C ° 
c 

(154) 

We need to choose a logarithm of q, so the best notation would be to consider 

q = exp(h). However for q E (0,1) we have no big ambiguity. We always pick h < 0, 

in accordance with before. For completeness, and because this is not show directly 

in [BR2] we prove that the coefficients A~g verify (153), for any p E C. Our main 

results depend on this fact, ultimately. The proof goes as: 

L{A E 
E B U 

=L{A E 
E B U 
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C} L q2(a+b)p 

D a,b 

:) 
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The last equation from (112). Since, from the last bit of(124), we have 

{A E ~} = {~ U 

B U E 

by (122), (110) and (111) we can write this as: 

= Lq2(a+b)p 

a,b 

(; C A) C 
a -a D 

A U )(a+b 
-a a+ b U 

which using equation (112) equals: 

a,b 

(; a+b 

U ~) (; 
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This term can be written as, again by (122), (110) and (111) : 

(

0 c 

F U 

the last step by (116). Therefore by (120) we have: 
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a+b N 

u po) 
a+b 

U p) Y(M, 0, D)Y(c, M), 
c 0 



On the other hand we have: 

L{F A aHA B K} KU AFP 
K B U K P U D 

=L{F A aHA B K} Lq2~ (0 U K) (-C C :) K B U K P U D c F c -c K U 

-L{F A ~H; B ~H~ K F} Lq'P< 
K,M B U U M P c 

(0 C ~) (; u P)' (155) 
F U c 0 

The last step follow from by (122), (110) and (111). Now, from (124) and (126) we 

have: 

L{F A 
K B U 

aHA B 
K P U 

KHu K 
DUM ;} 

=L{A B KHA B ~H~ K ;} K P U D U F M 

= {u B 
DM 

aHA C 
P M U ;} 

= {~ A FHu B ~}, 
M D D M 

Which finishes the proof. 

Definition 108 (Balanced Representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group) 

We have for any pEe a representation p(p) of the quantum Lorentz group in V(p). 
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These representations are called balanced representations of the Quantum Lorentz 

Groupl7 

In [P], the reader can find the exact expression of the representations p(p) in terms 

of the generators of the Quantum Lorentz Group, at least the unitary ones. 

7.3.4 Simpler formulae for the A-coefficients in particular cases 

Let p E C. We thus have an infinite dimensional representation p(p) of the quantum 

Lorentz group given by the constants A~g(p). Its representation space is by defini-
a 

tion V = E90ENo V. From (107), we can calculate the coefficients A~g if B = 1/2. 

In fact 

Lemma 109 Let C ~ 0 be an integer. We have 

C ( p + -p) 
A l/2C-l/2( ) - q q q 

cc p - q2C + 1 ' (156) 

C+l ( p + -p) 
Al/2C+1/2( ) = _ q q q 

cc P q2C+2 + 1 ' (157) 

2C+2 p -p 
l/2C-l /2( ) _ q q - q 

ACC+l P - q2C+2 + 1 ' (158) 

2C+2 -p p 
Al/2C+1/2( ) _ q q - q 

C+lC p - q2C+2 + 1 (159) 

Notice that all the other A;tg(p) coefficients with B = 1/2 are zero. 

This also corrects equation that appears during the course of proof of theorem 3 of 

[BR2J. With this expression for the A-coefficients we can describe the action of the 

generating set {qJ',J+,L,a,b,c,d} ofPol(SUq (2)). From which follows: 

17RecaU that, in the classical case, this nomenclature is due to Barrett and Crane. See [BC] 
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Theorem 110 Suppose q = exp(h/2). The representations p(p) and r(p + 4rrih) 

are equivalent. 

Let us prove the formula for A~,/:~;1/2(p) since the main results we are going to 

prove depend on it, ultimately. We have: 

( 
1/2 -1/2 C + 1) (-1/2 1/2 Co) = q_(C+1)2 

0+1/2 1/2 0 1/2 0 + 1/2 

[2C + 3][2C + I][OJ![IJ![CJ![IJ![IJ![CJ![C + IJ![CJ![O + IJ![CJ! 
[IJ![2CJ![2C + I]![0]![20 + 3]![2G + 2]![C + IJ![I]![OJ![C + IJ! 

'" qV(C+2)qW(C+1) ( _I)v+C( _1)W+1[C + 1 + VJ![WJ![O + 1 - VJ![20 + 1 - WI! 
6 [V]![W]![G + 1 - V]![G - W]![C - V]![I - W]![-O + V]![W]! . V,W 

This last sum is to be extended to all V's and W's that make the terms inside the 

q-factorials positive, thus V = G and W = a or W = 1. This last expression thus 

simplifies to: 

_(C+1)2 [OW qC(C+2) [20 + IJ! ( [2C + I]! + C+1 [20J! ) 
q [20 + 2]![2C]! [C]! [GJ! q [C - IJ! 

= -1 1 (-[2C + IJ + qC+1[CJ) 
q [2G + 2J 

_ 1 ( -(2C+2) _ 1)) 
- [2C+2](q_q-l) q 

q-2C-2 1 
= - 1 + q-2C-2 = - q2C+2 + 1 . 

Whereas: 
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(
-1/2 1/2 C + 1) (1/2 -1/2 C) = q(C+1)2 

C + 1/2 1/2 0 1/2 C + 1/2 0 

[2C + 3][2C + 1J[OJ![1J![C + 1J![1J![OJ![C + 1J![C + 1J![CJ![C + 1J![CJ! 
[1J![2CJ![2C + 1J![OJ![2C + 3J![2C + 2J![CJ![lJ![OJ![CJ! 

L qV(C+2)qW(C+1) (_l)v+C+1(_1)W[C + VJ![1 + W]![C + 2 - V]![2C - W]! 

V,W [V]![W]![C + 1 - V]![C - W]![C + 1 - V]![-W]![-C - 1 + V]![1 + W]! ' 

thus W = 0 and V = C + 1. Therefore this last expression simplifies as: 

_(C+l)2 [C + 1]12 (C+1)(C+2) [2C + 1]![2C]! _ C+1 [C + 1] _ q2C+2 
q [2C + 2]![2C]!q [C + 1]![CJ! - q [2C + 2J - 1 + q2C+2· 

Notice a strange fact which can be seen from the just obtained expressions for the 

A-coefficients: The off diagonal terms are zero if q = 1. This is actually immediate 

from (154). Comparing with 2.1.1, it appears that the representations pep) do not 

have the right limit. A solution for the mystery is obvious from equation (140). 

7.3.5 Reapearence of finite dimensional representations 

This material seems to be new. Recall the balanced representations p(p),p E C 

of the Quantum Lorentz defined by (151), (152) and (154). This general form of 

representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group contains some finite dimensional 

representations. In fact, we have this consequence of Lemma 109: 

Proposition 111 Suppose pEN then pep) has a finite dimensional subrepresenta

tion P(P)fm in V(P)fin = $ EEl ••• EEl ~ where C = p - 1. 

Compare with 2.2.1. 
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Proof. The elements a, b, c, d of Pol(SUq(2)) generate it, thus by (136) and the 

previous lemma keep V (p ) fin stable. _ 

Definition 112 The representations pep )fm, pEN are called finite dimensional bal

anced representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group. 

We can relate these representations with the ones defined in 7.2.4. First of all: 

Proposition 113 For any pEN the representation pcp ) fin is irreducible. 

Proof. Compare with [BR2J, proof of irreducibility in theorem 3. Let f : V(P)fin --+ 

V(p )fin be a Uq(sl(2, C)IR) intertwiner. Since p is the irreducible representation of 
a 

Uq(su(2)), the map f needs to send each V to itself through a mUltiple Co. of the 

identity, for a = 0, ... ,p - 1. Now 

thus 

(VIO,! ([:~:~O) ) = 

( 

0 -1/2 
ca+l 

0+1 1/2 

by (110) and (111). Analogously 

0<+10 :2 0< 

( 

1-1/2 ) 
V , g-1/d( vo) = 

( 

0 
Ca 

0+1 

-1/2 
1/2 

-1/2 

1/2 

a + 1/2) ( -1/2 
-1/2 a + 1/2 

a + 1/2) ( -1/2 
-1/2 a + 1/2 
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A1'o. ''Y' 

-1/2 io. 

1/2 a) A 1/20<+1/2 
0.+10. , 

-1/2 0 

1/2 a) A 1/20.+1/2 
0<+10. . 

-1/2 0 



Using (107), one sees that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in the last two formulae 

are not zero if q E (0,1). Indeed, since q is not a root of unity [n]q! =I a for any 

n E N, thus we just need to analyse the terms under the sum in (107). This term 

for the coefficient simplifies as: 
( 

0 -1/2 a+ 1/2) 
a+1 1/2 -1/2 

'" V(C+l)(_l)V [C + 1 + V]![C + 1- V]!] 
7 q [V]![C + 1- V]![e + 1- V]![-e + V]l 

= (C+1)C( _1)C ([2C + IJI _ [2C + 2J! C+l) 
q [C]! [C + IJ! q 

C [2C + I]! 2C+2 
= q [e]! q . 

Notice in the first sum we must have V = e or V = C + 1. The term under the 

( 
-1/2 1/2 a) sum of in (107) simplifies as: 

a+l/2 -1/2 0 

'" V(C+l) v [V]![2C + 1 - V]! _ C+l [2CJ! 7 q (-1) [V]![C + 1 - V]![1 - V]![-1 + VJ! - -q [CJ! . 

None of these terms are zero for q E (0,1). Thus from the explicit formulae for 

A1/20+1/2 
0+10 , one proves ca = Ca+l for a = 0, ... ,p - 2 .• 

The representations P(P)fin are physical representations for any pEN, cf. Definition 

104. Therefore Theorem 106 can be used. It tells us that either p(p) = (p ® p) 0 ¢ 

or pep) = (p ® p) 0 ¢ 0 T, where a = ~. Let us see which one of these pep) is. 
o 0 

Let f : Vfin (p) - V ® V be an equivalence ofrepresentations of the Quantum Lorentz 

Group. The representation pCP )fm acts on the vector space Vln = e EB ... EB pv\ and 

Uq (.su(2» C Uq (.sl(2, C)lR) acts in it as ~ EB ... EB pp1. When restricted to Uq(.su(2» 

the morphism ¢ : Uq (.su(2» _ Uq (.su(2»0Uq(.su(2» is simply the comultiplication 

in Uq(.su(2», and similarly with ¢ 0 T. Therefore, as representations of Uq(.su(2», 
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both (p ® p) 0 ¢ and (p ® p) 0 ¢ 0 T split as ~ EEl ... EEl Ppl. Choose an identification 
Q Q 

V ® V ~ $ EEl ... Ef) Pli l given by the Clebsch-Gordan maps and the phases we have 

chosen from them. There must exist constants c{3 such that 

f~ = C,Bit,,B = 0, ... ,p 

1-4 
These constants are not zero since f is an isomorphism. Recall that a = '9-1, see 

2 

7.1.4. Therefore from (152), (108) and (109) 

(
00 0) 11 v ,avo = AM· (160) 

Thus 

( 00 0) !! qP + q-P 
v ,f{avo) = eoAJo2 

= -eo q + q-l 

On the other hand we know ¢(a) = qJ. ® q-Jz. Therefore by definition of the 

representation p ® P and Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients we have: 

(8',,,(a)8o) ~ (8',~ (~ ; ~}qJ.&q-h)U;&U_; G ~i ~)) 

~ _~. (~ ; ~i)(: ~i ~) q" 

- L : (_1)2Q(_1)-2iq4i, by (118) and (112) 
-Q::>i::>Q a 

qP + q-P 
= q + q-l 

For the last step, notice 2a and 2i must have the same parity. Therefore 
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Since Co =I- 0, comparing with (101) we conclude we must have P(P)fm = ($@$)0<pOT, 

since T( a) = -a. We have proved: 

Theorem 114 Let pEN. The representation P(P)fin is equivalent to ($@$)0<p0T, 

where '" = l?::! u; 2' 

This re-appearence of finite dimensional representations is also obvious from the 

formulae for the unitary representations of the quantum Lorentz Group in [P]. 

7.3.6 Unitary Balanced Representations 

Up to now we have not studied the unitarity of the representations of the Quantum 

Lorentz Group. Let us now define a class of unitary representations of Uq (sl(2, C)IR), 

the unitary balanced representations. They are called simple in [NR]. 

This discussion is very similar to the one in [BR2] , and only is it slightly different 
a 

because we use a different definition of A~g. Consider V = EaaENo V. It has an 

inner product such that {£iia' a E No, -a S ia sa}, since the spin a representation 

$ of Uq(.su(2)) are unitary, we automatically have < p(a)v, w >=< v, p(a*)v > 

if v E V and a E Uq(.su(2)). Let us find out the conditions so that P is also 

a unitary representation of Pol(SUq(2)), thus also of V = Uq(sl(2, C)IR). Recall 
ai * ., " a-i 
g .a = qJa-1a(_1)1a-Jag .a • We have: 

h -h 

a /3) AaM 
.. "(i3 

Ja 2(3 
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whereas: 

') AoD • {3'Y 
z'Y 

where the bar denotes complex conjugation. Notice q and the Clebsch-Gordan 

coefficients are real. The last expression can be written as 

F'Y L L (i'Y io My) (MY ~~) A~R 
F{3 M -M5.y5.M , Q Jo z{3 

Using, (114), (122) and (123). Therefore unitarity holds if we have: 

F"{ AoD(p) = F{3 AOD(p) 
F{3 'Y{3 F'Y 'Y{3 

Because a, b, c, d generate Pol(SUq (2)) we only need to prove this if Q = ~. By 

lemma 109, this is ensured if p E iJR., for we can find a recursive expression for Fa. 

Explicit formulae for these constant appear in [BR2]. This last paragraph almost 

paraphrases [BR2] 

Definition 115 Let p E JR., the unitary balanced representation of Uq(.s((2, C)IR) with 

parameter p is the unitary representation p(p) just constructed. 

These representations are the quantised counterpart of the balanced representations 

of the Lorentz group defined in 2.1.1 . They are irreducible in the sense any quantum 

Lorentz group intertwiner V(p) -+ V(p) must be a multiple of the identity. The same 

argument used to prove the irreducibility of the finite dimensional representations 

applies to prove this. This is a result of [BR2]. 
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7.3.7 Formal R-matrix and Group Like elements on the Quantum lorentz 

Group 

We continue to follow [BR2] closely. Let A be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra and 

let {vd be a basis of A. Let also {Vi} be the dual basis of A*. The quantum double of 

A has an R-matrix given by R = Ei vi®l®l®vi E V(A, A*cOP)®V(A, A*cOP). If A 

is infinite dimensional, then the expression for R is an infinite sum, however, it may 

happen that it makes sense when applied to the tensor product of representations 

of A. This is what happens in the quantum Lorentz group case for the balanced 

representations p(p),p E C and P(P)fin,P EN. 

Consider the basis {g~:} of Pol(SUq (2)), where a E !No and -a :::; io:,jo: :::; a. 

When trying to define the dual basis of it in Uq(.5u(2)), we are led to find elements 

~~: E Uq (.5u(2)) such that 

(~if3I$(~~:)I£j/3) = (~~,~~:) = 8(a,/3)8(io:,j{3)8(j0:,i{3), 

whose existence is dubious. The best solution is to modify Uq(.5u(2)) slightly. For a 

vector space V let L(V) be the algebra of linear maps V -+ V. Define 

A 0: 
Uq(.5u(2)) = EB L(V). 

O:E!No 

0: 
Recall that Uq (.5u(2)) is embedded in TIO:E!No L(V) through x 1-+ TIaE!No p(x). This 

morphism is injective for the elements of Uq(.su(2)) are separated by the finite dimen

sional representations of it. Therefore Uq{.6u(2)) is almost a sub algebra Uq (.5u(2)), in 
aio: 

fact it is embedded in its subalgebra of multipliers, cf [BR2]. Let Xja , a E ~No, -a :::; 
aiQ B 

ia,jo: :::; a be the elements of Uq(.su(2)) such that Xja 'Ui/3 = 8(a,j3)8(ia,i{3)fDja' In 

particular we have: 

(161) 
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There exists an obvious duality between Uq(.su(2)) and Pol(SUq (2)) which verifies 

( X;:, f~) = o(a, j3)o(ia, j(3)§(ja, i(3). 

It extends the duality between Uq (SU(2)) and Pol(SUq (2)), since 

( x;:, r; ) = ( ~i{J, X;: ~j{) = 6(a, (J)6(ia, jf3) (~i{J, ?;j",) = 6(a, (J)6(ia, jf3)6(if3, ja). 

We define a coproduct in Uq(su(2)) by dualising the product of Pol(SUq(2)). There

fore 

~) (ia 
Ja a 

a /3 
This i.nfinite sum is interpreted as an element of TIa,/3 V 0 V. The evaluations (id ® 

o:z.a: aio a 

Ll)(XjJ and (Ll0id) (XjJ also make sense when interpreted as elements of TIa,f3,'Y V® 
f3 l' ~ 
V0 V. The coproduct Ll is coassociative. The algebra Uq (.su(2)) also has a star 

oi", oja 
structure such that (Xja)* = Xi"" thus it is simply matrix transposition. It extends 

o 
the star structure in Uq (su(2)), given that the representations p of Uq(su(2)) in V 

are unitary. 

The expression (137) defining the product quantum double also makes sense when 

considering A = Uq(.su(2)) and A* = Pol(SUq(2)), see [BR2J. We therefore define 

V = V(Uq (.su(2)), Pol(SUq (2))), thus V is an associative algebra. It also has a star 

structure such that 

oia {1i{J * ai" * iJi{J * oj", ~{J 
(Xj", ® gj{J) = (XjJ ® (gj{J) = Xi", ® S(gj{J)' 

This last antipode is taken in Pol(SUq(2)). 

As pointed out in [BR2J, each balanced representation p(p) of V gives rise to a 

balanced representation pep) of V. This extension is quite natural. The represen-
oiQ Qia: . . 

tation space of p(p) is V = ffiaENo' Put Xj ", = Xj ", ® 1 and gj: = 1 ® 9;:. The 
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elements g~: act in V as before, namely as in (152). Recall that if a E Uq(su(2» 

then p(a) = nO:EIIIO pea) if a E Uq(su(2». It is thus natural to define 

(162) 

As proved in [BR2] this action does define a representation of V. This representation 

is still unitary for p E ilR. For the case pEN we still have a subrepresentation pcp )fm 

of D. See 7.3.5 

The formal R-matrix n in the Quantum Lorentz Group is the infinite sum 

L 
o:i" . 

n = x· ® '1!". 
J" !fi" (163) 

It is easy to see how it acts in the tensor product of two balanced representations 

r(p): 

'RfO. ®~. = "" (i"'l jo: 
'" '13 L..J 

D."'I,j" , a 
(164) 

The action of n in V ® V is thus well defined, even though n is defined by an infinite 

sum. This is a result of [BR1]. Notice we are considering the algebraic, rather than 

topological tensor product of vector spaces. Obviously, for the case pEN the action 
o:i" . 

of 'R in pcp )fin ® pep )fin truncates to the finite sum L:~:t Xja ® 9:: . 
To determine n-1 we can use the identity (id ® S-l)(R) = R-l verified by any 

R-matrix in a Hopf algebra. We have Sv = S-l, where the last antipode is taken in 

Pol(SUq (2» and the first is the one in Uq(sC(2, C)IR), see 7.1.4 and 7.1.5. This leads 

to the following expression for n-1: 

aia . 
'R-1 = L q-ia+ja( _l)i,,-ja X j " ® g:::;:, (165) 

o.,iQ,ja 
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which makes sense when applied to the tensor product of two balanced representa

tions pep). 

Obviously, our formal calculations do not prove that 1(,-1 is the inverse of 1(, or that 

the action of R in the balanced representations of the Lorentz group defines a braid 

group representation. However, we can show this facts directly. For example the 

fact RR-1 = id (action in balanced representations) is a consequence of equation 

(133), together with the fact pep) is a representation of V if for any representation 

pCp) of D = Uq (sl(2, C)lR). In fact: 

1(,1(,-1 = .~ .. (~: @g;:) (q-iQ+iQ(_l)iQ-iQX;: 0 g=;:) 
a,{3,tQ,t{3,JQ,J{3 

= 
a,jQ,iQ ,j/3 

this last one acts as the identity in the representations p(p). The Yang-Baxter 

equation is a consequence of the identities (~@id)(R) = R1,3R1,2 and (id®~)(R) = 

R 1,3 R 1,2, when considering the action in the balanced represesentations, see [KJ for 

example. These last equalities are tautologies when we look at the structure maps 

ofD. 

It is easy to verify that 'R"'" = 'R-1, by the very expression of R-1 and the star 

structure. Therefore the R-matrix which we consider in the quantum Lorentz Group 

is compactible with its star structure, see 7.1.1. Let p E iJR, thus pep) is a unitary 
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representation of V = Uq (sC(2, qIR) thus also p is a unitary representation of V. 
Therefore we have: 

Theorem 116 For any pEe we have a braid group representation in V(p)®n given 

by the formal R-matrix in the quantum Lorentz Group. Moreover if p E ilR then all 

the braidding operators will extend to unitary operators, uniquely. 

The quantum Lorentz group also has a group like element which is G = q2J.. As 

referred in [BNR] it formally gives Uq (sC(2, qIR) a structure of ribbon Hopf algebra. 

We shall see later that it is indeed a good group like element. 

7.3.8 The action of the R-matrix and Group Like element in finite di

mensional balanced representations 

As we referred to in 7.2.4, if A is a Hopf algebra with an R-matrix R, then the 

Hopf algebra map ¢ : V(A, A*cOP) -+ A®A preserves the R-matrices if A is finite 

dimensional. See [BR21 and [M]. Let us see that this is the case for the Quantum 

Lorentz Group. We need to modify the statement slightly, for all R-matrices are 

formal and we work with infinite dimensional representations. We freely use the 

notation of 7.2.4, 7.3.1 and 7.3.7. 

The algebra Pol(SUq (2)) admits a Z2 grading Pol(SUq (2)) = Pol(SUq (2))even EB 

Pol(SUq (2))odd, where Pol(SUq (2))even is generated by all the g~: with a E Nand 

Pol(SUq(2))odd is generated by all the g~: with a E N +~. As referred to at the end 

of 7.1.4 there exists an automorphism of Pol(SUq (2)) which equals the identity in 

the even part of Pol(SUq (2)) and minus the identity in the odd part of Pol(SUq (2)). 

This automorphism extends to an automorphism of Uq (sC(2, C)IR) in a way such that 
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it is the identity in Uq (.su(2» 01. As pointed out in 7.3.1 any irreducible physical 

representation of Uq(.sC(2, C)lR) with minimal spin zero is either equivalent to (p0p)o 

¢ or to (p ® p) 0 ¢ 0 T. This is a theorem of Takeuchi, see [T], answering affirmatively 

a conjecture formulated Woronowicz and Paddles, see [PWJ. In Theorem 114, we 

used this result to prove that 

P(P)fin ~ (p ® p) 0 ¢ 0 T, a = (p - 1)/2,p E N. 

ct ct 
There exists a map f : V (p )fin ~ V ® V intertwining pep )fin and (p 0 p) 0 <p 0 T. From 

the form of the R-matrix R of the Quantum Lorentz Group, it is obvious that the 

action of R is the same in tensor products of representations of the form pcp )fin and 

of P(P)fin 0 T. Notice again that we are only considering integer spins, thus we only 

need the "even part" of the formal R-matrix R. We will use this fact later. 

ct ct A 

Lemma 117 Let f : ¢: V(P)fin ~ V® V be an intertwiner, and R be the R-matrix 

of Uq(.su(2»®Uq (.su(2», we have: 

(f ® f)(Rx ® y) = RU ® f)(x ® y) 

Let us prove this lemma. In the case A is finite dimensional, this is a consequence 

of the fact (¢®¢)(R) = R, where the first R-matrix is the R-matrix of the quantum 

double. This, as referred in 7.2.4, follows from the equalities (A ® id)(R) = R13R23 

and (id 0 fl.)(R) = R13R23 , satisfied by any R-matrix in a Hopf algebra. The 

discussion now is very similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 114. 

The morphism ¢ : V ~ Uq (.su(2»®Uq (.su(2» extends to a morphism J : fJ ~ 
ct /3 

I1ct,/3E!No L(V) 0 L(V). Let us prove that for any v E V(P)fin we have 

(166) 
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wi.., 
Notice that X j .., is not in V = Uq (.sl(2, C)IR), thus this fact needs proving. First of 

all we need to define: 

~) (iw 
Jw W 

QI QI 

which acts in V ® V in the obvious way. That is as 

~) (iw 
Jw W 

Recall that ¢>OT when restricted to Uq(.su(2)) is the comultiplication in it. Therefore, 

as a representation of Uq(.su(2)) the representation ($®$) O¢>OT of V = Uq(.sl(2, C)IR) 
QI QI 

splits as ~ $ ... $ Ppl. Fix once for all the identification V ® V ~ S EB ... EB Pv1 given 

by the Clebsch-Gordan maps w3Q1 and <I>~QI in the phases we have chosen for them. 
"wiw Q Q 

Under this identification ¢>(Xj..,) acts in V® Vas 

(167) 

Indeed, we have: 

/3) e tt. 
i 

The last equality from (116). This proves that equation (167) is correct. 
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o fJ 
We have two representation of Uq(.su(2)), one in V(P)fin and the other in V ® v: 
Since f is (in particular) a Uq (.5u( 2) )-intertwiner there must exist cfJ E C such that 

j(ei/3) = CfJei/3. In particular we have: 

( ~B) B A~ B f X jwVi/3 = c5(iw, ifJ)c5(w, {3)f(vj/3) = c5(iw, ifJ)c5(w, {3)CfJej/3 = ¢(XjJf(Vi/3)' 

which proves (166), is correct. Therefore, if {3, 'Y E {O, 1, ... ,p - I}, we have 

(j ® f) (R,£i/3 ® tii-y) 

= (j 159 1) ( ~ (X;: 159 91:) (£i/3 159 tii-Y)) 
aE:iNo 

= (j 159 1) (I);;: ® 91:) (~i/3 159 tii-Y)) 
aEN 

= (j®1) (L(-1)20(X;: ®9f:) (~i/3 ®tii-Y)) 
aEN 

= (j®1) (L(X;: 1591"(91:)) (£i/3 ®tii-Y)) 
aEN 

= L(¢ ® ¢)(;;: 159 91:) (f(~i/3) 159 f(tii-y)) 
oEN 

Thus, similarly to in the finite dimensional case, all follows from (~ 159 id)(R) = 

R13R23 and (id ® ~)(R) = R13R23 • Indeed, after 7.2.2 the calculations in 7.2.3 are 

valid when considering the action in finite dimensional representations. Let us see 

it is so. Pick up a {3, 'Y, c5, c E !No. Let use see how the term 

I: I: ~(X;:) 159 (91:/1 ® id)(R(+)) 159 @f:' 159 id)(RH) 
oEN (Oi"') ,9,,,, 
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(3 'Y 5 e 
acts in V® V® V® v. Recall the notation of 7.2.2. Let r be the r-form of Pol(SUq (2)) 

and f = P2r We have: (we omit the ® symbols, unless we really need them, to 

simplify the notation) 

Now notice that 
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Thus the last term simplifies as 

This finishes the proof of the lemma. 

The group like element of Uq (.s[(2, C)lR) was defined as: G = q2J., in particular 

cjJ(G) = q2J. ®q2Jz = G, where G is the group like element of Uq(.su(2))®Uq(.su(2)). 

Thus in the conditions of the last theorem we also have: f(Gx) = Gf(x). By the 

discussion in 7.2.4, the map cjJ : Uq (.s[(2, C)lR) -+ Uq (.su(2))0Uq (su(2)) also preserves 

the comultiplication map and the antipodal map. Since the category of represen

tations of Uq(su(2))0Uq (su(2)) which are direct sums of representations p ® P is a 

ribbon category, it follows that: 

Theorem 118 . The tensor category of finite dimensional representations of the 

quantum Lorentz Group generated by the balanced representations is a ribbon cate

gory when the Quantum Lorentz Group is given the formal R-matrix n and group 

like element G = q2J. It is ribbon equivalent to the subcategory of representations of 

Uq (su(2) )0Uq (su(2)) generated by representations p ® P 

Therefore we have a knot invariant I(P(P)fm) for any finite dimensional balanced 
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representation p(p )fin of the quantum Lorentz group made out of the formal R

matrix and group like elements. Moreover by, Lemma 101, it follows that: 

Theorem 119 Let q E (0,1). Let pEN and 2a = p - 1. We have: 

/(P(P)fin)(ql/2)(K) = X(O,p, K)( -h)(2a + 1), 

where q = exp(h) and h < 0, for any knot K. In particular these knot invariants 

are unframed and do not distinguish a knot from its mirror image. 

This proves our perturbative framework in chapter 2 is correct at least for finite 

dimensional balanced representations. We will see later that the same holds for 

infinite dimensional balanced representations. 

7.4 Knot invariants from infinite dimensional representa

tions of the Quantum Lorentz Group 

We now apply the machinery of the last sections to define knot invariants from 

infinite dimensional representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group. 

7.4.1 Representations of the Quantum Lorentz Group and R-matrix-a 

resume of the notation 

Recall that the Quantum Lorentz Group V = Uq{.sl(2, C)IR) at a point q E (0,1) 

is defined as the quantum double V(Uq(su(2)), Pol(SUq(2)tOP) , notice that both 

Uq(su(2)) and Pol(SUq(2)tOP are sub Hopf algebras of V. Therefore V has a formal 

R-matrix 'R coming from its quantum double structure. As we have seen in 7.3.7, 
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even though R is defined by an infinite sum, it is possible to describe its action in 

any pair of infinite dimensional irreducible balanced representations of V, as well as 

in the balanced finite dimensional representations. See 7.3.7 

Recall that the balanced representations of Uq(.s[(2, C)lR) depend on p E C. If p E iIR 

then the representations p(p) can be made unitary. Choosing p E [0, i2;J, where 

q = eh , parametrises all the unitary representations in the principal series which 

have minimal spin equal to zero. These last ones are called simple representations 

in [NR]. 

Similarly to the classical case, the underlying vector space for the balanced repre

sentations p(p) , p E C of the Quantum Lorentz Group is 

v = V(p) = EB V, 
O:ENo 

where 
0: 

P : Uq (.su(2)) -+ L(V) 
0: 

is the irreducible representation of Uq(.su(2)) with spin a. A basis of V is thus given 

by the vectors {it i = -a, -a + 1, ... , a}. Any element x of Uq (.su(2)) acts in V in 

the fashion: 

IT p(x). 
O:ENo 

The group like element of the Lorentz group is given by G = q2Jz . 

Define, given half integers A, B, C and D, the complex numbers 

C B) q2up (-a a D) . 
a -a B C 0 

(168) 

For the correct definition of the phases of the Clebsh-Gordon coefficients see [BR2] 

or [KS]. We displayed an expression for them in 7.1.2, a formula taken from [BR2]. 
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Recall the formal universal R-matrix of the quantum Lorentz group is: (see [BRl] 

and 7.3.7) 

its inverse being: 

'R,-1 = 

aE~No 
-a:5ia,ia:5a 

aia . 
X· 0 S-l(~"). 

aE~No 
-a:5ia,ia:5a 

}'" Yi" 

This antipode S is the one of Pol(SUq (2)YoP C V, which is the inverse of the one in 

Pol(SUq (2)), thus 

See 7.1.4 The action of g~: in the space V(p) is given by 

ai." g. = F{J ~ 'b. (if ia 
9}", ~(j ;:: w ~.., 

, D",p,r,x!No I a 

(169) 

The constants FrY. are defined in [BR2J, proposition 1. They will not be used di

rectly. In fact as we refered to in 7.3.3, their values are (almost) arbitrary and they 

only appear to ensure that the representations p(p) are unitary for p E ilR. Their 

appearance does not change the representation itself, therefore not affecting the cal-
l ~ , 

culations of knot invariants. Notice also that equation (169) implies that bj sends V 
,-1 , ,+1 

to V EB VEB V . 

In some particular cases, equation (169) simplifies to: 

ai", 0 Fo ~ (i'Y irY. a) 
gj", Vo = ;:: w . A~gVi.." 

'"i.., I a Ja 

(170) 

and to 

(171) 
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All these formulae are consequences of (108) and (109). With them we can also 

prove A~~ = 1, from which follows: 

(172) 

As we saw in 7.3.7, the elements 

act simply as matrix elements, in other words: 

(173) 

The action of the group like element Gis 

(174) 

It is easy to compute how 'R acts, namely: 

See [BRI J, proposition 13. The action of'R in V ® V is thus well defined. Notice that 

we are considering the algebraic, rather than topological, tensor product. Moreover 

'R defines a braid group representation. We proved this in 7.3.7. Denote it by 

bE B{n) t---+ Rb E L(V®). Here B(n) denotes the n-strand braid group and L(v®n) 

the vector space of linear maps v®n --+ v®n. Notice that the braiding operators 

Rb extend to unitary operators if p E ilR since 'R*®* = 'R-1
, where * is the star 

structure on the Quantum Lorentz Group, see 7.3.7. 
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7.4.2 Some heuristics 

Recall 1.4.2 as well now. Suppose we are given a braid b with n + 1 strands, there 

is attached to it q braiding operator Rb : v®(n+l) ---? v®(n+l), for any balanced 

representation of the Quantum Lorentz Group. Consider the map Ab = (id ® G ® 

... ® G)Rb. Suppose the closure of the braid b is a knot. If the representations we 

are considering were finite dimensional then the partial trace TI(Ab) : V ---? V of Ab 

over the last n variables would be an intertwiner, and thus a multiple ofthe identity, 

given that the representations which we are considering are irreducible. Moreover 

this multiple of the identity would be a knot invariant which would have the form: 

(175) 

The last sum is to be also extended to all iCik with -ak ~ i Cik ~ ak, k = 1, ... , n - 1. 

Even though the sums above may be not convergent, the assignment of one sum of 

this kind to a braid whose closure is a knot is not ambiguous. In fact suppose b has 

m + 1 strands and n crossings. We can always express this sum in a more sugestive 

way, namely as: 

S, - •• S. ( t, IT T(g, 1, t, /)Bo) , (176) 

-Cil:::; il,it:$;CiI 

where Q = (ab ... , an), 1 = (iI, ... , in), t = UI, ... , J'n), and T(Q, 1, t, l) can be either a 
, Ciki 

term like 9k
;, a term like X j or G. We obvioulsy need to suppose that the closure of 

b is a knot for this to hold. Notice that the transition from (175) to (176) is totaly 

clear if the representations are finite dimensional, and corresponds to the approach 

in 1.4,2. We wish to analyse the sums b ~ Sb where b is a braid whose closure is 

a knot. We shall see that they do define a knot invariant after we consider their 

asymptotic expansion. 
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Figure 32: Right and Left Handed Trefoil Knot 

Let us look to the sums Sb in a bit more detail for two explicit example, clarifying 

what the formula for Sb means as well. We consider first the left and right handed 

trefoil knots displayed in figure 32. Call the two braids we have chosen to represent 

them T+ and T_. The sum for the right handed trefoil knot is 

Whereas for the left handed trefoil is: 

Many of the terms will be zero in the expressions above. Let us look at ST_. We 

only want the 0 _ 0 matrix element, and (EO, x;: v) = fJ(a, 0) (EO, v). Thus we 

can make, = 0, and then note that ~ acts as the identity. We obtain 

_. oi", {3i/3 . 

ST = ""' q-i",+i",-ip+ip(_l)io +ip-i",-i/3 < gfJ .~ x· ex. gO-'."'Bo Bo > . 
- ~ -3p 3", J{3 -3a ' 

o,{3e4No 
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From (162) and (174) follows a = f3 and ia = jj3. By (170) and (171) we can 

conclude: 

a L qia- ip+2j{3( _l)ip-j{3 

~) (if3 
Ja a 

-jj3 

Using the standard symmetries of the Clebsch Gordon Coefficients, namely equation 

(114), we can express this as: 

Notice A~o is zero unless a is integer. Therefore the final expression for the sum is: 

ST_ = L daAO~A~O· 
aEl\lo 

Here da is the quantum dimension of the representation p. It equals (q2a+l -

q-2a-l )/(q _ q-l). This last sum is easily proved to be equal to ST+, therefore, 

if the sums do define a knot invariant, they make no distinction between the Trefoil 

and its mirror image. We would expect this from Corollary 19 and Theorem 119. 

The calculations for other knot diagrams follow the same procedure, which can be 

given an obvious graphical calculus. 

Notice that the series S(T_) seems to be divergent due to the presence of the da 

term in it. Therefore these sums do not seem to define C-valued knot invariants. 

We will go back to this in 7.4.5. This tells us the method of Borel re-summation 

sketched in Chapter 4 is perhaps more powerful. 
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As we have seen in 7.3.5, if pEN, then the representation p(p) has a finite dimen

sional subrepresentation P(P)fm in V(P)fin = $®~EB ... EBPVl. Notice that Bo E V(P)fin' 

Therefore from (173) and (176) we have: 

Lemma 120 If pEN and b is a braid whose closure is a knot, then the infinite 

sum Sb(q,p) truncates to a finite sum for any q E (0,1). 

And by Theorem 119 we must have: 

Proposition 121 Let q = exp(h/2) E (0,1), and pEN. Let also a = (p - 1)/2. 

Given a braid b, let Kb be the closure of b, which we suppose to be a knot. We have: 

Sb(exp(h/2),p)[2a + IF = X(O,p, Kb)( -h)(2a + 1)2 

where a = (p - 1)/2 and h < O. 

Recall that by theorem 14 the knot invariant X(O,p) is unframed for any pEN. 

7.4.3 The series are convergent h-adicaly 

We now define a simple version the h-adic version of the theory developed by Buf

fenoir and RochelS 

Let L:n anhn be a formal power series. The order of it is by definition the smallest n 

so that an =f. O. Let L:k A(k) = L:k (L:n a~) hn) be a series of formal power series. 

lBMaybe it would have been better to define an h-adic quantum Lorentz group as 

V(Uh(s[(2, C)), SLh(2, C)) from the begining. This quantum Group which would then natu

rally map to Uh(s[(2, C) ® Uh(s[(2, C). This would avoid the technicalities arising from the fact 

Uq (su(2» is not an honest ribbon Hopf algebra. However, we could not, a priory, apply Takeuchi's 

theorem (Theorem 103), a result in which a major part of our work depends. 
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We say it is converges h-adically if for any mEN the number of k's in N such that 

the power series A(k) has order smaller than m is finite. Therefore we can define 

Ek (En a~k) hn) without any problem. 

Let q E (0,1) and consider the element g~: E Pol(SUq(2)). For any pEe, we have 

a balanced representations p(p) of the quantum Lorentz group in V(p). The term 

can be seen a function of q. Due to the fact the building blocks of p(p) are Clebsch 

Gordon coefficients, it express as a sum of square roots of rational functions of q, 

which extend to a well defined analytic function in a neighborhood of 1. We can see 

this for example from (107). In addition we have some terms of the form qPU, (J E IE, 

which after putting q = exp(h/2) define an analytic function of h. Therefore 

h /~i{31 ( )(OiO)Il;· ) 
~ \ p p gjo t" exp(h/2) 

defines a power series in h, uniquely. In particular it follows that if b is a braid whose 

closure is a knot, then each term of the sum Sb defines uniquely a power series in h, 

which converges to the term for h S 0 close enough to 0 and q close enough to 1. 

Lemma 122 For any x E Pol(SUq (2)), the order of 

is bigger or equal to 1/3 - ,I as a power series in h. 

!i "I "1-1 "I "1+1 

Proof. Notice that bj sends V to V EEl V EEl V , in a way such that for q = 1 
!i "1+1 1'-1 

the projection v of b/oi" in V EEl V is zero. We can see this from Lemma 109, for 

example. In particular v has order bigger or equal to one. This lemma is thus a trivial 
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consequence of the fact the elements {t;, -1/2 ::; i, j ::; 1/2} generate Pol(SUq(2)) 

as an algebra. _ 

Therefore 

Proposition 123 For any braid b whose closure is a knot the sum Sb converges to 

an element of C[[h]] in the h-adic topology. 

Proof. Let b be a braid with n crossings and m + 1 strands, thus 

/ 2n+m ) 
Sb = al~n \ BO, g T(Q, i., i., l)Bo , 

-alS;il,jlS;al 

where ~ = (aI, ... , an), i = (iI, ... , in), j = (jl, ... ,jn), and T(Q,1.,j, l) can be either a 
. Q;k i - -

term like gk;, a term like X j or G. Recall that we need to suppose that the closure 
Q;k i 

of b is a knot for this to hold. Due to the way the X j act in V (p ), see equation 

(173), the previous lemma guaranties that the order of (SO, n~=im T(~, i, 1.., l)So) as 

a power series is bigger than or equal to ak for k = 1, .. , n, and the result follows. _ 

1.4.4 The series define a C[[h]]-valued knot invariant 

Since we have proved the h-adic convergence of the sums Sb to a formal power series, 

we could now use Markov's theorem and prove that the assignment b ~ Sb defines 

a C[[hJJ-valued knot invariant. However the best way to prove it is to reduce it to 

the finite dimensional case, since we already know that it defines a knot invariant 

and what the form of it is, see Proposition 121. Consider a coefficient A~g(p)q at 

q = exp(h/2), thus it is a power series in h convergent for h small enough. From 

equation (154), we can see that the dependence of each term of it in p is polynomial. 

In particular: 
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Lemma 124 Let b be a braid whose closure is a knot Kb, consider the power series 

S(b)(exp(h/2),p) as a function of p, the parameter defining a balanced representa

tion of the quantum Lorentz Group. Then each term in the expansion of S(b) is a 

polynomial in p. 

Proof. Cf 3.3.1. Suppose A(p) = LnENo An(p)hn and B(p) = LnENo Bn(p)hn are 

power series whose coefficients depend polynomially in p, for example a power series 

such as exp(mph/2). Then also the coefficients of their product depend polynomially 

in p. This immediately proves this lemma since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients do 

not depend on p. • 

Therefore 

Theorem 125 Let pEe and b be a braid whose closure is a knot Kb. We have: 

Sb(exp(h/2),p)[2a + 1]2 = X(O,p, Kb)( -h)(2a + 1)2 

where a = (p - 1)/2 

Recall that by theorem 14 the knot invariant X(O,p) is unframed. 

Proof. By Lemma 124, we only need to prove this theorem for pEN. In this case, 

if q = (0,1) then S(p, q) truncates to a finite sum which from Proposition 121 equals 

X(O, p, Kb)( -h) ~~~!~?: at h = exp(h/2). Recall these power series are convergent 

if p is integer. Each term of the finite sum S(p, exp(h/2)) is a power series in h 

convergent for h small enough and coinciding with S(p, q), for q E (0,1) and close 

enough to 1; thus the result follows. • 

This theorem totally unifies the approach in chapter 2 and this one in the context 

of balanced representations. 
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7.4.5 Estimates for Clebsch Gordon Coefficients and A-coefficients, and 

the series 8T+ 

We now estimate how fast the series 8T+ can diverge, now interpreted as a series of 

complex numbers. 

First of all we make the observation that the orthogonality relations for the Clebsch 

Gordon coefficients imply that they are in norm smaller than one, for they are real 

in our convention, which is as usual the one of [BR2J, see 7.1.2. We can actually get 

a better estimate. First, let us try to find a bound for a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 

of the form (: -; ~)- Notice that in general. 

c :) (177) (~ -a 

See 7.1.2. 

We have, see [BR2] and 7.1.2: 

(: -a 

C 
~) = qu+,IIC+l)C-IB+l)B-ID+l)D) .e;.IB-ul 

[2D + l][B + C - D]![B - a]![D]![D]! 
[D +C - B]!B+D - C]![B+C+D+ l]![B+aJ![C -a! 

D 

L 
v=o 

D-C-u~V~B-u 

QV(D+l)ei1r(V+B-u)[B + a + V]![C + D - a - V]! 

[V]![D - V]![B - a - V]![C - D + a + V]! 

The quantum integers are defined as [n] = [n]q = qq-_ni=.qqn. As usual we assume q E 

(0,1) Note that we can make the substitution [nJq ...... q-n - qn in the formula above 
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for Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients, at the price of multiplying the final expression by 

(q-l_q)-~, as an easy calculation shows. We then propose to consider the transition 

q-n _ qn ~ q-n. Let us analyse first each term of the final sum. A straightforward 

calculation shows that we can make the transition if we multiply each term by K v, 

where 
Kv= F(B+O"+V)F(G+D-O"-V) 

F(V)F(D - V)F(B - 0" - V)F(G - D + 0" + V)· 

We considered F(O) = 1, F(n) = n~=1(q2k - 1), n = 1,2, .... Since n:l(q2k - 1) is 

convergent we conclude that K v is limited by a constant for any choice of parameters. 

If we do the same with the other terms we can prove: 

Theorem 126 There exists a constant K < 00 such that for any B, G E ~No, DE 

{IB - GI, ... , B + G} and any 0" E {-min(B, G), -min(B, G) + 1, ... , 

min( B, G)} we have: 

(: G 

-0" ~) 

Using similar techniques we can prove: 

D L qV
2
+V(1+2(C-B». (178) 

v=o 
D-C-u5,V5,B-u 

Theorem 121 Let q E (0, 1). There exists a K < 00 such that for any I, J, K, m, n, p 

we have: 

(7; :) S; qJ'+J-IJ+K(I-J)+mI+nJ+lm+!'q-K+m/>tm 

K-p L qV2 +V(2P+1-21+2J). 

v=o 
K-J-m$.V$.I-m 
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Now using the symmetry properties of the Clebsch Gordon Coefficients (177) we 

conclude 

Corollary 128 We have the bounds 

B 

-(1 ~) 

and ifp E ilR 

D L qV
2
+V(1+2(C-B», (179) 

v=o 
D-C-u$V$B-u 

(180) 

To prove the second estimate recall that q is real and p is imaginary in (154). Notice 

the estimates in equations (178) and (179) are different. It is not difficult to refine 

the bound for AIJ/o which yields. 

IA~I ~ K.(2{3 + 1)Eq2/3-E , E E {O, 1, ... , 2{3}. (181) 

Also APfo = 0 if E > 2{3 this is because of properties of Y (E, {3, {3) expressing 

admissibility, see (154). The same is valid for Ag~. 

Recall 
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Therefore if p E iR the series diverges at most as19: 
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